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PREFACE
For many years now, engineering at the very small scale has remained
the driving force behind a significant share of the global economy. Over
the past four decades, microelectronic devices have proliferated and their
myriad uses have increasingly defined our modern lifestyles. Throughout
the microelectronics era, the sizes of individual devices integrated on
semiconductor chips have been steadily reduced. With this trend still
continuing, a future is in sight when we shall reach the end of the road
for conventional device miniaturization. This will come about both as a
result of the graininess of matter and the quantum mechanical nature of
physical phenomena that become evident at very small length scales.
Although the limitations would principally come from material science
and physics, their repercussions would be largely economical. In order to
keep the semiconductor industry profitable, new materials, processing
techniques and device architectures will be needed. At the time of this
writing we have about ten years to prepare for a graceful handover to
alternative technologies. By all accounts, these futuristic technologies
will exploit the physics and technology of novel devices whose
dimensions will be measured in nanometers — 1 nanometer being onebillionth of a meter. Structures and devices at this scale are already at the
heart of modern technology and these are going to play increasingly
important roles in the future. Nanotechnology — the engineering
discipline concerned with studying and fabricating such ultra small
objects is now a thriving field in applied sciences and is attracting more
researchers and funding throughout the world. Several countries have
made nanotechnology funding a very high priority in their budget
allocations, as an appreciation for its potential has grown in recent years.
Developed countries as well as a number of developing countries see
much promise from nanotechnology in fields as diverse as information
technology and health care.
The interdisciplinary nature of nanotechnology is perhaps the most
noticeable feature of this new field. The nano world can be approached
from several different disciplines such as materials science, electronics,
physics, chemistry and biology. This creates new opportunities for
scientists and engineers as well as policy makers. It is clear that
explorations and innovations in this realm will open up entirely new
v
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possibilities. This is good news for a world that is increasingly short of
non-renewable sources of both materials and energy. Recognizing the
potential of nanotechnology, many companies have started research in
this field and more are joining them every year. Universities too are
increasingly active in this area. As researchers we need to have a broad
understanding of what our fellow researchers are doing elsewhere. This
book is geared towards satisfying that need. Nanotechnology being such
a wide discipline, this book is only concerned with its applications in
electronics and photonics and in that too it looks at only a narrow
selection of topics. The book contains a selection of 16 chapters
contributed by a number of research teams around the world. They have
especially expanded and adapted these chapters from papers published
by them in the recent past.
After the introductory chapter the book is divided into two parts.
The first is comprised of works that deal with electronic applications of
nanotechnology whereas the following part is constituted of
nanotechnology applications in pushing the frontiers of photonic
technologies. The chapters are focused on experimental aspects of
nanotechnology rather than theoretical studies or computer modeling. All
the contributors are active researchers in their fields of specialization and
thus this book provides an up-to-date survey of the state of contemporary
nanotechnology. The publisher, editor and contributors hope that it will
be useful to both students and professional researchers alike.
Editor
Faiz Rahman
Department of Electronics and Electrical Engineering
University of Glasgow

Scotland, United Kingdom
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FROM MICROSTRUCTURES TO
NANOSTRUCTURES
Faiz Rahman

%

his introductory chapter is a brief survey of the
microfabrication technologies that power today’s
semiconductor industries. The economic and
technological trends have been described with both a
medium term and a long term outlook. We examine some of
the most important process technologies deployed in fabs
across the world and look at the likely ways that these
technologies will change in the future. We also investigate
contemporary research that is creating a base for
commercial nanotechnologies of the future. Following
chapters take a more detailed look at some selected
techniques for the fabrication of nanostructures.


In the early years of the last century no one could have predicted that one
day engineering will come to depend so heavily on artificial structures
that are thousands of times smaller than the diameter of a human hair.
Indeed, a hundred years ago, ‘thin as hair’ was a frequently used catch
phrase. Engineering in those days was associated with large and often
very large structures; both mechanical and architectural. Even vacuum
tube-based electrical engineering didn’t deal with particularly small
1
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devices. The development of the first Germanium bipolar transistor in
1947 started a new paradigm shift with the first inklings of
miniaturisation in electrical engineering. However, it took another few
years before the idea of printing devices on a piece of silicon took shape
and ushered in the era of the integrated circuit that started the
microelectronics revolution in earnest. From that time on, integrated
semiconductor devices have been continually shrunk to ever smaller
sizes in order to improve product functionality and return on
manufacturing investments. There is still much steam left.
Semiconductor industry will keep forging ahead in much the same way
as it is doing today until at least 2018. Beyond that, radical new
technologies will be needed to sustain the same pace of development.
Some of this will, undoubtedly, be the technologies that are being
researched today in academic and industrial R&D labs across the world.
Exactly when the transition will take place is anybody’s guess but that it
will happen is certain. This is a good enough reason why we should be
interested in contemporary developments in nanotechnology but there is
another dimension to it.
Since the dawn of solid-state electronics in the late nineteen-forties
there has been relentless miniaturisation of active devices. The
development of integrated circuits in the early nineteen-sixties ushered in
the micro era with the advent of terms such as micro-circuits and microelectronics. Typically, these referred to individual devices having
dimensions of a few tens of micrometers. Some of the techniques for
making small structures in solid materials had existed for many years but
a great deal of the fabrication technology was specifically developed to
construct monolithic integrated devices measuring only a few microns
across. Very rapidly, these techniques were improved upon to make still
smaller devices thus packing more devices on a chip of given size.
Gordon Moore, one of the founders of Intel Corporation predicted in
1965 that the number of transistors on a chip will keep doubling every
eighteen to twenty-four months. This prediction, known as Moore’s law,
has remained strikingly valid ever since and has guided decades of
efforts in monolithic integration. Nowadays, with mainstream advanced
microprocessor and Digital Signal Processor (DSP) chips boasting of
transistor counts in excess of one billion, the success of Moore’s law in
predicting the evolution of the IC industry is more evident than ever
before. A plot of rising transistor count per chip over the years since
1970 is shown in Figure 1.1.
2
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Figure 1.1 Transistor count for various Intel chips versus year of introduction (Courtesy:
Intel Corporation).

During the sixties and the seventies device dimensions gradually
shrank down to a few micrometers. By that time the benefits of
miniaturisation were well understood and there developed a separate
industry of miniaturisation tool suppliers. As more advanced
technologies for next generation semiconductor chip fabrication were
perfected, device miniaturisation marched on to the micron and then the
sub-micron range. These were made possible by the development of such
processes as dry etching and high resolution optical lithography. With
device dimensions continually being pushed down deeper into the submicron range we entered the nano era around the turn of the present
century. At the time of this writing, 65 nm devices are in commercial
production and 45 nm devices are planned for release soon. The plan for
three-year cycle technology generations or ‘nodes’ is shown in the table
below. A node is defined as one-half of the smallest pitch in the
technology. This information is taken from the International Technology
Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) which is a consensus reference
document with a 15 year outlook on the requirements of the
semiconductor industry (Table 1.1).
3
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Table 1.1 ITRS silicon technology transition roadmap.

Production
Year

2001

2004

2007

2010

2013

2016

Technology
Node (nm)

130

90

65

45

32

22

There are sound business reasons driving this push towards smaller
and smaller device geometries. As transistors shrink in size, a given
number of them can be packed in a smaller area thus reducing the
physical size of chips. This essentially means that a larger number of
chips can be produced from a wafer, thus increasing the profits for the
semiconductor companies. Of course, this holds true only if the chips per
wafer yield is also maintained at the same time – no mean feat as features
get ever smaller. Yet another way the shift to smaller device sizes has a
favourable affect on a company’s bottom line is through the possibility
of packing more transistors in a chip of the same size as before. This
way, manufacturers could pack more functionality in the same sized die
as before, enabling them to fabricate and sell more capable integrated
circuits that fetch higher prices. These were the factors that caused
semiconductor companies to invest heavily in new fabrication tools and
technologies in order to enable them to keep migrating from one IC
generation to the next, every two to three years. And, as a consequence,
the cost of individual transistors on monolithic chips have plunged many
orders of magnitude over the past four decades – from around two dollars
a transistor in 1968 to less than a nano dollar a transistor in 2008!
Many semiconductor foundries around the world are operating
round the clock to produce an extremely wide range of analogue and
digital chips. The 24 hour operation is necessary to extract the full
return-on-investment from the installed equipment base. Figure 1.2 here
is a view inside one of Intel Corporation’s manufacturing facilities.
Another way the industry has been raising its profits is through the
use of larger wafers. A few years ago six-inch diameter wafers were used
for IC fabrication. Then the industry changed to eight-inch wafers and at
the time of this writing twelve-inch diameter silicon wafers are the
standard in leading fabs. These are planned to be displaced by eighteeninch wafers by 2012 and there are talks of transitions to even larger
wafer sizes in the future. Processing larger wafers is more expensive both
because it requires new or modified tools capable of handling large
4
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Figure 1.2 Inside of an Intel semiconductor fabrication facility (Courtesy: Intel
Corporation).

wafers and because it takes more processing chemicals to complete the
wafer fabrication process. Tool vendors have found a new niche in
supplying equipment that can handle these larger wafers. Nevertheless,
large wafers have a favourable impact on industry revenues because they
yield significantly more devices than smaller wafers. On balance, the
shift to larger wafer sizes has had a positive impact and this is a trend
that we are likely to see continue for the foreseeable future.
For a successful transition from one so-called technology node to
the next a number of process technologies need tweaks and adjustments.
Pattern imaging technologies have remained at the forefront of
miniaturisation efforts. The application of photolithography to
microelectronics made economical production of monolithic chips
possible in the nineteen fifties. Since then, advances in photolithography
have spearheaded advances in device size down-scaling. Many aspects of
the lithography tool have been improved over time. Near field exposure
gave way to contact and proximity printing which was later replaced by
limited area scanning and the modern step-and-scan approach. This,
combined with enhanced optics and illumination systems has made large
5
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area patterning with acceptable throughput possible. The continual
downscaling of device geometries, however, could not have been
achieved without the use of shorter wavelength radiation for pattern
exposure. Near-UV radiation at 436 nm (g-line) was replaced by mercury
i-line radiation at 365 nm during the early years of commercial chip
production. As geometries shrank below a micron, the i-line wavelength
too gradually became inadequate as diffraction began to limit pattern
resolution. As it gets increasingly difficult to generate large amounts of
short wavelength radiation in simple lamp-based atomic discharges so
attention was turned towards those lasers that can generate UV radiation
efficiently. While a number of laser systems such as the nitrogen laser,
argon-ion laser and helium-cadmium laser, among others, can generate
ultraviolet radiation, noble gas-based excimer lasers were found to be the
most suitable illumination sources for optical lithography. Fluorine
chemistry-based excimer lasers generate extremely intense and stable
short wavelength UV lines which are very suitable for patterning deep
sub-micron features. Krypton fluoride (KrF) lasers that emit at 248 nm
were developed first for this purpose. Until recently, KrF lasers were the
workhorse of deep sub-micron lithography systems. However, with
Critical Dimensions (CDs) getting below 100 nm argon fluoride (ArF)
lasers are now the illumination sources in most state-of-the-art
lithography tools. The 193 nm radiation from ArF lasers is used to image
the mask pattern through a complex system of lenses. The individual
elements in these multi-element lens systems are made from materials
such as fused quartz, calcium fluoride and lithium fluoride – these
materials are some of the only ones available that are transparent to
wavelengths below 200 nm. Calcium fluoride probably holds the most
promise for future lithography systems because of its high laser damage
threshold – an essential attribute for a lens material that has to pass large
amounts of energy to expose relatively insensitive short wavelength
resists. Other materials tend to develop material density and refractive
index fluctuations at high radiation fluences. The complex nature of
modern lithography lenses means that these highly engineered units are
very bulky, expensive and require periodic maintenance. Figure 1.3 here
shows a commercial lithography lens system for use with excimer laser
systems.

6
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Figure 1.3 A photolithography projection lens assembly (Courtesy: ASML Corporation).

With shrinking feature sizes, the 193 nm ArF radiation will also
prove inadequate and tools will transition to 157 nm wavelength
radiation available from Fluorine excimer laser sources. Beyond that, it
would no longer be possible to build an entirely refractive i.e. lens-based
imaging system. Lithography tools in the future will most probably use
catadioptric i.e. lens-mirror combination systems or even completely
reflective systems. These systems have the additional advantage of low
chromatic aberration that can accommodate the natural line width of
7
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excimer lasers. Unfortunately, to image with shorter wavelengths one
also needs to use resists that are sensitive at these wavelengths. Special
deep-UV photoresists have been developed for photolithography at
shorter wavelengths. There are challenges here as well. The novolac and
poly(hydroxystyrene)-based ‘conventional’ resists that are used at 365
nm and also at 248 nm wavelengths become increasingly opaque at
shorter wavelengths. With absorption lengths decreasing to just around
40 nm at 193 nm these resists are not of much use for exposures with
ArF radiation. Methacrylate-based resists are fairly transmissive at such
short wavelengths and several methacrylate-based photoresists have been
developed that conform to the thermal and transparency requirements of
193 nm exposure processes. In fact, being also sensitive to 248 nm
radiation, the methacrylate-based resists have been used as dual
wavelength resists in mix-and-match 248 nm/193 nm lithography
systems. Their only significant disadvantage seems to be their relative
lack of etch resistance in dry etch processes. This issue becomes quite
severe for chlorine-containing chemistries, for instance those based on
BCl3, that are used for metal etching. Their etch resistance can be
increased by incorporating high molecular weight carbon-rich polymers
with them. These can be alicyclic polymers but not aromatic polymers as
the latter have very low transparency below 200 nm. Multi-layer and top
imaging resists are other technologies that are under investigation for
lithography at 193 nm and shorter wavelengths. Several experimental top
surface imaging resists have shown excellent performance in the
laboratory. Their main advantages seem to be larger depth of focus and
the elimination of antireflective coating. The chemistry of short
wavelength 193 nm and post-193 nm resists remains an active topic of
research in several industrial, academic and consortium laboratories
around the world.
Leading technology it may be but reduction in exposure wavelength
is not the only refinement that has been paving the way for smaller
feature sizes in chip manufacturing. Photo-mask manufacturing itself has
undergone significant changes over the years. Commercial reticles are
manufactured on quartz or fused silica blanks that are transparent to the
exposure wavelength. Both laser raster writing and electron beam writing
are in use for mask manufacture. In recent years, increasing use has been
made of various mask-level optical techniques for accurate image
reproduction. These resolution enhancement techniques include phase
shift masks and optical proximity correction. The former uses special
8
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phase shifting materials to create an interference pattern at the image
plane. The two most developed variants of this technique are attenuated
phase-shifting and alternating phase-shifting masks. Attenuated phaseshifting makes use of optical phase-shifting materials such as
molybdenum silicide (MoSi) in selected areas of the reticle. This
material allows around 10% of the incident UV radiation to pass through
it but, with appropriate choice of MoSi thickness, the light that does get
through is shifted in phase by 180° as compared to light that simply
passes through clear quartz. As shown in Figure 1.4 here for the
attenuated phase-shifting approach, the resulting slight exposure of the
resist is insufficient to form a permanent image after development
because it is considerably less than its exposure threshold. The 180°
phase contrast between clear and MoSi-shifted areas produces darker
areas where needed than would be the case with a simple binary mask
where diffraction of light between closely located features causes a
build-up of considerable light intensity underneath chrome areas. Thus,
as far as the resist is concerned, it experiences larger contrasts between
light and dark areas with phase-shifted aerial illumination than with
binary light/dark patterns, allowing much finer pattern details to be
faithfully reproduced in the resist image.

Figure 1.4 Operation of an attenuated phase-shift mask (Courtesy: ASML Corporation).
9
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Alternating phase-shifting mask technology is somewhat more
sophisticated as well as expensive to implement. Here, reticle quartz is
etched in selected locations to produce 180° shift in phase of the
transmitted UV light as compared to adjacent areas of un-etched quartz.
The resulting interference pattern creates the desired aerial image at the
resist plane. As an example, as seen in Figure 1.5, chrome lines on the
reticle are bordered on one side by quartz of phase 0°, and on the other
side by quartz of phase 180°. As the phase goes from positive to
negative, it passes through 0°. The intensity (proportional to the square
of the phase) also goes through 0, making a very dark and sharp line on
the wafer.

Figure 1.5 Operation of an alternating phase-shift mask (Courtesy: ASML Corporation).

While phase-shifting requires special materials and manufacturing
techniques, Optical Proximity Correction (OPC) relies on simply
modifying the pattern on the reticle in order to produce finer circuit
features. The main idea is that unwanted diffraction effects could be
compensated to a large extent by introducing extra features on the mask
plate such that the combination produces the desired aerial image at the
resist plane. OPC is most effective in accounting for photolithography
10
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process variations due to differing feature densities within a die image.
This is common in today’s mixed-signal and memory-logic combination
chips. Proximity correction features such as scatter bars and ‘serifs’
added to line ends enable increase in lithography process latitude without
resorting to more complex techniques. A similar technique is the
selective addition of light absorbing pixels to compensate for CD
variations within an exposure field. This relies on laser written pixels
placed on the reticle at clear apertures so that some light is absorbed
while passing through them. The exposure underneath these locations is
thus reduced which, in turn, shortens CDs in such a manner that after
exposure all similar features begin to come out with the same size. This
technique has been found to be very useful for tightening specifications
on intrafield CD variations.
Today’s commercial photolithography systems generally utilize all
resolution enhancement techniques described above. However, with
continually shrinking device geometries new, and sometimes radical,
breakthroughs in technology are needed in order to continue moving on
the semiconductor industry roadmap. One such technology is the recent
development of liquid immersion lithography as a mainstream deep UV
optical lithography technique. Here we need to take a look at how
imaging resolution is related to other optical parameters. The Rayleigh
equation determines the resolution or the minimum CD that can be
printed with a given imaging system. It relates the minimum printable
feature size to the parameters of an optical lithography system, as:
W = k1 λ / NA
where, k1 is the resolution factor, λ is the wavelength of the exposing
radiation and NA is the numerical aperture of the imaging system. Thus,
printable feature size W could be reduced not only by reducing the
exposure wavelength λ but also by reducing the k1 factor and by
increasing the NA of the lithography system. k1 is dependent on several
factors such as wafer planarity, resist characteristics, use of OPC
techniques etc. Improvements in all these fields have pushed k1 down to
values of around 0.3 and 0.25 may be achievable in the future. This
leaves us with the numerical aperture of the imaging system. This last
parameter is the product of the refractive index of the surrounding
medium with the sine of the light acceptance angle of the lens, as:
11
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NA = n sinθ
Obviously with sinθ ≤ 1 and nair = 1, the NA of any lens system will
remain less than unity. With design advances in optical lithography
systems the numerical aperture of the lens train has gradually increased
from about 0.4 to 0.85 that is typical of today’s systems. With practical
lens systems, numerical apertures of up to 0.93 may be achievable but
that is about as much as could be realised with conventional systems. If
the NA could be pushed beyond unity then dramatic improvements in
lithographic resolution become possible and that is exactly what
immersion lithography can do. Increase in the depth of focus is an
additional advantage of immersion systems. This new technology is so
promising that many academic and industrial labs have been busy
developing it for the past several years. Immersion lithography is based
on increasing the numerical aperture of the imaging system by
immersing the projection lens in a refractive liquid. In practice, a liquid,
transparent to the exposure radiation, is interposed between the final
projection lens and the resist covered wafer. Obviously, the immersion
fluid must be non-invasive to the resist material and the lens when in
contact with them for short periods of time. Ultra-pure semiconductor
grade water is currently the favoured immersion fluid. Filling the gap
between the lens and the wafer with water increases the resolution by
approximately a factor equal to the refractive index of water. Numerical
apertures of up to 1.4 can be attained with this approach and the use of
special high refractive index immersion fluids might permit NA
extension to beyond 1.5. Immersion technology will certainly enable
production down to the 32 nm node and possibly beyond. However,
implementing immersion technology was no easy task as there were a
number of technical challenges that had to be met before it became a
commercially viable technology. These included the detailed mechanics
of dispensing and removing the immersion fluid and keeping it in place
as the wafer stage undergoes large accelerations and decelerations during
the operation of the scanner. Most of these issues have now been
satisfactorily addressed so that 193 nm immersion lithography systems
are now commercially available from a number of manufacturers.
A well-designed lithographic process, utilizing an appropriate
combination of the technologies described above, should be capable of
sustaining wafer patterning down to the 32 nm node. We are further
assured of this because beginning from the 65 nm node a double
12
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patterning approach has been of help in successfully meeting
photolithographic targets for patterning both advanced FETs and
memory cells. Double patterning, which can be used in a number of
different ways, is essentially performed by exposing two successive
photoresist layers using two different photomasks so as to achieve an
increase in feature density by up to a factor of two. Depending on the
implementation, there may be one or more material deposition and
etching steps in between the two photolithographic exposures. Double
patterning, and other similar multiple patterning techniques, cannot
increase the optical resolution of the underlying lithography process but
it can still achieve higher pattern density through its geometric scaling
approach.
Beyond the 32 nm technology node photolithography may have to
face very tough challenges that may not be answered by using extensions
of resolution enhancement technologies known today. Exposure
wavelengths may have to be further reduced to allow optical patterning
of circuit features. Various academic and industrial groups are looking at
Extreme Ultra Violet (EUV) lithography technologies as a way out of
potential problems that the industry is likely to face in the second decade
of this century. Both very deep UV radiation sources and associated
optics are under development. At first, there was much interest in
synchrotron X-ray sources for generating extremely short wavelength
exposure radiation but in recent years smaller and less complicated
sources have found more favour and several research groups are looking
at ways of obtaining useful amounts of radiation in the tens of nanometer
region from tabletop-size systems. An experimental 13.5 nm system
under consideration by the Extreme Ultraviolet Lithography System
Development Association is shown in Figure 1.6. A Nd:YAG laser
illuminates a cold xenon jet with its 1064 nm infrared emission. This
creates a Xe plasma containing electrons and variously charged positive
ions of xenon. Electronic transitions in heavy singly and multiply
charged xenon ions produce strong emissions in the soft X-ray region
around 13.5 nm. Using a reflective system this radiation is focused on the
wafer through a special reticle. Of course, very precise stage positioning
systems are also required to benefit from the fine feature capability.
Field-to-field stitching tolerances in the range of 5 to 10 nm are required.
This level of control is only possible through interferometric systems.
This is one aspect of the EUV lithography package which is already fully
developed and will require only minor adjustments. Over the years,
13
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masks and reticles that can work effectively at such short wavelengths
have posed a very considerable challenge. Ultra-thin silicon nitride
masks with molybdenum/silicon multilayer radiation blocking coatings
have shown much promise but these remain plagued by a number of
problems including fragility, manufacturing expense and difficulty in
defect repair. Luckily, this area has been recognized for quite some time
as one that will require considerable development and has seen
substantial advances. Very specialized resists will also need to be
developed to work with far UV systems; some of which may work
through entirely novel routes. Hard X-Ray and ion-projection
lithography systems were also considered as potential imaging tools but
at this time EUV projection lithography remains the favourite next
generation lithography technology.

Figure 1.6 An experimental EUV lithography system.

Circuit patterns carved in resist on semiconductor wafers need to be
transferred onto the wafer material as permanent circuit features. In
additive pattern transfer, a material is usually deposited as a thin film on
the patterned resist through a physical deposition process such as metal
evaporation or sputtering. It is essential that this process doesn’t heat up
the substrate material because at this stage it is covered with a polymeric
resist layer. After thin film material deposition the entire wafer is
submerged in a resist solvent that dissolves away the resist and any
material lying on top of it. Deposited material is then left on the substrate
14
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where there were openings in the patterned resist. Though
straightforward in concept, this form of additive or lift-off patterning is
not used in the silicon chip industry to any reasonable extent because of
process reliability concerns. The other pattern transfer process –
subtractive patterning is the prevalent process in contemporary IC
fabrication technologies. For subtractive pattern transfer the material to
be patterned is first blanket deposited on the substrate and then the
required pattern is defined in resist coated on top of the material. Next,
etching is performed to selectively remove material where it is exposed
through openings in the resist. Afterwards, the resist is removed and the
patterned material is left behind. Traditionally, etching was carried out
with various chemical solutions that could selectively etch through the
material being patterned but not affect the underlying substrate. The
major problem with wet etching, its isotropic etching characteristic,
becomes increasingly evident as circuit features shrink below ten
microns. Etching proceeds at the same rate both vertically downwards
and laterally side-ways. In amorphous materials the rate of vertical and
lateral etchings are the same but there are directional dependencies in
etching crystalline materials. Lateral etching is generally undesirable as it
gradually erodes lateral pattern features and degrades spatial definition of
circuit patterns. For IC critical dimensions less than about ten microns
wet etching is of little or no use as a patterning process. Fortunately, at
the time that this could have become a serious issue impeding further
development of integrated circuit technology, the now familiar dry or
plasma etching technology was developed to solve this problem. While
there are many variants of dry etching technology all of them use
reactive plasmas to slowly erode away material. Plasma etching is
without doubt the most important enabling technology after advanced
photolithography that has made possible the present generation of deep
submicron ICs. Dry etching is a so-called synergistic process; the
physical action of ion bombardment on the exposed surface is
supplemented by chemical reactions between the reactive species found
in the plasma and the surface material. Both of these mechanisms operate
together to remove material in the dry etching process. The synergy
between physics and chemistry provides both efficient etching and
allows great control over etching characteristics as either the physical or
the chemical process could be enhanced in order to confer desired
properties on the etching process. Thus, for example, increasing the ion
bombardment by increasing the bias voltage in the plasma chamber
15
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causes the etching to produce a more vertical profile with little lateral
undercutting. This flexibility in controlling etch side-wall profile has also
been made use of in creating a variety of structures for micro- and nanoelectromechanical systems. The chemical reactions inherent in plasma
processing enable even extremely hard materials such as diamond,
tungsten carbide and palladium to be etched with ease. Without the
ability to etch materials like these modern semiconductor industry would
not have been possible. Dry etching techniques continue to be developed
further and new variants are frequently introduced by researchers and
tool makers to tackle increasingly complex etching tasks. Figure 1.7
shows a row of dry etching tools in a fab setting with operators loading
25-wafer pods.

Figure 1.7 Dry etch tools in a fab environment (Courtesy: Intel Corporation).
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Some techniques, primarily developed for dry etching, have also
migrated to material deposition. This is possible because a low
temperature material deposition technology relies on gaseous discharges
instead of heat to provide the energy for reactant molecules to dissociate.
Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapour Deposition (PECVD) deposits
dielectric materials such as silicon dioxide and silicon nitride through a
low temperature plasma-driven process. Techniques such as Remote
Plasmas (RP) and Inductively Coupled Plasmas (ICP) originally
developed for reactive ion etching processes have migrated to PECVD
tools with beneficial effects.
With increasing sophistication of on-chip circuitry, comprised of
millions of active switching devices, the interconnection patterns
required to connect them have also become incredibly complex. In order
to accommodate the wiring complexity more than one level of wiring
plane is required. Two to four levels of interconnections are quite
common for analogue and medium complexity digital ICs. State-of-theart microcontroller chips, however, require no less than six levels of
wiring. As the number of wiring layers increases, the planarity of these
layers decreases. The undulating topography begins to affect
photolithography process latitudes. This is because high resolution
lithography, especially when printing over large areas, has a very small
depth of focus. Thus when locations on a wafer protrude above the
optimum imaging plane or go below it by more than a few nanometres
then resist in those areas doesn’t get properly exposed. Before the era of
sub-micron feature integrated circuits the way around this difficulty was
to planarise inter-metal dielectric layers through a process that consisted
of the deposition and subsequent melting of low melting point glass
over-layers. The re-melted glass provided a flat layer on which
lithographic exposure could be performed satisfactorily. These reflow
processes worked adequately well until the temperatures required to
cause glass overflow became incompatible with the decreasing thermal
budgets of increasingly complex chips. For some time, this was
accommodated by the use of boron and phosphorus-containing glasses
that have a lower glass transition temperature than pure silica glass. A
point was reached when even these boro-phosphate glasses couldn’t
provide the low temperatures reflow capabilities needed to remain
compatible with the rest of the fabrication process flow. A radically new
planarisation technology was needed and this appeared in the form of
Chemical Mechanical Planarisation (CMP). This process operates by
17
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polishing the surface of a rotating wafer with counter-rotating felt pads
soaked with especially loaded slurries. Like dry etching, CMP too is a
synergistic process where both chemical and physical abrasion effects
are involved in removing material from the surface of a wafer. Unlike
dry etching, however, CMP operates to remove material from all over the
wafer with protruding points experiencing a faster removal rate than
other locations. This way, the wafer gets increasingly planarised with the
passage of time. Different slurry mixes and different slurry
concentrations could be used to customise the process to satisfy different
planarisation requirements. Slurry mixes often contain an oxidising agent
to oxidise the material that needs to be removed and an abrasive agent,
such as silica particles, to remove the oxidised material through a
mechanical grinding action. With proper wafer balancing on the CMP
platen, even dies close to the wafer edge can be planarised thus lifting the
overall yield. Being a ‘dirty’ process, CMP is usually carried out in a
different part of the fab than the rest of the wafer foundry. A thorough
cleaning is needed after the process in order to remove all traces of slurry
particles and abraded wafer material. This process is capable of
achieving astonishing across-the-wafer planarisation – values of 10
nanometre RMS flatness being quite common. The following process
could then start from a flat wafer – with consequent gains in
photolithography latitude. CMP is one example of a radical process that
has made complex IC fabrication possible. Figure 1.8 here shows a
planarised wafer ready for subsequent processing.

Figure 1.8 Mirror-like surface of a post-CMP wafer.
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Advances in virtually all aspects of chip manufacturing has helped
keep the semiconductor industry remain profitable over the years. While
lithography, dry etching and CMP have received the most coverage,
other processes – both fabrication and metrological had to be tweaked to
keep to the semiconductor industry roadmap. There have been advances
in ion implantation, rapid thermal processing, deposition of dielectric
layers, monitoring of on-wafer particulates, wet cleaning of sub-micron
features and measurement of ultra-thin film thicknesses, to name a few.
Most of these enhanced processes are developed by tool manufacturers
and supplied to chip manufacturers as comprehensive tool/process
packages. Major foundry-owning chip manufacturers do perform their
own technology development research, however, much of that is focused
at process integration rather than the development of individual process
modules.
While device fabrication tools and techniques play central roles in
the production of commercial semiconductor chips, the industry will not
be able to function without the existence of equally complex process
monitoring and diagnostic tools. In order to maintain acceptable die
yields, the many dozens of individual processes that constitute an IC
process flow have to be diligently monitored. Typically, every major
process is paired with a suitable process characterization step. Thus, for
example, etches may be monitored by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)
and thermal silicon oxide growth may be monitored by ellipsometry.
There are also machine vision-based optical inspection and scanning
electron microscopy-based inspection tools that verify pattern fidelity
after each lithography step to make sure that all expected features are in
their right places. Typically, such tools are loaded with a master pattern
file and acceptable tolerance information and then they scan either all
wafers passing through certain processing steps or a selection of random
wafers. Departure from statistical tolerance levels is then flagged by the
equipment and is transmitted to production control systems. Similar tools
are also employed to monitor the distribution of particulate debris
emanating from etching and deposition processes. The resolution of these
systems has increased dramatically in recent years to keep pace with
miniaturization trends. Results from such inspections come in useful
when chip yields are being improved or process failures are being
addressed. In many cases, timely intervention can avert a potentially
catastrophic manufacturing problem. Figure 1.9 shows a multifunction
optical metrology tool from Zygo Corporation that can measure critical
19
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Figure 1.9 A multifunction optical metrology tool (Courtesy: Zygo Corporation).

3-dimensional features on production wafers for highly reliable process
control.
In the next few years we are going to see further advances in
miniaturization. These will be driven both by improvements in existing
processes and by the development of radical new technologies. When
combined with better circuit designs and the use of such new
technologies as chip stacking, we shall witness new generation of
increasingly sophisticated ICs whose power could not even be imagined
a few years ago.
By the third decade of this century semiconductor industry as we
know it today will no longer exist. Its demise will be brought about by
fundamental limitations of the same physics and materials science that
have been so successfully exploited throughout its evolution. Once
device dimensions get around 10 nm the physics of their operation
changes drastically. Ballistic carrier transport and quantum mechanical
effects such as carrier tunneling become increasingly important.
20
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Statistical fluctuations in parameters such as channel doping –
unimportant for larger devices – assume increased significance. Current
leakage through extremely thin gate dielectrics begin to seriously affect
device performance. These and other effects will combine to herald the
end of the Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) era in
its present form. Novel device architectures and fundamentally new
device operating principles will have to be explored for the post-CMOS
era. While we don’t know what form these new technologies will take,
we do know that at least some of them will be the derivatives of present
day research into nanostructures – both electronic and photonic.
Contemporary nanotechnology research is throwing a lot of light on the
behaviour of both matter and structures at the smallest scales possible.
Science carried out at the nanometer scale is fundamental because here
we come face to face with the graininess of matter itself. Structures
smaller than 100 nm in any dimension possess only a few dozen atoms in
that dimension and can display behaviour that is far removed from what
is seen in larger structures. A lot of what is going on in current
nanotechnology research is the investigation of this novel behaviour. On
another front, new nanometer scale fabrication technologies are being
developed. Some like advanced photolithography are extensions of well
established techniques whereas others such as nanoimprint lithography
are relatively recent developments. Both fundamental research at the
nano scale and the development of nanoscale fabrication techniques are
essential for exploring possibilities for future technology choices.
Matter can be structured on the very small scale by a number of
techniques that depend on the particular direction in which the
structuring takes place. Vertical layers can be very precisely placed by a
variety of epitaxial and non-epitaxial growth techniques. Both Chemical
Vapour Deposition (CVD) and Physical Vapour Deposition (PVD)
processes are employed for this purpose. Molecular beam techniques
such as Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) are especially powerful nonequilibrium growth techniques that are capable of producing epitaxial
growth on appropriate substrates to the accuracy of just a single
monolayer of atoms. Its CVD analogue – Metal Organic Chemical
Vapour Deposition (MOCVD) which also goes by the name of Metal
Organic Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MOMBE) is now the standard
industrial process for growing layered compound semiconductor
structures for devices such as semiconductor lasers, LEDs and
transistors. Computer controlled growth sequencing in MBE and
21
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MOCVD allows very complex heterostructures to be grown with very
high repeatability. Lateral structures are not as easy to form and require
elaborate lithographic processes. While high resolution photolithography,
as described earlier, is capable of routinely patterning sub-100 nm
features the most widely used technique for research purposes is electron
beam lithography, also referred to as e-beam lithography.
Electron beam lithography that was developed in the nineteen fifties
and sixties into an extremely high resolution patterning technique has
remained the ultimate nano-patterning technology. Its conceptual
simplicity combined with impressive capability has made it the favourite
of researchers all over the world. The technique itself developed directly
from Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) technology. Thus it uses
much of the same hardware and indeed SEMs could be modified fairly
easily to convert them into e-beam lithography tools. The main
modification that is needed is the addition of a beam blanker to the
electron beam column that can switch the beam on or off as needed.
Figure 1.10 shows an electron beam lithography system within a clean
room environment.

Figure 1.10 An electron beam lithography system inside a clean room environment.
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The idea behind electron beam lithography is quite simple: a beam
of electrons accelerated to around 50 keV is made to impinge on a resist
coated sample held on a stage in vacuum. The special resist responds to
the electron bombardment in one of two ways. Either the resist gets
cleared from the exposed locations after a subsequent development step
or it is cleared from areas that were not exposed to electrons. The former
are positive tone resists whereas the latter are negative tone resists.
Polymethyl Methacrylate (PMMA) is the most widely used positive tone
e-beam resist. Electron bombardment causes PMMA molecular chains to
fragment into shorter chains in a process called ‘chain scission’. The
shorter chains are very much more soluble in organic solvents used as
developers. Methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK) is a widely used developer
(in practice it is usually diluted with isopropyl alcohol). It should be
mentioned here that at very high dosage of electron beam exposure
PMMA cross-links to form an extremely high molecular weight resin
that is almost completely insoluble in organic solvents. Thus at high
exposure doses PMMA acts as a negative tone resist. However, as the
cross-linked resist gels when soaked in solvents so used in this fashion
PMMA provides much inferior resolution and is, therefore, seldom used
as a negative tone resist. Until recently PMMA was the highest
resolution positive tone resist known. Its sensitivity depends on its
molecular weight distribution with high molecular weight dominant
samples being less sensitive than low molecular weight samples. This
and other e-beam resists are coated onto substrates using a spin coater
and then baked at around 90°C to remove any solvent trapped in the
resist film. During the lithography process PMMA is exposed not only
by the incident electron beam but also by electrons that are backscattered
from the substrate. The higher the mean atomic weight of the substrate
material the higher is this secondary exposure which serves to spoil the
achievable resolution somewhat. Very closely spaced features are the
ones that are most affected by this ‘proximity effect’. Both experimental
techniques and electron beam dose correction algorithms have been
developed to reduce the impact of proximity effect on lithographed
patterns. Higher electron beam accelerating voltages move the maximum
scattering zone to deeper inside the substrate and thus reduce proximity
effect. Thin resist and substrate layers, where practicable, are also
effective in reducing proximity exposure. Modern state-of-the-art e-beam
lithography tools can write structures less than 10 nm wide and several
microns long over a one square millimeter field. A commercial electron
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beam lithography system capable of directly writing features narrower
than 10 nm is shown in Figure 1.11 here.

Figure 1.11 A high resolution electron beam lithography system (Courtesy: Raith GmbH).

The dynamics of electron beam scattering leads to a pattern of resist
exposure that results in an undercut profile. This is opposite to what
happens in photolithography. An undercut resist profile makes it easier to
pattern material through additive i.e. post lithography blanket deposition
processes. This is a very significant advantage of e-beam lithography that
enables the fabrication of ultra-small metal structures. On the other hand,
PMMA does not perform so well when it comes to subtractive patterning
processes because of its rather limited resistance to dry etch ambients.
Acrylic polymers are easily attacked by reactive species in dry etching
plasmas. As stated earlier, photoresists based on novolac resins that are
based on aromatic hydrocarbons are comparatively much more resistant
to dry etching plasmas. Presence of aromatic ring groups confers dry etch
resistance to resists, whether optical or electron beam. Another class of
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resists that is now widely used for e-beam lithography is based on
poly(silsesquioxane) organo-silicon materials such as Hydrogen
SilsesQuioxane (HSQ). In contrast to acrylic-based resists such as
PMMA, this is a negative tone resist. On electron beam exposure and
subsequent thermal treatment HSQ changes from a cage-network
combination structure to a completely network permeated structure of SiO bonds. This silicate material is hard and resistant to many chemicals
and consequently can be used as a good hard mask. Modern HSQ resists
have resolutions that are comparable to that of PMMA. Because these
resists also have good dry etch resistance so their use is growing rapidly
and within a few years they have replaced conventional acrylic resists for
many patterning processes.
While electron beam lithography is excellent for making one or a
few prototype devices it is not a suitable production tool for volume
manufacture. The benefits of e-beam lithography could be retained in a
commercial production environment through the use of contact pressure
stamping tools in a technique called Nano Imprint Lithography (NIL). At
first, the idea is similar to that of photolithography in that a volume
manufacturing patterning tool is made using e-beam lithography.
However, instead of an image in chrome, NIL makes use of a special
stamp that carries structures to be patterned as an image in relief. Once
such a stamp has been satisfactorily fabricated it could be used to stamp
patterns on special thermoplastic or thermosetting resins. The
topographical image in resist could subsequently be transferred to the
substrate using dry etch processes. Not being an optical technique, NIL
avoids the use of any radiation for imaging, although some variants do
use UV radiation for resist curing. Nano imprint lithography has been
shown to be capable of deep sub-100 nm resolution and is a serious
contender for the commercial production of a variety of nanostructures in
the near future. Nano imprinting is performed in several ways. An NIL
stamp in a hard material such as diamond-like carbon, quartz or silicon
carbide could be pressed on to a resist-covered substrate. Under the
influence of heat and pressure the resist cures and takes the inverse shape
of the NIL stamp. In another technique, a stamp is made on a UV
transparent material such as quartz and impressed on to a UV-curable
resist coated on top of a substrate. The arrangement is then illuminated
with UV radiation that passes through the stamp and cures the polymer
into a hardened, cross-linked state. All NIL processes create a relief
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image in speciality NIL resists. This image is subsequently transferred to
the substrate or a hard mask through a dry etch process.
Another optical lithographic technique that has found use in the
replication of strictly periodic patterns is interferometric lithography. The
idea here is to create a periodic pattern of electromagnetic standing
waves by making two coherent light beams, usually from a laser source,
interfere with each other. Coherency ensures that a stable fringe pattern
is formed. If the process is carried out on a photosensitive resist then the
pattern of interference fringes could be recorded in the resist material as
a real image. After development, this image could be transferred to the
substrate using usual dry etch processes.
While lithographic methods can be used to sculpt matter precisely
these begin to lose steam as patterned structures get smaller and smaller.
Lithography also gets progressively less useful as the number of
structures to be produced increases to billions or more at a time. When
occasion demands the replication of exceedingly large numbers of very
small structures then use is made of the so-called self-organization or
self-assembly techniques. These get their remarkable power from
stereochemical effects that are evident on the surfaces of textured
substrates and specifically-shaped molecules. DNA molecules have been
frequently used to compose intricate structures in the recent past and
other similar giant molecules have also been investigated in this role.
Self-organized structures are naturally less perfect than lithographed
structures but in situations where large numbers of identical structures is
the main requirement self-organization proves to be a very viable and
powerful technique. This is mainly because in such cases the
imperfections of individual structural elements get statistically evened
out. Often a combination of lithography and self-assembly can produce
desired structures that would be impossible to fabricate using just
lithography or self-assembly alone.
A combination of the nanostructuring processes and characterization
described above together with other similar fabrication technologies will
lead to advances in nanotechnology that will form the basis of
tomorrow’s commercial technologies. The rest of this book is comprised
of a selection of chapters adapted from published papers on
nanotechnology by a varied group of scientists and engineers in both
industry and the academia. These chapters are divided into two main
groups. The first set of nine chapters is mainly focused on applications
where electrons play a significant role. Whereas the next set of six
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chapters deals mainly with optical themes. This collection is
representative of contemporary research in nanostructure science and
technology and illustrates the wide range of materials and processing
techniques that are under development for future applications in
electronic and photonic technologies.
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ASSEMBLING FERROMAGNETIC
SINGLE-ELECTRON TRANSISTORS
WITH ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY
Håkan Pettersson, Ruisheng Liu, Dmitry Suyatin and Lars Samuelson



erromagnetic Single Electron Transistors (F-SETs)
comprise ferromagnetic electrodes connected to a
ferromagnetic- or non-magnetic central island via
tunnel barriers. These devices are important for studies of
spin-transport physics in confined structures. Here we
describe the development of a novel type of AFMassembled nano-scale F-SETs suitable for spin-transport
investigations at temperatures above 4.2 K. The ingenious
fabrication technique means that their electrical
characteristics can be tuned in real-time during the
fabrication sequence by re-positioning the central island
with Ångström precision.


2.1 Introduction
Single-electron transistors (SETs) have attracted extensive interest both
experimentally and theoretically because of their possible use as very
sensitive electrometers, as well as for investigations of fundamental
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physics phenomena1-3. The basic SET design includes drain and source
electrodes connected to a central island by tunnel barriers. In addition, a
gate electrode is capacitively coupled to the central island. Figure 2.1
shows the essential parts of the SET. The central island is so small that a

e2
charging energy given by E c =
, where e is the electron charge and
2C
C is the capacitance of the island, is required to add one single electron
to the island. If the thermal energy k B T is smaller than this charging
energy, the electron transport is blocked below a certain drain-source
bias voltage. This phenomenon, known as Coulomb blockade, is a
fundamental property of single-electron transistors4.
Tunnel barriers
F

F

F, N

Drain

Source
Vg

Vd

Figure 2.1 Schematic figure of a ferromagnetic single-electron transistor (F-SET). The
letters “F” and “N” indicate a ferromagnetic metal and a non-magnetic metal,
respectively. The arrows denote relevant magnetization orientations of the electrodes.

A second condition for the observation of charging effects is that
quantum fluctuations of the number of electrons on the island must be
negligible. To ensure that the electrons are well localized on the island,
tunnel barriers with resistances RT >

h
= 25.8 kΩ are needed to
e2

isolate the island from the electrodes.
More recently, it was found that the interplay between Coulomb
blockade in ferromagnetic single-electron transistors (F-SETs) and spindependent tunneling processes can give rise to novel phenomena, such as
enhanced tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR) and TMR oscillations
with applied bias5,6. The tunneling magnetoresistance is defined as
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TMR =

R AP − R P
, where RAP and RP are the device resistances in the
RP

antiparallel and parallel magnetization configuration, respectively.
Enhanced TMR is very promising for applications e.g. magnetic random
access memories (MRAM), for read/write heads in hard discs as well as
in various other spintronic devices7. An important prerequisite for
building spintronic devices is that the orientation of the spin can be
controlled over a length scale that is typically larger than the size of the
device. There is thus a great interest in understanding of the different
spin-flip mechanisms active in nano-scaled magnetic devices.
The most important mechanism behind spin relaxation in metals is
believed to be the spin-flip scattering of electrons due to interactions
with phonons and impurities, as suggested by Elliott8 and Yafet9.
Because of the spin-orbit interactions produced by lattice ions, electronic
Bloch states contain both spin up and spin down components. The states
can still be polarized by a magnetic field (so we can label them spin up
and spin down) but because of the spin mixing, even a spin-independent
perturbation induced by phonons or impurities leads to a degrading of a
spin-polarized electron population. It is important to note that it is the
spin-orbit interaction in conjunction with phonons and impurities that
induces spin relaxation, not the spin-orbit interaction alone.
Interestingly, it has been observed that the spin relaxation time can
be enhanced by orders of magnitude as the size of the device is
drastically reduced to merely a few nanometers10. A very promising type
of device for studying spin-transport physics in confined structures is
ferromagnetic single-electron transistors, F-SETs (shown in Fig. 2.1). In
F-SETs, ferromagnetic electrodes are connected to a ferromagnetic- or
non-magnetic central island via tunnel barriers. To efficiently inject spinpolarized electrons into the central island, the two electrodes are
normally fabricated with different shapes or different ferromagnetic
materials (e.g. Ni, Co, Fe), so that their magnetic moments can be
changed from a parallel to antiparallel configuration by means of an
external magnetic field (indicated by red and black arrows in Fig. 2.1).
So far, most experimental reports on TMR in F-SETs deal with
relatively large devices where a sample temperature in the range of a few
tens ~ hundreds of mK is required in order to observe any significant
TMR5-6, 11-12. The existing reports dealing with investigations of TMR
and spin-accumulation in ultra-small SETs, where the central island
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presumably is a grain with a size of merely a few nanometers, have the
limitation of a poor control of the size, shape and even composition of
the central island10.
In this chapter, we describe the development of a novel type of
AFM-assembled nano-scale F-SETs suitable for spin-transport
investigations at temperatures above 4.2 K13. With this technique, SETs
with island sizes down to 10 nm can be realized. Further advantages
include well-controlled islands in terms of size, shape and composition
as well as electrical characteristics that can be tuned in real-time during
the fabrication by re-positioning the central island with Ångström
precision. Compared to previous AFM-manipulated SETs14, our design
differs significantly in that the electrodes are ferromagnetic, that stable
insulating NiO tunnel barriers are fabricated in contrast to air gaps, and
that a single 30 nm island is used as a central island rather than several
bridging 50 nm discs. The fact that a single island is used is crucial for
spin-injection experiments. In addition, the device fabrication complexity
is reduced and the design is more robust with better long-term stability.
2.2 Experimental Details
The devices were fabricated on top of a 100 nm thick SiO2 layer grown
on a Si substrate. A layer of 950 PMMA was spun on the substrate at
6000 rpm for 30 seconds, after which the sample was baked in an oven at
180°C for 1 hour. A grid of Au discs, 30 nm in diameter and 30 nm
thick, was prepared by conventional electron-beam lithography followed
by thermal evaporation and subsequent lift-off (shown in Figure 2.2a).
The metals were normally evaporated at a pressure of ~ 5×10-7 mbar.
Ferromagnetic Ni source and drain electrodes, 30 nm in thickness, were
formed in subsequent similar process steps together with a 30 nm thick
Ni side-gate. The width (80 nm) of the drain electrode was comparable to
the size of single Ni domains15, 16, while the source electrode was
considerably wider (220 nm).
Because of this shape anisotropy, the two electrodes are expected to
undergo magnetic reversal at different magnetic field, confirmed by
performing micromagnetic simulations using the OOMMF code17 which
gave the coercivity field of 40 mT and 90 mT for the source and drain
electrodes, respectively. By sweeping the magnetic field it is thus
possible to switch from parallel to antiparallel alignment of the magnetic
moments of the two electrodes. Tunnel barriers of NiO were fabricated
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by sequential Ar plasma etching at a pressure of about 1.0 × 10-4 mbar for
5 minutes and O2 plasma etching at a pressure of about 1.0 × 10-1 mbar
for 3 minutes. Following these process steps, the sample was mounted on
a standard chip carrier, bonded and placed in the AFM which was
operated in air at room temperature.

Figure 2.2 (a) SEM micrograph of the grid of Au discs. The Au disc is 30 nm in both
diameter and thickness. (b) Atomic force micrograph of the ferromagnetic SET studied in
the present work. The device is fabricated on top of a 100 nm thick SiO2 layer. (c)
Schematic picture of the F-SET studied in the present work. (d) Schematic circuit
diagram for the F-SET.

Using the AFM manipulation technique described in Ref. 14, a
gold nanodisc was positioned step-by-step with Ångström precision into
the 25 nm gap between the O2 plasma-processed drain and source
electrodes. The resistance of the device was monitored in real-time while
the Au disc was manipulated, and the desired resistance in the range
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1 MΩ ~ 1 GΩ could normally be obtained after merely a few attempts.
By re-positioning the Au disc in the gap it was also possible to tune the
tunnel resistance. As previously mentioned, an important advantage of
our device design compared to previous designs14 is the presence of NiO
tunnel barriers. In view of the open design of our device, with nanodiscs
being manipulated into the gap between oxidized electrodes, we
emphasize here the experimental evidence for the tunneling to occur
through effective NiO barriers rather than through air barriers. For
samples without O2 plasma treatment following the Ar plasma etching, a
device resistance of a few kΩ (or less) was observed after positioning the
Au nanodisc in the gap. This stands in sharp contrast to the resistance of
typically a few MΩ to GΩ mentioned above for the O2 plasma treated
devices. In addition, in O2 plasma treated devices a re-positioning of the
Au nanodisc in the gap resulted in small changes in the resistance in
contrast to a dramatic change by several orders of magnitude observed
after merely a few Ångström re-positioning in devices with air barriers.
The distance from the gate electrode to the central Au disc was ~ 70 nm,
which resulted in a much stronger coupling to the central island as
compared to more conventional substrate back contacts. In Figs. 2.2b &
2.2c we show an AFM micrograph and a schematic picture of an
assembled Ni/Au/Ni F-SET, respectively. A fairly high fabrication yield
of typically 10% was obtained. The main factor limiting the yield stems
from PMMA residues remaining on the sidewall of the front-ends of the
electrodes. Also, occasionally, Au discs can be difficult to manipulate
after the lift-off process. After fabrication, extensive transport
measurements were performed at 4.2 K in a liquid helium Dewar
(schematic circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 2.2d).
In order to investigate spin-transport phenomena in these fascinating
F-SETs, it is obviously important to verify the magnetic switching
behavior and spin-injection efficiency of the electrodes. The inset of Fig.
2.3 shows a SEM image of a Ni/NiO/Ni magnetic tunnel junction with
overlapping Ni electrodes of the same dimensions as those used for the
F-SET. The junction was fabricated by first forming a Ni electrode using
conventional methods. Following this, a sequence of plasma treatment
steps formed the NiO tunnel barrier on top of the electrode.
Subsequently, a second Ni top electrode was defined to overlap the
bottom electrode with approximately 50 nm using a high-precision
alignment procedure.
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Figure 2.3 Switching behavior of a tunnel junction between two Ni electrodes separated
by NiO as a function of magnetic field at 1.7 K. The inset shows a SEM micrograph of
the device.

Magnetoresistance measurements clearly show a maximum TMR signal
of about 10% while sweeping the magnetic field (Fig. 2.3). This TMR
signal provides strong support for the premise that we can control the
relative orientation of the magnetization of the two leads, and
additionally, that the electrodes are efficient injectors of spin-polarized
current. Using Julliere´s model18, TMR = (RAP-RP)/RP = 2P2/ (1-P2),
where RP and RAP are the resistances in parallel and antiparallel magnetic
configurations respectively, and P is the spin-polarization, we deduce a
spin-polarization of 22% in the Ni electrodes. This value is in good
agreement with the spin-polarization measured by Tedrow and Meservey
in planar tunnel junction experiments19.
2.3 Results and Discussions
Figures 2.4a and 2.4b show current-voltage characteristics at 4.2 K for
a symmetric (Γs = Γd) and an asymmetric (Γd >> Γs) F-SET at on(red curve) and off-state (blue curve), respectively, where Γs ( Γd ) refers
to the electron tunneling rate between the source (drain ) electrode and
the central island. For the symmetric device, the tunnel rates are equal for
the two tunnel junctions leading to Coulomb blockade only around zero
drain-source bias, Vd.
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It is noted that the current remains finite in the Coulomb blockade
regime in the off-state for the symmetric device, which can be attributed
to inelastic co-tunneling processes20. For the asymmetric device, Γd >>Γs
which results in a suppression of the current also at larger drain-source
biases and an observed Coulomb staircase in the I-V curves. The
Coulomb blockade is lifted when the island is charged with e/2 by
applying a gate bias. Single electron tunneling through the device can
thus be precisely controlled by tuning the capacitively coupled gate
electrode.

Figure 2.4 I-V characteristics at 4.2 K at different gate bias for (a) a symmetric (Γd=Γs)
device and (b) an asymmetric (Γd >> Γs) device.
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Figures 2.5a and 2.5b show color-coded plots of the differential
conductance dI/dV as a function of Vd and gate voltage Vg (applied to the
side-gate electrode) for the two devices. The dark areas correspond to
low differential conductance and Coulomb blockade regimes for the
symmetric and asymmetric devices, respectively. The differential
conductance dI/dV is nonzero in the dark areas of Fig. 2.5a, as evident
from the color-coded scale bar next to the figure, due to inelastic cotunneling processes20. The shifts observed in the dark regions with
respect to Vg = 0 in Fig. 2.5a (symmetric device) and Fig. 2.5b
(asymmetric device) reflect the presence of a non-zero background
charge.

Figure 2.5 Color-coded plots of the differential conductance dI/dV as a function of drainsource bias Vd and gate voltage Vg for (a) the symmetric (Γd = Γs) device and (b) the
asymmetric (Γd >> Γs) device. The measurements were performed at 4.2 K.
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For the asymmetric device, the gate capacitance Cg, deduced from
the spacing between neighboring degeneracy points at Vd = 0 where
dI/dV is non-zero, is given by Cg = e/(0.50 V) = 0.32 aF. The drainsource threshold voltage required for tunneling of one electron through
the device is given by Vth = e/C∑ and amounts to about 10 mV. From this
we estimate a total capacitance C∑ = Cs + Cd + Cg of 16 aF, and a
corresponding charging energy Ec=e2/2C∑ of 5 meV for the central
island. The ratios Cs/Cg and Cd/Cg for the source and drain tunnel
junctions, respectively, are determined from the slopes of the borders of
the Coulomb blockade diamonds, and amounts to Cs = Cd = 7.84 aF. By
performing numerical fittings of the experimental I-V curves following
ref. 21, we extract tunnel resistances between the central island and
the source and drain electrode, respectively, of Rd = 150 MΩ and Rs =
2.25 GΩ. Due to the nonzero differential conductance in the Coulomb
blockade region for the symmetric device, it is difficult to extract the
degeneracy points at Vd = 0. To deduce the charging energy, we estimate
a threshold voltage of about 4 mV in Fig. 2.4a from a linear extrapolation
at large Vd to Id = 0. From this we obtain a total capacitance C∑ = 40 aF
and a corresponding charging energy Ec = 2 meV. For simplicity,
we assume Cs = Cd ≈ 20 aF for the symmetric device and extract Rs =
1.75 GΩ and Rd = 1.6 GΩ from numerical fittings of the experimental
I-V curves. In this analysis we have neglected co-tunneling processes.
We point out here that the tunnel rates Γs and Γd depend not only on the
capacitances and tunnel resistance but also on the effective voltage over
the respective junction. In our case the bias was applied asymmetrically
between the drain and source electrodes as shown in Fig. 2.2d. The highconductance strips in Fig. 2.5b (asymmetric device) correspond to steps
in the Coulomb staircase in Fig. 2.4b and indicate that the number of
electrons on the island can also be precisely controlled with the drainsource bias in addition to the gate bias. Regarding the tunnel junctions as
plate capacitors with C = ε r ε 0 A / r , where A is the area and r is the
thickness of the tunnel barrier, and using C = Cs = 7.84 aF for the
asymmetric device, ε NiO = 10.31 and r = 2 nm (estimated), we obtain an
effective tunnel junction area of 174 nm2 corresponding to 30 nm
(height) × 5.8 nm (width) which is quite reasonable considering the
geometric shape of the electrodes and the Au-island (as shown in
Fig 2.2c). Due to the relatively large charging energy (2-5 meV),
resulting from the dramatic decrease of the central island size, the single38
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electron transistor characteristics were present up to ~30 K in
comparison to only a few tens - hundreds of mK observed in
conventional ferromagnetic SET designs exhibiting a charging energy
in the range 50~150 μeV5-6, 11-12.
2.4 Conclusions
We have assembled robust high-quality ferromagnetic Ni/Au/Ni singleelectron transistors by manipulating a single 30 nm Au disc to bridge the
gap between the Ni source and drain electrodes. Tunnel junctions of NiO
were formed by plasma oxidizing the electrodes prior to manipulation.
The assembly scheme facilitates real-time tunable tunnel junction
resistances. A side-gate fabricated close to the island allows a strong
capacitive gate coupling. The small size of the central island facilitates
typical single-electron transistor characteristics e.g. Coulomb blockade
phenomena and periodic “Coulomb diamonds” at 4.2 K. In the
asymmetric device, a distinct Coulomb staircase was observed. Typical
charging energies of about 2-5 meV were deduced for the devices in this
study. The unconventional assembly approach paves the way for future
in-depth studies of the interplay between the Coulomb blockade effect,
spin-dependent tunneling and spin relaxation mechanisms in nano-scaled
F-SETs at elevated temperatures.
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NANOPOROUS ALUMINA TEMPLATES
FOR NANOWIRE ELECTRON DEVICES
Travis L. Wade, Costel S. Cojocaru, Jean-Eric Wegrowe and Didier Pribat



anoporous alumina templates are demonstrated as
device structures for nanowire field-effect
transistors (FETs). A ZnO nanowire surrounding
gate FET demonstrates the utility of this nanostructured
template. This bottom-up approach is unique in that the
fabrication can be almost entirely done using room
temperature electrochemistry. The technique is extended to
lateral-anodized
nanoporous
aluminum
thin-films,
compatible with standard silicon technology and illustrated
by the possible fabrication of an active matrix backplane
with only four lithographic masks.


3.1 Introduction
There are many chemical and physical routes to nanowires and nanodots.
Electrodeposition, sol-gel synthesis, and CVD are but a few of the
techniques that can produce nanostructures with nanometer control1-5.
The quality and reproducibility of these nanostructures are very well
established. The real difficulty, however, is to organize and contact these
nano-objects6, 7. This is when nanoporous templates become very useful.
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The role of the template is two fold: First, it allows the production of the
structure with the best possible reproducibility and it plays the role of a
skeleton in order to organize the different functions and building blocks
of a device, the active components and the different interfaces (active
elements, electric contacts, various bias voltages, etc.) on a rigid body.
The role of the template is to allow the manipulation of the nanoscale
building blocks without the help of a microscopic tip (no systematic use
of AFM or STM) or without the need of top-down processes
(lithography, FIB, lift-off). Second, this nanoscaffold is used to link the
structure to the macroscopic world, i.e. the contacts without the use of
(nano) lithography. Also, template structuring/growth brings an easy
solution to the problem of end-to-end registration 8.
In the scheme of synthesis inside the templates, it is possible to
identify three different steps: (1) the creation of the building blocks, e.g.,
the nanowires or nanodots, (2) the assembly of the nano building blocks
into a functional architecture within the template and (3) the fabrication
and control of the contacts to the macroscopic world. The first and
second steps coincide for metallic nanowires or semiconductors that are
made by electrodeposition. For carbon nanotubes and silicon nanowires,
a catalytic layer is made by electrodeposition followed by CVD for the
carbon nanotubes or vapor-liquid-solid growth for the silicon nanowires.
The final step, and perhaps the most important and difficult, is the
contact of the nanoscale objects to the macroscopic world.
3.2 Basic Background
Anodization of a metal is the controlled anodic growth of a metal-oxide
film on a metal surface, mainly aluminum, in an electrolytic bath9-18.
There are two types of metal-oxide films formed by anodization,
amorphous barrier films and porous films. These oxide films can be a
micron thick for barrier films to many tens of microns thick for porous
films, as opposed to the 2-3 nanometer thick metal-oxide films that exist
on many metals as a result of ambient atmospheric oxidation. The
barrier layer films are formed in pH neutral aqueous electrolytes, such as
ammonium borate, in which aluminum is insoluble. Porous films are
formed in acidic aqueous electrolytes such as dilute, 1 molar, sulfuric
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acid, in which the oxide layer is formed but also dissolves at the same
time, enhanced by the local electric field.
For these oxide films, the metal to be anodized is the positive
electrode, anode, in an aqueous electrolyte solution with an inert negative
electrode, cathode, to complete the circuit. When a potential of several
volts is applied to the cell, current flows from the anode to the cathode,
the electrode/solution interfaces are polarized, and electrochemical
reactions occur at these interfaces. The important reactions for us occur
at the anode (Figure 3.1a). Here a metal oxide film is grown due to the
field-induced migration of cations, Al3+, from the electrode and anions,
O2-, from the solution. The cations react with water at the oxide/solution
interface, equation 1, and the anions react with the metal/oxide interface,
equation 2. The oxide growing at the metal/oxide interface is pure oxide
and the oxide growing at the oxide/solution interface incorporates anions
from the electrolyte. The reaction occurring at the cathode results in the
production of hydrogen, equation 3. The overall reaction is thus oxide
film growth and hydrogen gas formation, equation 4.
2Al3+ + 3H2O Æ Al2O3 + 6H+

(1)

2Al + 3O2- Æ Al2O3 + 6e-

(2)

6H+ + 6e- Æ 3H2

(3)

2Al + 3H2O Æ Al2O3 +3H2

(4)

In the case of neutral electrolytes, i.e. Al3+ insoluble, the barrier
layer grows to less than 1 micron with applied voltages of 500-700 V.
After this thickness is obtained, the film undergoes dielectric breakdown.
Anodization in an acidic electrolyte such as sulphuric acid, however,
changes the structure of the oxide layer, Figure 3.1b. This is caused by
two phenomena: First, the Al3+ cations are now soluble in the solution so
the oxide layer dissolves at the same time it is forming. The thickness of
the oxide layer is proportional to the voltage and inversely proportional
to the solubility of the aluminium in the solution or the competition
between oxide growth and dissolution; the more acidic the solution the
more soluble the aluminium and the thinner the oxide layer and the
smaller the pores. Second, the mechanical stress between the aluminium
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and the oxide layer volume expansion of 1.2 14 results in heterogeneous
dissolution of the oxide layer or in the formation of pores. The
dissolution of the aluminium is field assisted so the oxide dissolves in
areas where the oxide layer is thinner. The pores become deeper and
other areas become isolated from dissolution. The competition between
oxide dissolution and growth modulated by the film stress can result in
an ordered porous structure, in stabilizing regimes of the Laplace
pressure of the pores and the elastic stress19,20, Figure 3.1b. The
heterogeneous nature of the oxide film is the same as the case of the
barrier film with the pure oxide is light blue, Figures 1a and b, and the
anion contaminated oxide is light green, Figures 3.1a and 3.1b, while the
pores are depicted as black, Figure 3.1b. The dimensions and interpore
spacing of the pores are proportional to the anodization voltage12. Also,
as stated earlier, the more soluble the aluminum the smaller the diameter
of the pores, 5-30 nm for sulphuric acid, 40-60 nm for oxalic acid, and
80-130 nm for phosphoric acid, Table 3.1. These values coincide with
the increasing pH’s of the solutions. For all electrolytes the oxide layer
is thinnest at the pore bottom where it is dissolving. The pore diameter,
Φp, and the interpore distance, Dint, are proportional to the anodisation
voltage U 1. In other words, Φp = k1U and Dint = k2U, where k1 ~ 1.29
nm/V and k2 ~ 2.5 nm/V14, 21.
Electrodeposition of materials in porous structures is performed by
connecting the aluminum part of the template to the working electrode
lead of a potentiostat. This sample is then placed in a metal salt
electrolyte such as ZnNO3. Potentiostatic electrodeposition of the
material (M) is then performed in the pores by means of the working
electrode, where M (Co, Cu, Ni, Zn etc.) is a metal and n is the number
of electrons, equation 5.
Mn+ + ne- Æ M0

(5)

During the electrodeposition the metal ions diffuse into the pores to
the bottoms and are deposited by applying a potential between the
working and the reference electrode, which is kept at a constant value for
potentiostatic control. The counter anode serves as the current source for
the system. A tremendous variety of materials and structures can be
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deposited by electrodeposition: homogeneous metals, semiconductors,
and heterogeneous structures1.

Figure 3.1 a) Reactions during the anodic formation of alumina.
nanoporous anodized aluminum.

b) Schematic of

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) can be used in order to
synthesize semiconductor nanowires inside the pores of alumina
membranes. The preferred way of growing such nanowires is by using
the so-called vapour-solid-liquid (VLS) method which was developed
some 40 years ago by Wagner22,23. In the VLS method, the growth of
semiconductor materials is mediated by eutectic mixtures which are in
the liquid state at the operating temperature. Semiconductor atoms (e.g.,
Si) originating from the pyrolysis of a gas precursor (e.g., SiH4) are
incorporated into the liquid eutectic alloy (e.g., Au-Si, with 19 atom %
Si). Upon saturation, the liquid starts to precipitate the excess
semiconductor (e.g., Si). A permanent regime is rapidly reached,
whereby the flux of semiconductor (Si) atoms reaching the liquid-solid
interface equals the flux of semiconductor atoms (Si) incorporated in the
liquid eutectic at the vapour-liquid interface. Growth is highly
anisotropic because the sticking coefficient of gas phase molecules on
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the liquid surface is much higher than that on surrounding solid surfaces,
including the side walls of the growing wire/whisker. Figures 3.2a-c
summarise the situation for the case of Si wire synthesis.

d)

e)

Figure 3.2 Schematic mechanism of the VLS growth process for Si and its
implementation in a porous alumina membrane: a) Au-Si phase diagram (on the Au-rich
side), b) formation of the Au-Si eutectic alloy from an Au cluster/dot, c) growth of a Si
whisker, d) alumina membrane with electrodeposited gold particles at the bottom of the
pores, and e) VLS growth of Si nanowires inside the alumina membrane.

The VLS process has recently been applied to the growth of Si
nanowires (NWs) and high performance field effect transistors (made
with individual NWs) have been demonstrated, exhibiting mobility
values up to ~ 1300 cm2/Vs24-26. However, the problem is to organise
these NWs on the surface of a substrate, in order to control their
placement and in-plane organisation. For this purpose, fluidic methods
based on the use of Langmuir-Blodgett films have been developed27, but
they do not provide end-to-end registration. Template growth provides a
way to organise an ensemble of nano-objects, providing precise
placement, control, and registration.
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When template growth of semiconductor NWs inside anodic
alumina membranes is of concern, the first task is to deposit metal
particles at the bottom of the pores (Figure 3.2d). Subsequent alloying
with semiconductor atoms (released by decomposition of precursor
molecules, e.g., SiH4) will induce the formation of the eutectic alloy
which is necessary for initiating the VLS growth process. Figure 3.2e
schematically shows the situation.
The feasibility of the VLS growth of Si NWs inside the pores of
anodic alumina has already been demonstrated for vertical templates28, 29.
Figure 3.3 shows Si NWs grown in such a way. In order to ease the
observation, the growth time has been purposely extended, resulting in
NWs growing out of the membrane (Figure 3.3a). Transmission electron
microscope (TEM) analysis shows that the NWs are monocrystalline. As
already observed for NWs grown in “free space” (i.e. not constrained by
the template structure) the crystallographic orientation seems to depend
on the diameter30.
3.3 Novel Approaches
The template growth situation depicted in Figures 3.2e and d (with NWs
perpendicular to the surface of the substrate) is well adapted to twoterminal devices. The substrate can be used as a first contact electrode
and the second electrode can be deposited on top of the membrane after
growth of the NWs7. However, for three-terminal devices, there is a
topological problem, since it is complicated (although not impossible) to
incorporate a third electrode between the substrate and the top
electrode7,32-34. In order to circumvent this problem, new types of
membrane geometries in which the pores develop from the source
contact and in the same plane as the source35.
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Figure 3.3 a) Top view of Si nanowires grown in a vertical anodic alumina membrane.
For easier observation, the growth time has been prolonged purposely, which results in
nanowires growing out of the membrane. b) Close view of a nanowire emerging from a
pore c), and d) transmission electron microscope views of a nanowire. Note the
amorphous layer at the nanowire surface on d). Crystallographic planes can be observed
on d).31

We have developed two novel processes for the synthesis of
alumina templates that allow placement of a third electrode close enough
to the nanowires to induce an electric-field effect7,36. The first is shown
in Figure 3.4. The gray colored area of the diagram is an aluminum wire,
the end of which has been electrochemically etched to about 3 microns or
less in diameter, the bottom 10 mm is anodized about 500 nm deep
perpendicular to its axis to form an isolating layer, green. The bottom
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a)

b)

d)

c)

e)

Figure 3.4 a) Scheme of a bi-directionally anodized wire transistor. The gray area is the
aluminum wire and the yellow area is the gold gate separated from the aluminum wire by
the external oxide, green. The nanowires are the black dots in the light blue internal
porous alumina template or the black lines in the cutaway scheme on the lower right. be) SEM micrographs of some of the steps for template fabrication: Aluminum wire is
electrochemically etched to a tip diameter of a few microns b). It is then anodized
perpendicular to its axis to form an insulating layer onto which a gate electrode is
sputtered. Next, the wire is cut and the interior is etched, c). It is then anodized in the
interior to form a network of pores parallel to the wire axis as a template for the synthesis
of nanowires d) and e).
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5 millimeters of the isolating layer is sputter coated by gold as a gate
electrode, yellow. The sputtered gold layer does not cover all of the
oxidized area and is thus isolated from the aluminum. A very small
section of the bottom is cut off to expose the interior aluminum. This is
then anodized parallel to the wire to form a porous alumina template
about one micron deep, sky blue. The nanowires, black, are
electrodeposited into the parallel template by connecting the aluminum
wire as the cathode of an electrochemical cell. The nanowires are
connected as the drain, the aluminum wire as the source, and the gold
layer as the gate for transport measurements. This is essentially a
vertical surrounding gate design37-41.
The SEM photos in Figure 3.4 illustrate various steps involved in
the fabrication of an aluminum nanowire transistor. Aluminum, 120
micron diameter, wire is the starting material for the transistor template.
This is annealed at 500˚C for 24 hours in a vacuum tube furnace and cut
into 3 cm long pieces. The wire was then electrochemically etched in a
25% HClO4, 75% ethanol solution at +10 V to a few microns in
diameter, Figure 3.4b. The etch rate is approximately 1.5 microns per
second. Next, the wire is anodized at +40 V in 0.3 M oxalic acid for 2-4
minutes to produce an external isolating layer on the exterior of the wire.
At this voltage the growth rate of the oxide layer about 150-200
nanometers per minute. The tip of the wire is immersed in a 1 M NaOH
solution to dissolve the isolating oxide layer at the tip. This is then
electrochemically etched. Now, a gold layer is sputtered on the exterior,
insulating layer of the wire. The gold layer, which is electrically isolated
from the interior aluminum, will function as a gate electrode. The wires
from Figures 3.4d and e are anodized internally at +40 V in a 0.3 M
oxalic acid for 5 minutes to form an internal nanoporous template. The
diameter of the wire in this photo is about 30 microns, which is at least
ten to thirty times larger than is used for the transistor. The larger
diameter was necessary to observe the interior anodization, Figure 3.4e.
Anodization on very small areas has been observed35, 42. The pores are
40-50 nanometers in diameter and should be about one micron deep.
This will serve as the template for the electrodeposition of the nanowires.
The nanowires can then be grown and contacted with the gate electrode
already in place.
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The idea of anodizing Al wires and tubes has been tried for
applications such as extracting fibers or chromatography columns43-45,
however, using anodized wires as templates and multidirectional
anodization is a new concept. These templates could be used for
transistors, microelectrodes, diodes, micro/nano fluidics, and moulds for
MEMs etc.
ZnO and other transparent conducting oxides are interesting as
materials for UV lasers, light-emitting diodes, photo detectors, and for
applications in flat panel displays and solar cells. ZnO has a band gap of
3.35 eV and is normally a n-type direct gap material46-49. When ZnO is
doped with transition metals it can form spin-polarized light sources47.
Once the porous template is made, ZnO nanowires can be
electrodeposited into it. This is done by potentiostatic electrodeposition
of ZnO from a 0.001M Zn(NO3)2 solution (pH~ 6.8) at –1.500 V vs. a
saturated calomel electrode (SCE) in the pores for 1000 seconds. Since
this is an unbuffered solution the polarization causes an increase of the
pH at the sample surface, due to a loss of H+ by H2 gas formation, which
results in the precipitation of ZnO50, 51. Optimization of the solution and
an increase in the solution deposition temperature could produce single
crystal ZnO nanowires51,52. When the ZnO arrives at the surface and
extends beyond the template it can be electrically contacted. Then the
aluminum wire base of the template and the gold gate electrode can be
easily contacted.
Chemical analysis by backscattering of the
electrodeposited ZnO on Au substrates revealed stoichiometric ZnO,
however, the XRD analysis showed many phases of polycrystalline ZnO
and Zn metal.
Figure 3.5a shows the room temperature drain current vs. the drainsource voltage (I-V) for different gate potentials53. The very low
currents could be due to the high resistance of ZnO nanowires as has
been seen in other studies54. The threshold voltage depends on the
source-drain potential53. The channel dimensions should be the same as
that of the nanowire, 1 micron long and 40 nanometers in diameter. No
effort was made to remove the oxide barrier layer at the pore bottoms
after the interior anodization, although there is a contact which could
result in a tunneling barrier between the ZnO nanowires and the
aluminum source and contribute the high resistance of the device. The
off current of 20 pA is seen for all samples and may possibly be a
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background current in the measurement instruments or a tunneling
current. The gate-source capacitance of this structure is rather large
since the gate covers five millimetres of the device. This aspect of the
device was not optimised and the gate area could easily be reduced by
masking. The signal was stable for about 20 cycles but slowly declined,
possibly due to depletion of charge carriers by irreversible
electromigration or screening of the gate. Figure 3.5b shows the transfer
characteristics at a drain-source bias of 1.0 V and shows that the
transistor operates as a p-channel depletion mode device. From 3.5b the
on/off ratio is only two.
The second new approach, lateral nanoporous alumina membranes,
allows integration of alumina templates into standard silicon technology.
Aluminum thin-film stripes are sandwiched between two insulating
layers (Figure 3.6a) and locally etched to yield the structure
schematically shown on Figure 3.6b.
Individual Al stripes are
electrically contacted, away from the locally etched area, and partially
immersed in an electrochemical bath for anodic oxidation, Figure 3.6c.
Because of the engineered structure of Figure 3.6b, the electric field
(during anodic oxidation) is forced to develop parallel to the surface of
the substrate. Hence the pores in the anodic alumina are also forced to
develop parallel to the surface of the substrate as schematically shown on
Figure 3.6d.
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Figure 3.5 a) Drain current vs. drain-source potential at different gate potentials. b) The
transfer characteristics of the ZnO transistor at a drain-source potential of 1.0 V.
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Figure 3.6 Synthesis of lateral nanoporous alumina membranes.

We have carefully studied the process of lateral anodic oxidation,
depending on the various operating parameters55. Table 3.1 shows the
variation of the pore diameter with respect to the anodization voltage and
type of electrolyte. As explained above, concerning vertical pores, large
pore diameters are formed by using phosphoric acid, intermediate
diameters are formed by using oxalic acid and small pore diameters are
obtained by using sulfuric acid. The various results are summarized in
Table 3.1 below. Note that the pore diameter can be enlarged by
chemical etching in phosphoric acid. Using a H3PO4 concentration of 5%
wt, the etch rate of anodic alumina is ~ 8 nm/h at 20°C.
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Table 3.1. Conditions for lateral anodization in various acidic solutions (H2SO4, H2C2O4,
H3PO4). The pore diameter scales between ~ 5 and 100 nm depending on conditions.

Acid

Sulphuric
0.5 M

Anodization conditions
T-oC

V-V

t-sec

0

3

300

SEM image
Φ –Pore diameter

Φ~5nm

Oxalic
0.5 M

Oxalic
0.5 M

Oxalic
0.5 M

0

0

0

20

25

40

300

Φ~20nm

500nm

Φ~30nm

700nm

300

300

~40nm
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Table 1 Continued

Oxalic
0.5 M

0

50

3000

Φ~70nm

2µm

After 20 min
Pore widening in 0.5M
H3PO4

Phosphoric
0.5 M

0

100

3000

Φ~100nm 900nm
At this point, we would like to emphasize that the filling of lateral
alumina templates with nanowires should be a transposition of what has
already been demonstrated for vertical templates. The interest of the
lateral templates is illustrated and explained below (see Figure 3.7) for
the fabrication of an active matrix liquid crystal display backplane with a
reduced number of masks56.
An Al thin film (data lines) is first deposited and etched (mask # 1),
so as to yield a “finger” in each pixel (Figures 3.7a and 3.7d, the later
being a top view). The etched Al film is then capped with a deposited
insulating layer (e.g., SiO2, Figure 3.7b). This capping insulating layer is
etched (mask # 2) at the tips of the Al fingers in each pixel (Figures 3.7b
and d). Anodic oxidation of the Al film is then performed locally, at the
end wall of the tip of the Al fingers, resulting in the structure shown on
Figure 3.7c. Gold nanoparticles are then electrodeposited at the bottom
of the pores of the formerly synthesised porous anodic alumina fingers
(Figure 3.7e, cross section).
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Figure 3.7 Proposed process steps for the fabrication of the active plate of an active
matrix liquid crystal display based on the use of lateral porous anodic alumina followed
by VLS growth of Si nanowires.

After completion of the lateral templates and Au electrodeposition,
growth of the Si NWs is performed inside the pores of the lateral
templates at the tip of each Al finger (Figure 3.7f), using sequentially a
mixture of SiH4 + dopant, pure SiH4 and again a mixture of SiH4 +
dopant. This can be done in one pump-down operation and results in the
structure shown on Figure 3.7f. A transparent oxide film (e.g., indiumtin-oxide, ITO) is then deposited and etched (mask # 3, see Figure 3.7g,
top view), in order to define the pixel area. Finally, the gate
metallization (select lines) is deposited and etched (mask # 4, Figure
3.7j). Note that the gate metal also connects the drain of the TFT to the
transparent electrode of the pixel. For the sake of clarity, Figure 3.7i and
k show cross-sectional views of the TFT and storage capacitor. We
would like to emphasize that only 4 masks are used for the fabrication of
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the AMLCD backplane and that the thin-film transistor structure is
fabricated during only one “pump-down” operation, as with amorphous
silicon (a-Si:H) TFTs (see ref. 56).
3.4 Conclusion
Nanoporous alumina shows great potential as a template material for
hosting various nanowires. The ability to easily control the pore diameter
and length is a tremendous advantage, as well as the fact that alumina is
high-temperature resistant. This means that a wide variety of materials
can be synthesized in alumina-based nanoporous templates, from room
temperature growth of metallic nanowires and semiconductors, such as
ZnO, to high temperature growth of carbon nanotubes and silicon or
germanium nanowires. Alumina templates also provide a structure that
organizes the nanowires for device fabrication and contacting. As an
example, microscope observations of silicon nanowires grown in these
templates showed the feasibility of synthesizing high quality materials.
Aluminum wires were electrochemically sculptured into bi-directional
templates for the growth and contacting of nanowires as three terminal
devices. The gate dependent drain currents and transfer characteristics
demonstrate that it is possible to make nanowire transistor devices in a
beaker without clean rooms or lithography. In-plane anodized aluminum
thin films were shown as templates compatible with standard silicon
technology. As with vertical porous structures, their versatility is clearly
seen by the variety of pore dimensions that can be obtained. Finally, we
described a detailed scheme to incorporate nanoporous alumina
structures into an active matrix backplane, thus reducing the mask count
to only 4.
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4
SINGLE-WALLED CARBON NANOTUBE
TRANSISTORS
Sunkook Kim and Saeed Mohammadi

:

e describe approaches taken to address the
challenges in making useful and reproducible
single-walled carbon nanotube field effect
transistors. Both Al2O3 and HfO2 dielectrics for gate
insulation have been discussed as are techniques for
aligning carbon nanotubes. A variety of measurements,
including transistor output characteristics, transfer
characteristics and low frequency noise measurements have
been described to assess the properties of these devices.


4.1 Introduction
Since the discovery of carbon nanotubes in 19911, carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) have been the focus of extensive research for many potential
applications including sensing, chemistry, biology, and electronic
devices. CNTs are rolled up sheets of graphite with diameter of 1.2 nm
and larger and are available in both single-walled and multi-walled
forms. Because of their perfect one-dimensional crystalline structure,
CNTs exhibit unusual physical, chemical, mechanical and electrical
properties.
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Attempts to make first CNT field effect transistors started in 19982.
The filed has since exploded by theoretical and experimental researches
that have looked into potential advantages and applications of such
devices. There have thus been many publications in this field over the
past few years. As suggested by these articles, single-walled carbon
nanotube field-effect-transistors (SWNT-FETs) not only present a simple
implementation for high performance nanoscale devices, but also are
very attractive devices due their following outstanding electronic
properties:
1) Ballistic transport
Due to their one dimensional structure, backscattering of carriers is
strongly suppressed in SWNTs. It leads to ballistic transport,
meaning that the mean free path for charge carriers is longer than
the channel length. In the literature3, carrier mobility as high as
8000 cm2V-1sec-1 is reported, which is already superior to the
mobility of Si transistors with mobility values of 1400 cm2V-1sec-1.
Ballistic transport of SWNT-FETs can yield very high speed
transistors, necessary for high performance microprocessors and
memory modules.
2) Flexible Device
The strong covalent bonding of C-C affords the CNTs high
mechanical and thermal stability. Furthermore, CNTs are
transparent under visible light. Softness and transparency of CNTs
can be utilized in thin film transistors for display devices.
3) Low power dissipation
An IBM group has compared the electrical properties of SWNTFETs to both conventional high performance p-type Si-transistors
and SOI MOSFETs5 as illustrated in Table 4.1. Important
differences are in the off current Ioff, transconductance, and subthreshold swing. For VLSI circuits, the subthreshold swing S,
defined by S = log[dVgs/d(log(Ids))], is a key parameter for a
transistor to switch current. Clearly, a lower sub-threshold slope is
more attractive since it is desirable to have the transistor “turn off”
as close to the threshold voltage as possible. SWNT-FETs feature
very low subthreshold slopes despite the fact that their fabrication
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technology is still in infancy. Additionally, smaller off current Ioff in
SWNT-FETs means lower static power dissipation.
Table 4.1: Comparison of SWNT-FETs to Si-MOSFETs and SOI MOSFETs.

Gate length (nm)

SWNT-FET[4]

P-MOSFET

P-SOI MOSFET

150

15

50

Gate oxide thickness (nm)

8

1.4

1.5

Ion (μA/μm)

33

265

650

Ioff (nA/μm)

0.05

<500

9

Subthreshold swing (mV/dec)

70

~ 100

70

Transconductance (μS/μm)

3000

975

650

4) Low cost
Instead of PNP or NPN structures of regular MOSFETs and
MESFETs, SWNT-FETs are composed of a metal-SWNTs-metal
structure. Only a few metallization steps are sufficient to build up
transistors without elaborate processing such as implantation, post
annealing, and etching.
Regardless of the high performance of SWNT-FETs, integration of
individual SWNTs has been impeded by uncontrolled structural
variations in SWNTs. During the synthesis of carbon nanotubes,
variations in the chirality (arrangement of the carbon atom on the surface
of the nanotube) and diameter result in either metallic or semiconducting
carbon nanotubes. These properties cause major problems in the
realization of large area and / or complex circuits based on carbon
nanotubes, as listed in the following.
(1) Difficulty in the separation of semiconducting and metallic singlewalled carbon nanotubes.
(2) Alignment of the nanotubes to the device structure in a controlled
and reproducible fashion.
(3) Devising a fabrication process that yields devices isolated from
their environment.
In this chapter, we will focus on approaches taken to address the
above challenges, necessary to develop future SWNT-FET fabrication
techniques. First, the electronic structure of SWNTs and the operation
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principles of SWNT-FETs are briefly presented. Second, high-k
dielectrics (Al2O3 and HfO2) for the realization of high performance
SWNT-FETs are introduced. Then, techniques to fabricate both room
temperature devices based on dielectrophoresis and high temperature
devices based on CVD synthesis of nanotubes on quartz substrates are
illustrated. Finally, intrinsic properties of the interface between SWNT
and its gate oxide are investigated, based on direct current as well as low
frequency electronic noise measurements.
4.2 Electronic Structure and Operating Principles of SWNT-FETs
Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) are rolled up sheets of
graphene with diameters of 1.2 nm and larger. The roll-up direction of
graphene determines the chirality of nanotubes. Metallic nanotubes have
armchair chirality while semiconducting nanotubes are arranged with
zig-zag chirality. In semiconducting SWNTs, the energy band gap6 is
inversely proportional to the diameter of the carbon nanotube according
to:
EGAP =

4=vF 0.8
≈
(eV )
3d
d

(1)

where d is the diameter of SWNT and vF is the Fermi velocity. The
diameter of a typical SWNT is in the range of 0.5 nm to 3 nm. Therefore,
small diameter SWNTs have a wide band-gap of 1.6 eV, but large
diameter SWNTs show narrow band-gaps, as low as 0.25 eV.
Recent SWNT-FETs4,7 with Pd metal contacts operate as Schottky
barrier transistors. Carrier transport and switching in SWNT-FETs are
controlled by the Schottky barrier between source metal and SWNTs.
IBM researchers have demonstrated that the Fermi energy level moves
up toward conduction band by removing oxygen from the environment5.
Generally, intrinsic SWNT-FETs in air form a P-type transistor, where a
positive gate voltage turns the device off as shown in Fig. 4.1(a). In Ptype transistors, Pd contacts provide the lowest barrier between metal
and nanotube which results in the lowest contact resistance. However, in
case of vacuum (i.e. absence of oxygen), the characteristic of the
transistor changes from p-type to n-type as the Fermi energy moves into
the conduction band. In our experiments, SWNTs grown on Si wafer
show p-type characteristic but SWNTs grown on quartz substrates show
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an ambipolar characteristic (both N-type and P-type) as shown in Fig.
4.1(b). To explain the ambipolar SWNT-FETs, we assume that the
Fermi-energy (EF) is located around the middle of the band gap (Eg). For
positive gate bias, the valence band moves up and the Schottky barrier
gets narrower, resulting in an increase in the hole tunneling current. With
the application of a negative gate bias, the conduction band moves down
and the Schottky barrier becomes narrower, resulting in an increase in
the electron tunneling current. The ambipolar characteristics may
become useful in implementing CMOS logic for potential digital circuit
applications. To suppress ambipolar characteristics the following post
process steps are suggested by various research groups: (1) Field
manipulation8, (2) Potassium doping9, (3) Polymer gating10 and (4)
Adsorption of O2 gas4.
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Figure 4.1: (a) The Id-Vgs curve and energy band diagram of SWNT-Pd metal for p-type
transistor (b) The Id-Vgs curve and energy band diagram of SWNT-Pd or Al metal for
ambipolar transistor.
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4.2 High-k Dielectrics (Al2O3, HfO2) for Advanced SWNT-FETs
Significant progress has been made in improving the electrical
performance of SWNT-FET devices. Current research is focused on
achieving high transconductance through scaling down the gate dielectric
and utilizing novel gate dielectric materials. Several groups have
investigated new SWNT-FET gate dielectric structures including (i)
bottom-gate structure (gate underneath the nanotube) with native Al2O3
dielectric11, (ii) top-gated with 15-20 nm thick SiO2 dielectric12 and (iii)
top-gated with Atomic Layer Deposited (ALD) 8-20 nm thick high-k
zirconium oxide (ZrO2)13 and hafnium oxide (HfO2)14 dielectrics. Among
the above techniques, utilizing high-k ALD ZrO2 and HfO2 as gate
dielectric is very promising and has resulted in transistors with nearballistic transport and close to ideal sub-threshold swing of ~ 60 mV/
decade.
In the following section, we will study high performance and high
interface quality top-gated SWNT-FETs with Al2O3 and HfO2 dielectric
films deposited by the ALD technique.
4.2.1 Atomic layer-deposited high-k dielectrics
Among the various techniques for growing gate dielectrics on CNTs, the
ALD method is of particular interest because high-k gate films based on
ALD provide high capacitance, resulting in effective carrier injection
into the channel and high device transconductance. ALD is an ultra-thinfilm deposition technique based on sequences of self-limiting surface
reactions enabling thickness control on atomic scale even for
complicated 3-D structures. The ALD process could also be performed at
a low temperature (25-300°C), suitable for processes with CNTs. Highquality dielectric film and good interface property (i.e. low interface trap
density) in high-k / CNT system can be achieved through the
optimization of ALD growth conditions and Post Deposition Annealing
(PDA). In our current experiments, the optimized conditions for ALD
oxide deposition were as follows.
1) ALD Al2O3 film: Al2O3 films were grown on CNTs using
alternating pulses of Al(CH3)3 (the Al precursor) and H2O (the oxygen
precursor) at 300°C in a carrier (N2) gas flow. Post deposition annealing
was done in N2 ambient at 600°C for 30 seconds, using Rapid Thermal
Processing (RTP). Al2O3 has a large bandgap of ~ 9 eV, a high
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breakdown electrical field of 5 to 30 MV/cm, high permittivity of 8.6-10
and high thermal stability up to at least 1000°C.
2) ALD HfO2 film: High-k HfO2 films were deposited using an
ASM Microchemistry F-120 ALCVDTM Reactor. 20 nm ALD
HfO2 layers were grown on SWNTs at 300°C by using HfCl4 and H2O as
precursors. During deposition, High-k HfO2 films were crystallized, thus
the PDA process was not required.
4.2.2 Fabrication and performance of SWNT-FETs
Utilizing Thermal Chemical Vapor Deposition (Thermal CVD) and
Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD) to synthesis
CNTs are two of the common techniques to fabricate SWNT-FETs.
SWNT-FET devices shown in the inset of Fig. 4.2 were fabricated on a
high resistivity Si substrate (ρ ≈ 1 MΩ) with a 500 nm thermal silicon
dioxide layer. Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) were
synthesized on the thermal oxide by thermal CVD of methane on the
substrate using commercial ferritin (Sigma) catalyst. The grown carbon
nanotubes had a diameter of 1 to 3 nm with a uniform tube density of
2-10/μm2. Following the nanotube growth, a 15 nm thick ALD aluminum
oxide (Al2O3) film was deposited on SWNTs using the ASM
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Figure 4.2: Leakage current (A) versus gate bias Vg (V) for SWNT-FETs having thin
ALD aluminum oxide. (Inset) Schematic diagram of a top-gate single-walled carbon
nanotube field effect transistor with ALD oxide as the gate dielectric.
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Microchemistry F-120 ALCVDTM Reactor. Using wet etching (diluted
HF solution), the ALD oxide on the source and drain patterns was
removed while the gate area was protected by the photoresist. Metal
contacts were formed by electron beam deposition of Pd followed by a
lift-off process. Gate metal was defined by UV photolithography
followed by the deposition of Ti/Au (10/50 nm) with minimum gate
length of 1.5 μm. Ti/Au (20/450 nm) metal interconnects were finally
deposited on top of the source and drain Pd contacts.
Figure 4.2 shows the gate leakage current of a SWNT-FET having
1.5 µm gate length with a semiconducting nanotube in the channel. As
can be seen from the figure, the leakage current is very small, in the
range of 10 fA – 10 pA for gate voltage in the range of -2.5 V < Vg < 7V.
The leakage current is about five orders of magnitude smaller than the
nanotube drain current.
Figure 4.3 shows the SEM top view of the transistor and I-V
characteristics of the same transistor with various gate dielectric
thicknesses. In Figs. 4.3 (b) and (c) I-V characteristics for a 15 nm thick
Al2O3 is shown while Figs. 4.3 (d) and (e) show the results for a
transistor with a 20 nm thick HfO2 gate dielectric. HfO2 has a higher
dielectric constant (κ ~ 20-30) than Al2O3 (κ ~ 8.6-10) resulting in higher
drain current capability, higher transconductance and smaller subthreshold swing of transistors fabricated with HfO2 despite the slightly
thicker dielectric layer used (20 nm for HfO2 vs. 15 nm for Al2O3).
Table 4.2: Electrical performance of SWNT-FET with ALD Al2O3 and HfO2
SWNT-FET with Al2O3

SWNT-FET with HfO2

Gate oxide thickness (nm)

15

20

Gate length (μm)

1.5

1.5

Ion (μA)

11

13

Ioff (nA)

100

10

Subthreshold swing (mV/dec)

105

100

Transconductance (μS/μm)

1500

4000

Figures 4.3(b) and (d) show typical Id versus Vgs characteristics
when Vgs is swept forward and backward. In SWNT-FETs, the direction
of Vgs sweep and its speed creates a hysteresis response due to the
interface charge traps, mainly from water molecules9. The amount of
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voltage shift depends on the interface trap density on / near SWNTs and
how fast the sweep is performed. The small hysteresis observed in Fig.
4.3 indicates that ALD Al2O3 and HfO2 suppress traps in SWNT-FETs.
Figure 4.3(c) and (d) show Id versus Vds characteristics at different gate
biases. The curves resemble a conventional P-MOS, exhibiting a linear
region at low |Vds| and a saturation region at higher |Vds|. Device
performances of both SWNT-FETs are summarized in Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.3: Characteristics of a p-type SWNT-FET with 15 nm thick ALD Al2O3
(Figs. (b) and (c)) and 20 nm thick ALD HfO2 (Figs. (d) and (e)) as gate dielectrics. (a)
SEM image of SWNT-FET (b), (d) Current Id vs Vgs as increasing (black) and
decreasing gating sweeps (red) for SWNT-FET at Vds of -0.1V. (c), (e) Drain current vs
drain bias as a function of gate bias for the same device.
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4.3 Alignment Techniques for Carbon Nanotubes
A lack of large-scale integration techniques has been a major obstacle
in the development of SWNT-FETs for practical circuit applications.
One of the major challenges in achieving such integration is to align and
position individual nanotubes. Up to now, various methods for selective
deposition or growth of SWNTs on two electrodes have been
developed15-16. In this section, we discuss two different alignment
techniques that have been devised. The first technique is a room
temperature device fabrication technology based on dielectrophoresis.
The second technique is a high temperature device fabrication method
based on CVD synthesis of nanotubes on quartz wafers. In the
dielectrophoresis technique, individual SWNTs suspended in ethanol
display a positive dielectrophoresis characteristic, which helps in
achieving highly spatial deposition. Common issues are bundling of
nanotubes due to their covalent affinity and large contact resistances due
to the large tunneling resistance among bundled SWNTs. We have
performed electrical measurements of transistors fabricated using
dielectrophoresis and measured transistors with high contact resistance of
2.3 MΩ, low mobility, and no clear saturation regime.
On the other hand, in the development of aligned arrays of SWNTs
on quartz, parallel SWNTs arrays with a controllable number and
spacing are utilized to construct the SWNT-FETs. This technology opens
a promising route to position SWNTs in a specific area for practical
implementation of SWNT-FETs. This should allow the device designer
to minimize contact capacitance and contact resistance through device
geometry optimization. Transistors using aligned arrays of SWNTs
achieve high mobility, low contact resistance and high on-current with
clear saturation behavior at high drain source voltages.
4.3.1 SWNT-FET fabrication using dielectrophoresis
In this technology we focus on the self-assembly technique for separating,
orienting and positioning of bundles of single-walled carbon nanotubes
(SWNTs) on electrodes separated by a few microns. By applying an
alternating electric field, a single bundle of SWNTs is selectively
deposited between two small electrodes. The fabrication of CNT
transistors based on this approach occurs at room temperature. Electrical
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burning can help eliminating unwanted metallic nanotubes that are
otherwise present in the bundle to achieve higher fabrication yield.
In our experiments, SWNTs with a diameter of ~ 1.5 nm
synthesized by laser ablation from Carbon Nanotechnologies Inc were
used. Source and drain metal contacts were formed by photo-lithography
and lift-off processing. The metal patterns were deposited on a thermally
grown SiO2 layer with a thickness of tox = 150 nm grown on a P+ Si
substrate. The gap between the electrodes was 3 or 4 μm, and the width
of the electrodes was 5 μm. The single-walled nanotubes suspended in
ethanol were diluted to the extent that the liquid appeared transparent.
(concentration = 10 ng/ml). Ultrasonic vibration for several hours was
used to untangle the nanotubes to small bundles and single nanotubes.
Dipole of a SWNTs bundle should be induced under a non-uniform
external electric field. Due to the interaction between the dipole and the
external field, dielectrophoresis acting on the SWNT bundles was
generated. A combination of AC and DC electric fields was applied. The
dielectrophoresis was induced by the AC electric field, while the DC
electric field produced a mechanical flow. The frequency of AC electrical
field was kept constant at 5 MHz. Once the two electric fields were
established, diluted ethanol with suspended nanotubes was applied on the
SiO2 surface. The composite electric field was applied until the ethanol
solution dried completely at room temperature. Following the ethanol
evaporation, Pd was deposited and patterned to form the contacts on the
nanotubes.
In order to find the optimal deposition and alignment condition, the
amplitude of combined DC and AC signals was changed step by step.
Figure 4.4 shows SEM images of single carbon nanotube bundles
trapped between two electrodes. The deposition of nanotube bundles is
mainly dependent on the mechanical flow generated by the amplitude of
the DC electric field. The optimal condition of AC signal for the
deposition and alignment is an electric field of magnitude 0.6 V/μm at a
frequency of 5 MHz. The experiment was highly reproducible with
average bundle diameter of about 15 nm.
The extracted transconductance of the device gm = dId/dVgsІVds=1V
was found to be about 50 nS for devices with one nanotube bundle. The
maximum current showed several hundreds of nA range. Current
saturation was not observed due to the high contact resistance of 2.3 MΩ,
in spite of the fact that Pd was used to lower the contact resistance. The
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4: SEM images of two different aligned patterns from two different alignment
conditions. (left) condition: DC = 0.7 V, AC = 5 VPP, Frequency = 5 MHz (failed) (right)
condition: DC = 0 V AC = 2.3 VPP, Frequency = 5 MHz (well-aligned).

poor performance is attributed to the weak coupling between adjacent
SWNTs in a bundle that leads to a high tunneling resistance of 2 - 140
MΩ17.
4.3.2 SWNT-FETs using guided growth of nanotube arrays on quartz
In this technology, aligned arrays of SWNT are grown by thermal CVD
on miscut single-crystal quartz substrates. This method is used to
improve the mobility of aligned arrays of SWNT-FETs compared to
what can be achieved from random network devices18. Aligned arrays of
SWNTs can sustain the intrinsic mobility of individual SWNTs due to
the minimum interaction of SWNTs. Prior to fabrication, a ST-cut quartz
substrate obtained from Hoffman Materials Inc. was annealed for 8 hours
at 900°C in air. The annealing resulted in the generation of nanoscale
grooves on the quartz wafer. Nearly perfect alignment of SWNTs could
be achieved with direct growth of nanotubes inside these grooves, as
illustrated in Fig. 4.5. The degree of alignment was influenced by the
annealing of quartz before tube growth16. Increasing the annealing time,
which may increase the degree of order in the crystal lattice near the
surfaces as well as the lengths and order of the steps, improved the
alignment of grown SWNTs. Figure 4.5(c) shows the SEM image of a
corner of the patterned catalyst. SWNTs are aligned parallel to the STmiscut quartz in the middle of the two catalysts, while tube-tube crossing
is shown near the catalyst patterns. In our experiments, the source and
drain were patterned as 3 μm long islands in the middle of two catalyst
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patterns with a spacing of 20 μm. The arrays of SWNTs between source
and drain were perfectly parallel, as shown in Fig. 4.5(d) and Fig. 4.5(e).
Figs. 4.5(f) and (g) show the IV characteristics for a 1.5 μm gate length
SWNT-FET with a 50 nm thick Al2O3 layer utilizing aligned arrays of
SWNTs. The maximum intrinsic transconductance of 0.5 μS and the
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Figure 4.5: (a) AFM image of aligned SWNTs on ST-miscut quartz substrate. The grown
SWNTs have diameters of 0.8-1.7 nm and lengths of 10-30 μm with a spacing of 200 nm
on quartz wafer. (b) SEM images of grown aligned arrays of SWNTs using patterned iron
catalysts with a spacing of 20μm. (c) The enlarged image of the edge of the catalyst
patterns. (d) and (e) SEM images of perfectly aligned arrays of SWNTs between source
and drain electrodes with spacing of 3 μm and widths of 6 μm and 15 μm. (f) Id-Vds
characteristics of an aligned array of SWNT-FETs with 50 nm thick Al2O3 oxide. (g)
Transfer characteristics of the same device.
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maximum on-current of 7 μA were observed, which is at least one order
of magnitude larger than the one achieved for SWNT-FETs based on
dielectrophoresis. The on / off ratio with a 6 μm source-width SWNTFET was 4 x 104, where three SWNTs were connected between the
source and the drain. The IV curves of SWCNT-FETs showed an
ambipolar behavior, exhibiting an operating regime at positive and
negative Vgs as shown in Fig. 4.5(g). Unlike the bundled transistors
fabricated by dielectrophoresis, current saturation was clearly observed
in these devices. The estimated drain and source metallization contact
resistance was around 38 kΩ. In this case, Pd metallization was efficient
in lowering the contact resistance, since individual nanotubes could be
covered by Pd metallization.
4.4 Interface Quality of SWNT-FETs
Despite advancements in placing and aligning nanotubes, there are still
two important obstacles in achieving high performance electronic
devices using carbon nanotubes. These are high access resistance of
nanotube / contact metallization due to the Schottky nature of the contact
and interface quality of gate-oxide / nanotube interface. In this section,
characterization of this interface quality is presented. The complications
of low quality interface are large amplitude of low frequency noise as
well as hysteresis in the IV characteristics of SWCNT-FETs. Nanotubebased devices reported in the literature have exhibited high low
frequency noise characteristics19-21. High amplitude of low-frequency
noise increases the minimum detectable signal at low frequencies and
can have an adverse effect on non-linear circuits implemented using
SWCNT through noise up-conversion.
Low frequency noise characterization as well as hysteresis in Vg-Id
characteristics can be used to study the interface quality of SWNTs prior
to and after ALD oxide deposition. ALD Al2O3 and HfO2 gate oxides
serve as a passivation layer for SWNT to minimize undesirable current
drift from the nanotube-ambient environment. Previous work points to
hysteresis in CNT-FETs as a method of analyzing the interface quality
qualitatively. Generally, in conventional metal-oxide-semiconductor
(CMOS) technology, capacitance-voltage (C-V) measurement and low
frequency noise are used to analyze the interface traps in oxide /
semiconductor structures. The carbon nanotube interface has an
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extremely small gate dielectric capacitance, Cox ~ 2πε 0ε / ln(2tox / R) ~ 28
aF/nm, much lower than the minimum detectable value of current
laboratory equipment. Therefore, C-V measurement cannot be used to
measure the interface quality of SWNT-FETs. Low frequency noise is
then the only quantitative method for the analysis of interface traps in
CNT devices. It has been found that the 1/f noise in passivated SWNTFETs has a significant dependence on the device transconductance22. In
this section, we also propose a simple model for low frequency noise in
SWNT-FETs that describes the noise behavior in these devices.
Let us now consider the hysteresis and low frequency noise in
bottom-gated SWNT-FETs19-21. The bottom-gated SWNT-FETs are not
isolated from the environment, resulting in a large hysteresis due to trap
charges surrounding the nanotube and its interface with the oxide. The
surrounding trap charges affect the effective back gate potential, causing
a drift of the threshold voltage. As shown in Fig. 4.6, for SWNT-FETs
exposed to the ambient environment, hysteresis is measured in the
transfer IV characteristics as a function of the sweeping rate of Vgs
(Fig. 4.6(a)), the biasing range of Vgs (Fig. 4.6(b)), and also the biasing
range of Vds (Fig. 4.6(c)). Figure 4.6(a) shows hysteresis in Id-Vgs curves
with respect to various sweeping rates for the gate voltage, Vgs. The short,
medium, and long term Vgs scan speed are defined in HP 4516
semiconductor analyzer. A significant dependence of the hysteresis on
the Vgs scan speed was observed, with slower Vgs scans producing larger
hysteresis. The result suggests that hysteresis is caused by slow trap
charges that charge and discharge on a time scale longer than several
seconds. Figure 4.6(b) shows that threshold voltage shift in Vgs exhibits a
significant dependence on the sweep range of the gate voltage. Gate bias
can induce trap charges that can change the threshold voltage. Hysteresis,
on the other hand, is independent of Vds as shown in Fig. 4.6(c);
confirming that only the threshold voltage is affected by the presence of
trap charges. Due to these large hysteresis observed in bottom-gated
SWNT, the current fluctuation from traps can dominate the current
modulation mechanism. This phenomenon has been observed (but
seldom explained) in many reported bottom-gated SWNT-FETs.
The implementation of top-gated SWNT-FETs with ALD Al2O3
and HfO2 allows devices to be isolated from the environment and to
show stable DC characteristics. ALD gate oxide layers also serve as
a passivation layer for the SWNT and help stabilize the electrical
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Figure 4.6: Hysteresis behaviors of Id-Vgs curves for SWCNT-FETs under different
biasing conditions (a) sweeping speed of gate bias: (squares) fast sweeping rate, (circles)
medium sweeping rate, (triangles) slow sweeping rate. (b) Id-Vgs curves for SWCNTFETs under different gate bias values. Drain bias is fixed at 100 mV. (c) Id-Vgs curves for
SWCNT-FETs under different drain voltage as a function of gate bias.

characteristics of SWNT-FETs. Figures 4.3 (b) and (d) show typical Id
versus Vgs curves for top-gated transistors. Nearly hysteresis-free
characteristics in Id-Vgs curve indicate that ALD Al2O3 and HfO2
suppress trap charges at nanotube-oxide interface.
Similar to hysteresis investigations, low-frequency noise studies can
also reveal the existence of trapped charges surrounding the nanotube.
Low frequency noise studies can go one step beyond as they can quantify
the nature of these traps and how they are affected by the transistor
biasing condition. Figure 4.7 shows the correlation between the current
noise amplitude (SI) measured at 100 Hz and drain current (Id) as a
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Figure 4.7: Measured low frequency current noise amplitude at 100 Hz for p-type
bottom- (a) and top- (b) gated SWCNT-FETs as a function of drain voltage. Gate voltage
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function of the applied voltage Vgs for bottom-gated (Fig. 4.7(a)) and
top-gated (Fig. 4.7(b)) SWCNT-FETs. Gate voltages of -1 V and 0.6 V
were applied to the bottom and top gate contacts, respectively. The 1/f
noise spectrum can be found according to Hooge’s empirical law23
q μ e ff α H I V
SI ( f ) =
2
fL

q μ e ff α H I
=
2
Rch L f

2

(2)

where αH is the Hooge parameter, µeff is the effective mobility of carriers
inside the channel and L is the channel length. In both cases (bottom and
top gated SWCNT-FETs), current noise amplitude (SI) is proportional to
Id2, a trend observed in semiconductor resistors. Figure 4.7 shows that the
Hooge parameter of αH in top gate SWCNT-FETs passivated by ALD
HfO2 is approximately one order of magnitude lower than the one for
bottom gated structure. The small noise spectrum of top gated structure
indicates that ALD HfO2 gate oxide can effectively passivate SWNTs
and reduce the trap charges at the interface.
Low frequency noise measurements can be used to examine the
source of the noise. Assuming a long channel SWNT-FET operating in
the linear region,
I ds =

μeff β C g
L

1 2
[(Vgs − Vth )Vds − Vds ]
2

,
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where Cg stands for the gate capacitance per number of SWNTs. The
total number of carriers, N in the channel is equal to LId/μβ. By
combining Eq. 2 and Eq. 3, the current noise amplitude in the linear
regime can be written as
SI ( f ) =

α H βμ I d
fL

=

α H βμeff
fL

(Vgs − Vth ) g m

(4)

The noise amplitude in the linear region is proportional to g m (Vgs − Vth ) .
In the saturation regime, where Vds >> Vdsat≈Vg-Vth
I dsat =

μeff β C g
2L

2

,

∂I d

α H βμeff

(Vgs − Vth )

(5)

Cg
2
Vd
N = ∫0 −C g (Vgs − Vth − V ) dV =
(Vgs − Vth )
2

(6)

(Vgs − Vth )

gm =

∂Vgs

=

Lf

The total number of carriers (N) is given by

Combining Eq. 2, Eq. 5 and Eq. 6, the amplitude of current noise in the
saturation regime is
2

SI =

2

α H β μ eff C g
2
2L f

αH
2
2
(Vgs − Vth ) =
( gm )
2C g f

(7)

This value is proportional to the squared transconductance in the
saturation regime. From Eq. 4 and Eq. 7, the amplitude of current noise
(SI) increases with gm2 in the saturation regime(ІVdsІ> ІVg-VthІ) while SI
increases with (Vgs-Vt)gm in the linear regime(ІVdsІ< ІVg-VthІ). Figure 4.8
shows gate transconductance characteristics (gm) versus the amplitude of
current noise (SI) at 100 Hz plotted as a function of the gate voltage. For
low drain voltages (Vds = -0.2V), the amplitude of the current noise,
given by Eq. 4, is proportional to (Vgs-Vt)gm. We have observed that the
gate voltage at which the channel mobility starts to decrease corresponds
to the onset of higher 1/f noise, which increases with ІVgs-VtІ. Figure
4.8(a) demonstrates that the measured noise behavior in the linear regime
corresponds to Eq. 4. Figure 4.8(b) indicates that the intrinsic current
noise in the passivated SWNT-FETs with ALD HfO2 can be represented
as a function of transconductance (gm).
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Figure 4.8: (a) The transconductance characteristics (gm) versus the amplitude of current
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As shown here, low frequency noise studies can not only indicate
the presence of charge trapping centers in the surrounding of nanotubes,
they can also identify the behavior of such traps as the device is biased in
different operating regimes.
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5
COOLING WITH INTEGRATED CARBON
NANOTUBE FILMS
Géza Tóth, Krisztián Kordás, Pulickel M. Ajayan and Robert Vajtai

%

he advantageous mechanical and thermal properties
of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) in removing heat from
hot components is discussed. Experimental results
on both CNT-based microfin and brush architectures are
described and compared with copper microfin heat sinks. It
is shown that thermal management hardware made with
CNT structures can be much lighter and more robust than
those made from metals. The importance of optimizing the
thermal resistance of the solid-solid interface for improving
heat transfer is also examined.


5.1 Introduction
The continuously increasing packing density of transistors and the
corresponding problem of heat dissipation is a major problem in high
performance microprocessor technology. In classical cooling setups,
heat-sinks/coolers are integrated on the hot surface or tiny flow channels
are formed in the bulk of the component. In both cases the component /
cooler geometry, thermal conductivity and the film coefficients at the
interfaces of solid and coolant gas/liquid media play crucial roles and
need to be optimized for every particular case1-5. In future devices, the
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power densities that should be dissipated are in the range of 100 W·cm-2
and even beyond - raising a need to develop novel cooling methods
and/or utilize new materials by which heat can be dissipated in a more
efficient manner.
Recently, attention has been paid towards new cooling concepts –
other then the conventional convective/conductive heat removal
techniques. Thermoelectric cooling6-8 achieved by integrated oncomponent materials of large Seebeck coefficient and low thermal
conductivity exploits the Peltier effect i.e. heat transfer through an
interface against a temperature gradient with the consumption of
electrical energy. Though the overall efficiency of such a solid-state
refrigerator is usually low (~10%), this technique might offer an
attractive approach for localized heat removal from microscopic areas.
Ionic wind engines9,10 represent an innovative and potential method
for enhancing heat dissipation in convective coolers, where the local film
coefficients of heat transfer are improved by more than 200%. In this
method, ionic moieties are generated by field-emitted electrons that
collide and change momentum with neutral atoms/molecules thus
inducing a gas flow in the vicinity of the surface to be cooled.
Another strategy for improving cooling performance of traditional
conductive/convective cooler devices could be implemented by replacing
the large finned copper and aluminum blocks with other materials of
better thermal conductivity (κAl ~ 370 W·m-1·K-1, κCu ~ 400 W·m-1·K-1).
Until lately, diamond was the only known material that could outperform
these metals with its outstanding κdiamond ~2000 W·m-1·K-1 value, however
due to the associated cost it has been applied mainly as a heat-spreader
film in electronic components. Engineered anisotropic carbon fiber
composites - with a nominal 650 W·m-1·K-1 axial thermal conductivity –
are promising candidates to replace aluminum and copper heat sinks.11
The predicted superior thermal conductivity of individual carbon
nanotubes (κCNT ~6000 W·m-1·K-1) 12 has also prompted suggestions of
their applications in thermal management of high power electronics.
With the quick development of synthesis methods,13-15 various types and
forms of CNTs have become available. Therefore, it has been only
natural to test their feasibility for thermal management applications. In
this chapter, we present a case study to demonstrate practically feasible
cooling applications with carbon nanotubes16.
The excellent thermal conductivity of carbon nanotubes over other
existing materials has been exploited in improving the thermal
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conductivity of nanotube-polymer composites17-20. Recently, a microchannel liquid cooler structure with arrays of carbon nanotubes was used
to enhance the heat dissipation of a high power transistor. Using waterflow cooling ~15 W·cm-2 enhancement was obtained21,22.
Cooling of silicon chips utilizing nanotubes integrated directly on
the components was reported in reference 16. This otherwise simple
method had not been used earlier probably due to the difficulties
associated with integrating nanotube structures directly onto chips. This
is because the growth temperatures normally encountered during
nanotube growth are higher than what can be endured by functional
microprocessor silicon elements.
Here, we demonstrate two approaches that exploit the advantageous
mechanical23 and thermal24 properties of carbon nanotubes in removing
heat from hot components. First, we show the cooling of a 1 mm2 footprint area chip, where the applied power could be more than 1 W larger
when a CNT cooler is applied - compared to the case of the bare chip to
reach the same temperature. The CNT fins show similar cooling
performance compared to fin structures of similar dimensions fabricated
from copper. The assembly uses micro-finned structures of aligned
carbon nanotubes, which are mounted onto the back side of a
thermometer flip-chip. This chip is fixed on a customized silicon
substrate, where we generate Joule heat by an integrated heating circuit.
We read out temperature data from the flip-chip (which actually
measures its own temperature) and compare this to those recorded for
similar assemblies using integrated finned copper coolers as well as just
a bare chip without any cooling element. Second, we grow CNT brushes
on SiO2 coated Pt heating wires to help cooling in an efficient manner.
Due to the directly anchored CNTs and the as-formed good thermal
interface ~100% improvement in heat dissipation could be achieved even
through normal convection.
5.2 Experimental
In the experimental work, thick films, consisting of ~1.2 mm long
aligned multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) were used (Figure
5.1). The films were grown on Si/SiO2 templates by catalytic chemical
vapor deposition (CCVD) from the precursor of 10 g ferrocene in
1000 cm3 xylene. The precursor was fed with a rate of 0.1 cm3·min-1 into
an evaporator column pre-heated to 185°C, from which the vapor of
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Figure 5.1 a, Low magnification field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM)
image showing the micro-structure of three cooler blocks laser-etched next to each other
in the MWCNT film. The non-processed slightly tangled layer of ~200 μm thickness at
the bottom keeps the fin structure together. Scale bar, 500 μm. b, Grooves and pyramidal
fins of aligned nanotubes. Scale bar, 50 μm. c, Close-up image of aligned MWCNTs.
Scale bar, 5 μm. The inset in the figure shows energy filtered electron microscopy
(EFTEM) image of a well-graphitized nanotube of ~5 nm inner and of ~40 nm outer
diameter. Scale bar, 50 nm. Reused with permission from K. Kordás, G. Tóth, P.
Moilanen, M. Kumpumäki, J. Vähäkangas, A. Uusimäki, R. Vajtai, and P. M. Ajayan,
Applied Physics Letters, 90, 123105 (2007). Copyright 2007, American Institute of
Physics.

ferrocene and xylene was introduced into the reactor by argon carrier
flow (30 cm3·min-1, 1 atmosphere). Deposition times of 90-120 minutes
were used. The diameters of nanotubes in the films showed a broad
distribution of 10-90 nm (Figure 5.1c). The measured bulk density of the
nanotube layers was ~0.35 g·cm-3·with an approximate nanotube count
per unit area of ~100 μm-2.
After detaching the nanotube layers from the templates (in 7:3 vol.
% mixture of concentrated HF and ethanol), structures of 10×10 fin array
blocks were fabricated in the freestanding films by laser-assisted surface
patterning (Figure 5.1 a,b). A defocused (~800 μm offset, spot diameter
in the focal plane of ~15 μm) 3ω Nd:YVO4 pulsed laser (pulse duration
of 20 ns, repetition rate of 90 kHz, average power of 300 mW and scan
rate of 50 mm·s-1 with 15 scan repetitions) was employed to induce
localized material removal, thus micro-structuring the nanotube films.
The typical size of each finned nanotube array is ~1.2×1.0×1.0 mm3 with
a corresponding mass of ~0.27 mg.
The test structure consisted of an analogue thermometer flip-chip
(LM20SITL micro-SMD, by National Semiconductor) mounted on a
customized silicon substrate, and an array of MWCNT fin-block soldered
on to the backside of the flip-chip (Fig. 5.2). First, the flip-chips were
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Figure 5.2 Phases of substrate/flip-chip/MWCNT-cooler assembly process: a,
Positioning and b, soldering the flip-chip on the Cu landing pads of the substrate. c,
Solder paste dispensing, CNT array positioning and d, soldering on the Cu coated backside of the chip. e, FESEM image of an assembled structure. Scale bar, 500 μm. Reused
with permission from K. Kordás, G. Tóth, P. Moilanen, M. Kumpumäki, J. Vähäkangas,
A. Uusimäki, R. Vajtai, and P. M. Ajayan, Applied Physics Letters, 90, 123105 (2007).
Copyright 2007, American Institute of Physics.

mounted on the substrate, and then the CNT blocks were positioned and
soldered on the flip-chips. In order to solder the bottom of the CNT
cooler blocks onto the backsides of the chips, both surfaces were cleaned
and sputtered with a thin (~50 nm) layer of chromium (adhesion
promoter) and subsequently with a solderable copper film of ~2 μm
average thickness. (Before sputter coating the backside of the flip-chips
were mechanically polished to remove the original coating of an epoxy
resin and calcium carbonate composite.) The solder bumps (63Sn-37Pb,
eutectic, Tm = 183°C) of the polished and metallized flip-chips were
dipped in a solder flux, and then the chips were aligned and soldered at
230°C to the Cu landing pads of the substrates using a split-field
microscope equipped with a hot-plate. In the next step, each sample was
tested on a probe-station to measure the chip temperature vs. heating
power characteristics under various thermal loads (up to ~7 W) and
cooling gas flow rates (N2 @ 0-2 L·min-1 through a cylindrical nozzle of
0.44 mm inner diameter). The temperature of the heated chips was
extracted from the output analogue (voltage) data of the thermometer
chips we used in the assemblies.
After testing, a thin (~10 μm) layer of low melting point eutectic
46Bi-34Sn-20Pb solder paste (Tm = 96°C) was dispensed on the back of
the chip, and using a fine-placer a block of nanotube cooler along its
Cr/Cu sputtered side was positioned and soldered onto the chip at 170°C.
In the course of the soldering process, the finned array was pushed
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against the chip to squeeze out the excess solder melt. Finally, the
assemblies were tested again using the same routine as in the first phase.
5.3 Results and Discussion
In the experiments described here, Joule heat was generated on the
substrate by an integrated heating circuit. The nanotube-on-chip
assembly showed a reduced chip temperature as compared to the
corresponding chip without the cooling block. With natural convection,
~11% more power was dissipated from the chip that has the attached
nanotube fin structures - with a corresponding figure of merit of 31.9
mW·K-1 instead of 28.8 mW·K-1 (Figure 5.3). When applying forced N2
flow, the cooling efficiency improved by ~19%; i.e. 82.8 mW·K-1 of
power could be dissipated instead of 69.8 mW·K-1. Accordingly, the
finned CNT structures would allow the dissipation of ~30 W·cm-2 and
~100 W·cm-2 more power at 100°C from a hot chip for the cases of
natural and forced convection, respectively. Because of the low density
of CNT films24, the weight normalized additional power dissipation of
such structures was estimated to be as high as 1.1 kW·g-1 or 3.7 kW·g-1
for natural and forced convection (as calculated for the corresponding
geometry from the measured density of the nanotube films, ~0.35 g·cm-3).

Figure 5.3 Measured temperatures for reference, CNT- and Cu-equipped chips with
10×10 fin arrays. The graph in the left panel shows chip temperatures measured for chipon-substrate (red plots) and for the corresponding MWCNT 10×10 fin array-on-chip-onsubstrate assemblies (blue plots) under various heating powers and N2 flow rates. The
graph in the right panel shows the results of a comparative experiment in which a finned
copper cooler (10×10 array) was used.
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These figures project the possibility of such light-weight solid state
add-on structures for on-chip thermal management without involving
complex fluid flow for heat removal. To compare the cooling
performance of the micro-structured CNT films with other materials
commonly used in thermal management, finned copper blocks with
similar geometry to that of the CNT structures were fabricated and
mounted on test chips. The measured temperature vs. power curves show
very similar results for the two materials, i.e. copper and nanotubes
perform fairly equally.
Experiments with mounted CNT blocks without a fin structure
revealed poor cooling performance. The dense forest of nanotubes
(~102 μm-2) impedes the coolant flow in the films, limiting the heat
exchange only to the upper facet of the films. In contrast, the grooves in
the structured CNT films enable better coolant flow and heat dissipation
from the fins towards the surrounding medium via convective fluxes.
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and thermo-electric finite
element models were applied to study the steady-state laminar coolant
flow (with Reynolds number of ~1800 at the nozzle exit for 0.5 l/min
flow rate) and also the temperature distribution for both the finned and
bare reference chips. The computed flow velocity fields were then used
to approximate the corresponding average heat transfer coefficients h,
at different locations of the experimental geometry, which were
subsequently used in the heat-flow calculations. Depending on the local
flow rates, the estimated values for h varied from 20 W·m-2·K-1 up to 500
W·m-2·K-1. These agree well with those published for impingement gas
flows25,26.
Because of the relatively low temperatures and small surface areas
of the hot spots, the losses caused by the heat radiation were neglected
in the thermal model, i.e. the heat transport was restricted to conductive
and convective fluxes. The heat-flow model, in which we used flow
dependent film coefficients and temperature dependent materials
parameters, gave good agreement with the chip temperatures we
measured for various experimental conditions (Figure 5.4).
The simulations revealed a by-pass flow around the cooler block
besides the desired side-way flow trough the channels between the fins.
To study the role of the otherwise unwanted by-pass flow, a new
structure consisting of 6×6 fin-array (instead of the original 10×10) was
made (Figure 5.5). Despite the enhanced coolant flow through the 6×6
array, the measured cooling efficiency with such coolers (both CNT and
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Figure 5.4 Steady-state solutions of computer simulations (finite element modeling) for
coolant flow velocity and temperature distribution for a chip without and with a finned
cooler. Panels a, and b, show color plots for the coolant velocity for a chip without and
with a finned cooler, respectively. Insets show more detailed plots of the areas at the
close proximity of the surfaces. Panels c, and d, show color plots of the temperatures for
a chip without and with a finned cooler, respectively. Heating power of 3 W for each case
was applied for 0.5 l/min coolant flow. The fins were considered as a bulk medium with
an effective density of 350 kg·m-3, and with an effective anisotropic thermal conductivity
of 300/30/30 W·m-1·K-1. Specific heat of 650 J·kg-1·K-1 was used. The graph in panel e,
compares the experimental and computational results for the power vs. temperature
curves for both natural convection and forced convection (0.5 l/min) conditions. Reused
with permission from K. Kordás, G. Tóth, P. Moilanen, M. Kumpumäki, J. Vähäkangas,
A. Uusimäki, R. Vajtai, and P. M. Ajayan, Applied Physics Letters, 90, 123105 (2007).
Copyright 2007, American Institute of Physics.

Figure 5.5 Measured temperatures for reference, CNT- and Cu-equipped chips with 6×6
fin arrays and the corresponding flow field of coolant gas. a, The graph in the left panel
shows chip temperatures measured for chip-on-substrate (red plots) and for the
corresponding MWCNT 6×6 fin array-on-chip-on-substrate assemblies (blue plots) under
various heating powers and N2 flow rates. The graph in the right panel shows the results
of a comparative experiment in which a finned copper cooler (6×6 array) was used. b,
Simulated flow field of coolant showing good gas impingement in the groves between the
fins.
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Cu were tested) showed only minor improvement compared to the
original 10×10 fin-arrays. This result suggests the presence, and
significant effect, of a thermally resistive interface between the chip and
the coolers. For realizing coolers with higher efficiency one needs to
optimize not only the fin geometry, but even more importantly the
thermal resistance of the solid-solid interface needs to be minimized with
improved engineering and assembly of the components27,28.
Beyond the earlier mentioned advantageous mechanical and thermal
properties as well as light weight, CNTs also dominate other materials
from the point of view of ease of direct fabrication and integration onto
complex surfaces. To demonstrate direct on-component carbon nanotube
architectures – which might be essential for future cooling devices – we
grew bundles of MWCNT brushes (length of ~500 μm) on Pt wires
(diameter of 25.4 μm) coated with a thin layer of SiO2. The temperature
vs. heating power characteristics of pristine Pt/SiO2 and also MWCNT-

Figure 5.6 Thermal management with carbon nanotubes grown directly on a heater (Pt
wire coated with SiO2). a, Optical image of two platinum wires of 25.4 μm diameter and
~16 mm length. Both wires were coated with PECVD grown SiO2 (Pt/SiO2), but the
lower one is equipped with MWCNTs of ~500 μm length (Pt/SiO2/MWCNTs) grown
directly on the SiO2 coating. Both wires were suspended and soldered in their cleaned
metal end to metal electrodes to enable electrical current through the Pt core. Scale bar, 3
mm. b, Schematic drawing of the two types of wires. c, Temperature vs. power plots for
the Pt/SiO2 and Pt/SiO2/MWCNTs wires having R0 resistances (Pt core) of 3.73 Ω and
3.48 Ω, respectively. The temperature of the Pt cores was calculated from the temperature
dependent change of relative resistance. The inset shows a FESEM image taken from the
CNT bundles grown on the SiO2 coated Pt wire. Scale bar, 500 μm.
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decorated wires were measured and compared. The experiments revealed
very efficient heat dissipation for samples with nanotube bundles with an
improvement of ~100% under conditions of normal convection (Figure
5.6). This significant enhancement of cooling performance is due to the
proximity of the cooler to the heat source and also because of the
increase in the exposed surface area.
5.4 Conclusions
Cooling of silicon chips and hot wires with integrated MWCNT films are
demonstrated. Application of nanotubes offers a light-weight, effective,
and facile alternative of larger and much heavier metal block coolers or
liquid-coolant based complex systems. Owing to the individual and
collective mechanical strengths in spite of the severe mechanical load
conditions during the assembly and testing phases of the experiments, no
any damage or degradation of the nanotube films was observed proving
the robustness and feasibility of CNT cooler structures for practical
applications. The demonstrated assembly techniques use conventional
manufacturing methods thus providing an easy protocol to transfer and
integrate nanotube arrays onto presently used platforms. Tailoring
nanotube structure to obtain higher thermal conductivity, improvement
and optimization of the chip-nanotube thermal interface, fin-array
geometry/location, nanotube forest density, and improved gas flow
efficiency etc. could lead to additional enhancement of the ~100 W·cm-2
power dissipation reported here.
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6
AC DIELECTROPHORESIS ALIGNMENT
OF GALLIUM NITRIDE NANOWIRES
(GaN NWs) FOR USE IN DEVICE
APPLICATIONS
Sang-Kwon Lee, Tae-Hong Kim and Seung-Yong Lee

$

imple and effective ac and dc dielectrophoresis (DEP)
methods to align and manipulate semiconductor
gallium nitride (GaN) nanowires (NWs) with
variations of the types of electrical fields as well as
frequency are presented in this chapter. The ability of the
alignment and the formation of the nanowire assembly
(single or bundle configuration) strongly depends on the
magnitude of both ac and dc electric fields. The yield results
indicate that the GaN NWs using ac DEP are much more
effective with a high yield of ~80% over the entire array in
the chip compared to that using dc DEP. In addition, simple
hybrid p-n junction structures, which are fabricated by the
coupling of n-GaN NWs and p-GaN substrates, have bright
UV-blue emission (411-437 nm) from the n-GaN NW/pGaN substrate junction. The light emission is strong enough
to be observed with the naked eye even with a single GaN
NW LED. Finally, a DEP-prepared GaN nanowire halfwave rectifier (n-GaN NW/p-Si substrate) is also described.
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6.1 Introduction
1-D semiconductor nanowires (NW) offer a good system to investigate
the dependence of the electrical, thermal and mechanical properties on
dimensionality and size reduction or quantum confinement effects.1,2
They are very interesting building blocks for the fabrication of various
devices on a nanoscale range due to their own superior properties such as
the capability for doping modulation and the selectivity of the carriers to
those of the carbon nanotube (CNT). In addition, they can be synthesized
using diverse techniques such as laser-assisted catalytic growth, chemical
vapor deposition (CVD) hydride vapor phase epitaxy (HVPE), and
metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD)1-5. The ability to
manipulate and align these individual nanostructures is necessary for
wafer-based large scale integration. It also helps with proper electronic
device applications and the characterization of their electrical properties.
Dielectrophoresis (DEP) has been utilized to manipulate
nanoparticles, carbon nanotubes, metallic nanowires, and semiconductor
nanowires such as indium phosphide (InP), tin oxide (SnO2), and zinc
oxide (ZnO) nanowires6-13. Duan et al (2001) first demonstrated the InP
nanowire p-n junction structures exhibiting electroluminescence and
photoluminescence using a fluidic assembly method. They reported the
possibility of the electric-field assisted assembly technique (dc
dielectrophoresis) to align and control the nanowires14. However, there
are few publications concerning systematic studies of dielectrophoresis
related to device applications with semiconductor nanowires.
In this chapter, we present systematic investigations of the DEP
process to align semiconductor gallium nitride nanowires (GaN NWs)
across pairs of round metal electrodes with variation of the type of
electrical field and the frequency. We also present high-brightness GaN
nanowire UV-blue light emitting diodes (LEDs) which were fabricated
by the coupling of n-GaN nanowires and p-GaN substrates using
dielectrophoresis techniques. Furthermore, we’ll also show the electrical
characteristics of these UV-blue GaN NW LEDs. In addition, we also
demonstrate GaN nanowire (NW) half-wave current rectifiers which
were formed on a patterned p-Si substrate. Finally, some results of
material characterization using techniques such as X-ray diffraction
(XRD), photoluminescence (PL), and field-emission scanning electron
microscopy (FE-SEM) are also described.
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6.2 Sample Preparation
6.2.1 GaN synthesis
Single crystal gallium nitride nanowires (GaN NWs) were prepared by
hot-wall chemical vapor deposition (CVD). C-plane sapphire wafers
were used as substrates for the GaN NW growth. The substrates,
deposited on a 2 nm layer of Ni by sputtering were placed in a uniform
temperature region in a quartz tube reactor. Gallium (Ga) and nitrogen
(N) components are supplied to the substrate by using metallic Ga and
NH3 gas. Typically, the system was heated to ~900°C under a flow of
NH3 at a rate of 20 cm3⋅min-1 and maintained for 6 hrs, and then cooled
down to room temperature15-18.
6.2.2 Dielectrophoresis (DEP)
For the DEP experiments, GaN nanowire suspensions were prepared by
sonicating a 10mL IPA (Isopropyl Alcohol) mixture. Then metal
electrodes (Ti/Au=50/100 nm) were deposited with a standard photolithography process on a 4 inch diameter thermally oxidized (400 nm)
silicon wafer (n-type, 100 orientation, resistivity 5 – 10 Ωcm). One chip
(5×5 mm2) consists of 200 opposing pairs of electrodes whose geometry
includes a 4 μm gap between two Ti/Au electrodes. Fig 6.1 shows
images of the dielectrophoresis measurement setup and that of the metal
electrodes used for the DEP experiments (200 pairs).
A drop of the GaN NW suspension (~ 3μL) is placed on the selected
gap using a micropipette while the electrical field is being applied across
the electrodes (one of them grounded and the other applied with dc or a
sinusoidal ac voltage) as shown in Fig 6.1 (b). The electric field was
continuously applied until the suspension completely dried out. Then the
samples images were taken by either a scanning electron microscope
(SEM) or an optical microscope in order to characterize the morphology
and the yield of the aligned nanowires between the electrodes. The yield
rate, the percentage of the number of metal electrodes where at least one
GaN nanowire aligns out of 200 electrodes was calculated by counting
the GaN nanowires aligned in the gap across the electrodes. For the DEP
experiment, 14 samples (D1 ~ D14) were prepared differently. As shown
in Table 6.1, the first 4 samples (D1~D4) and the next 10 samples
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(D5~D14) were subjected to applied dc (1, 5, 15, 20 V) and ac electrical
fields (1,5,10,15,20 Vp-p) across the metal electrodes, respectively. Two
frequencies (10 kHz and 20 MHz) were selected to investigate the effect
of the modulating frequency on the DEP experiment.

Fig 6.1 (a), (b) Images of the dielectrophoresis (DEP) measurement set-up
connected to a function generator and a power supply for supplying the ac and
dc electric fields. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of opposing
pairs of the Ti/Au electrodes (c) before and (d) after dielectrophoresis. The
circles denote the electrode gap where the GaN nanowires are aligned.
Table 6.1 Summary of the sample preparation for all samples (D1-D14)

6.2.3 UV-blue GaN NW LEDs
For LED structures, the p-n junction diodes were fabricated by coupling
n-GaN nanowires together with a p-GaN substrate. First, a 200 nm-thick
oxide was deposited on a p-GaN substrate (0.8×0.8 cm2, 1 μm thick),
which was prepared on a c-plane sapphire substrate using a metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD)17 process. The resistivity,
the mobility, and the carrier concentration of the p-GaN substrate were
measured with a Hall effect measurement setup to be 3.28 Ωcm, 11.67
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cm2/Vs, and 1.6 ×1017 cm-3, respectively. Circular-shaped anode contacts
(Ni/Au=30/150 nm, 100 μm diameter) were defined on p-GaN substrates
after etching the oxide by dipping in dilute buffered hydrofluoric (BHF)
acid for 5 min. On the other hand, the donut-shaped cathode metal
electrodes (Ni/Au=30/150 nm, 500 μm diameter) for contact to n-type
GaN nanowires were patterned on the oxide by a standard photolithography process. All of the samples were annealed at 650 – 750°C for
30 s for achieving lower contact resistance to GaN. One sample (0.8×0.8
cm2) consisted of 25 donut-shaped p-n junction LED structures, whose
geometry included a 12 μm gap between two electrodes (anode and
cathode). The p-n junction (n-GaN nanowire/p-GaN substrate) can be
obtained in two different ways: random dispersion and dielectrophoresis
technique. Here, the dielectrophoresis assisted assembly deposition
(DAAD)17 technique will be described.
6.3 Results and Discussion
6.3.1 Material characteristics
Gallium nitride nanowires (GaN NWs) were prepared by conventional
hot-wall CVD technique15-17. Figs 6.2 (a) and (b) show scanning electron

Fig 6.2 (a) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of GaN nanowires
grown on a c-plane sapphire substrate with enlarged image (b). (c) X-ray
diffraction (XRD) spectra of GaN nanowires. (d) Photoluminescence (PL)
spectrum of GaN nanowires measured at room temperature. See Refs. [15-16].
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microscope (SEM) images of GaN nanowires prepared on the c-plane
sapphire substrate. The GaN NWs were distributed over the entire area of
the sapphire substrate (8×8 mm2) and had diameters of > 100 nm with
length of several μm. X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of the GaN NWs
is indexed to a hexagonal-based wurtzite structure as shown in Fig 6.2
(c). Photoluminescence (PL) emission peaks shown in Fig 6.2 (d) were
observed at the center wavelengths of 374 nm (3.31 eV in photon
energy) with a He-Cd CW laser excitation source at room temperature.
6.3.2 Dielectrophoresis characteristics
Figs 6.3 (a)-(d) show the SEM images of aligned GaN nanowires on the
patterned electrodes and the yield of the aligned GaN nanowires in the
gaps over 200 opposing electrodes with increasing ac and dc electric
fields. In Fig 6.3 (d) the results indicate that the alignment yield of the
GaN nanowires strongly depends not only on the dc electric field but also
on the ac electrical field although it has been observed that the yield of
GaN NWs does not increase after 15 V for dc electric field application.
Generally, it was observed that the yield rate increases with both
increasing dc and ac voltages. To understand such behavior, observed in
GaN nanowires under applied electric field, we should consider the wellknown standard model of DEP exerted on nanowires. For a
homogeneous cylindrical shape and a long nanowire with its major axis
parallel to an inhomogeneous alternating electric field, the DEP force is
given by19-20
G
G G2
G G2
v
π 2 r 2l
FDEP = ε m K (ω )∇ Erms
=
ε m K (ω )∇ Erms
2
2

( )

( )

(1)

Where the v is the volume of the nanowires, K (ω ) is the real part of the
Clausius-Mosotti factor, r is the radius of the nanowires, and l is the
length of the nanowires. The K (ω ) is related to the nanowire dielectric
constant ε n and liquid medium dielectric constant ε m by

⎡ε * − ε * ⎤
K (ω ) ≡ Re ⎢ n * m ⎥
⎣ εm ⎦

(2)

Here the asterisk * denotes that the dielectric constant is a complex
quantity, and that it can be related to the conductivity σ and the angular
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frequency ω through the standard formula, ε * = ε − i (σ ω ) . Eq. (1)
clearly indicates that the DEP force depends strongly on the volume of
the nanowire, Clausius-Mosotti factor, and the gradient of the electric
field. Dong et al.8 also reported that the alignment of the nanotubes is not
G
only controlled by the DEP force but also by the torque T exerted on the
induced electrical dipole moment. Torque is given by

G G G
T = qd × E

(3)

G

Where q is the induced electrical charge on the nanowires, d is the

G

displacement between the induced charges, and E is the electrical field.

Fig 6.3 SEM images of aligned GaN nanowires on the patterned 200 electrode
array. (a) The general shape and the morphology of the chip for the sample D2
(dc 5V) and D9 (ac 20Vp-p) after the dielectrophoresis process. Aligned GaN
nanowires in the gap across the electrode (b) for the samples D1, D2, D3, D4
and (c) for the samples D5, D6, D7, D8, D9. (d) the yield of the aligned GaN
nanowires in the gap over 200 opposing electrodes as a function of dc and ac
electric field. See Refs. [15-16].
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As shown in Fig 6.3 (a), when the dc electric field was applied to the
electrodes of the sample D2, many GaN nanowires, including some
metallic impurity particles which were not aligned across the electrodes,
were deposited on the charged electrodes. These prevented the deposition
of more than one nanowire across the electrodes. On the other hand, we
did not observe any impurities and nanowires on the electrodes with ac
electric field application (sample D9), as shown in Fig 6.3 (a). Most of
the nanowires were aligned in the gap across the electrodes and the edge
of the electrodes and not on the electrodes themselves as seen for dc
electric field. From our measurements ac dielectrophoresis is clearly
superior to dc dielectrophoresis in terms of the alignment of the
nanowires. For dc and ac electric fields it was observed that the number
of the aligned nanowires across the electrodes increased with the applied
dc and ac voltages. From Fig 6.3 (b) and (c) we observe that the
morphology of the aligned GaN nanowires in the gap across the
electrodes changes from the single to the bundle type of nanowires.
Optimum DEP process for the alignment of GaN nanowires with a single
nanowire over the electrode array is from the ac electric field DEP
process with a voltage amplitude below 10Vp-p at a frequency in the
range of 10 kHz - 20 MHz. For the electric field dependence shown in
Fig 6.3 (d), by increasing the dc (up to 20 V) and ac (up to 20 Vp-p)
electrical field, we could achieve a high yield of aligned GaN nanowires
in the electrodes. This can be simply explained by a high dc and ac
dielectrophoresis force with a larger electric field as predicted in Eqs. (1)
and (3). The larger electric fields (both dc and ac) forced the GaN
nanowires to align across the electrodes such that the assembly yield
reached around 80% over the entire electrode array in the chip. In order
to understand the frequency dependence of the yield rate, we should
notice the value of the K (ω ) factor. For GaN nanowires within the IPA
liquid medium, the theoretical calculation of K (ω ) at different angular
frequencies is bounded by the limits 1.7×107 < K (ω / 2π ) < 1.0 in the
frequency range of 1 kHz - 80 MHz. We take it here that the conductivity
and dielectric constant for GaN nanowires and IPA are σ n =104 S/m,

ε n =12.2 ε 0 and σ m =6×10-6 S/m, ε m =18.3 ε 0 , respectively.2,21-23 The

sign of K (ω ) denotes the direction of the electric field. Thus, in our case
the nanowires at the two frequencies of 10 kHz and 20 MHz were
attracted to the electrode edges since the values of K (ω ) for these two
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frequencies are positive (known as positive DEP).19 In Fig 6.3, the
alignment yield for 10 kHz is slightly higher than that for 20 MHz. This
could be a result of the magnitude of K (ω ) difference at the two
frequencies in producing the DEP force.

Fig 6.4 (a) Current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of random dispersion prepared
GaN nanowire LEDs. The measurements are performed with two GaN
nanowires LEDs located in different regions on the sample chip (0.8 x 0.8 cm2),
consisting of 25 LEDs. Electroluminescence (EL) properties for aligned GaN
nanowire LED prepare by dielectrophoresis techniques. EL (b) and SEM image
(c) from aligned GaN nanowire. Inset in (c) shows the aligned GaN nanowires
around the cathode electrodes. EL images taken by digital camera without and
with background light from the GaN nanowires are shown in (d, e). See Ref.
[17].

6.3.3 GaN NW LEDs
Current-voltage (I-V) measurements shown in Fig 6.4 (a), show welldefined current rectifying behavior, as expected from homojunction p-n
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diodes with a turn-on voltage of ~ 3.4 V. Little leakage current and no
breakdown were observed for reverse bias up to -25 V. The observed
reverse leakage current was ~ 5×10-4 A at 25 V of reverse bias voltage at
room temperature. To illustrate the reproducibility of the n-GaN
nanowire/p-GaN substrate junction LED structures, 25 samples were
fabricated with the same process and we found that all of the junctions
exhibited similar rectifying behavior and functioned with low leakage
currents. The on-state series resistances (RS) for these GaN NW p-n
junction LEDs were determined to be in the range from 20 kΩ to 25 kΩ,
from the inverse of the slope in the I-V curve in Fig 6.4 (a). To maximize
light emission from single GaN nanowire LEDs and to meet the
requirements for wafer-based large-scale integration, GaN nanowires
were assembled across counter electrodes (anode and cathode) by
dielectrophoresis assisted assembly deposition (DAAD)15-19. In Fig 6.4
(b)-(e), we observe strong UV-blue light emission, which can be readily
observed with the naked eye. The results indicate that the light emissions
could be intensified with the formation of multiple GaN nanowires
junctions operated at 40V, as is seen in Fig 6.4 (b), (d) and (e). Previous
studies on single crossed GaN nanowire junction LEDs often needed the
emissions to be recorded with charged-coupled device (CCD) cameras.
We suggest that the high EL intensity could be explained by the
enhancement of carrier injection in our homojunction nanowire devices.
This carrier enhancement in GaN nanowire LEDs could be due to the
size effect of the n-GaN nanowires on p-GaN substrates. High electric
fields could be induced on p-GaN beneath the n-GaN nanowires due to
the small size of n-GaN nanowires and thus the resulting small junction
area. This could reduce the depletion width in the p-GaN material and,
consequently, increase the tunneling probability22.
6.3.4 GaN NW half-wave current rectifiers
Fig 6.5 shows the schematic fabrication processes for the fabrication of
p-n junction structures. These structures were fabricated by assembling
an n-GaN nanowire and a p-Si (100) wafer using ac DEP. The cathode
electrodes (Ti/Au=50/100 nm) for contact to n-type GaN nanowires were
patterned on an oxidized (500 nm) p-type silicon (100) substrate by a
standard photolithography and lift-off process. The anode contacts
(Ti/Au=50/100 nm) were defined directly on a p-Si substrate after the
native oxide was removed by dipping in dilute hydrofluoric (HF) acid.
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P-Si (100)

(b)
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P-Si (100)
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P-Si (100)

n-GaN NW

(e)

P-Si (100)

Fig 6.5 A schematic diagram of the process (steps a-e) for fabricating GaN
nanowire diode structures, which were formed by dielectrophoresis on a p-Si
(100) wafer. The p-n junction structures were assembled by coupling n-GaN
nanowires together with p-Si substrates (n-GaN NWs/p-Si) using
dielectrophoresis (DEP). (a) Thermal oxidation of the p-Si (100) wafer. (b)
Wet-etching of the thermal oxide (SiO2) with a photo-resist etch mask. (c)
Patterning the cathode electrodes (Ti/Au=50/100 nm) on a SiO2 layer. (d)
Patterning the anode electrodes (Ti/Au=50/100 nm) on the p-Si (100) substrate.
(e) Dielectrophoresis (DEP) process for the fabrication of n-type GaN
nanowires on a p-Si wafer. Annealing was performed at 700-750°C for 30-60 s
by RTA (rapid thermal annealing). See Refs. [15 and 18].

To demonstrate the flexibility of these DEP-prepared n-GaN NW/pSi junction device elements we investigated the operation of n-GaN
NW/p-Si-based half-wave rectifiers. Fig 6.6 (a) shows the schematic
circuit of a half-wave rectifier. It consisted of a single diode and a load
resistor. In general, the half-wave rectifier utilizes alternating half-cycles
of the input sinusoid. Using the battery-plus-resistance diode model, the
equivalent circuit is shown in Fig 6.6 (b).
From the equivalent circuit, the output voltage (Vout) can be written
as

Vout =

RL
RL
Vin −
Vd
RL + Rs
RL + Rs
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Here, Vd is the voltage drop (turn-on voltage) across the p-n junction and
Rs is the parasitic resistance. For the calculation, we take the voltage drop
(built-in potential of n-GaN/p-Si junction), the load resistance, and the
parasitic resistance to be 1.23V, 320 kΩ, and 39 kΩ, respectively. The
theoretical total voltage (Vout) is then calculated to be 2.907 Vp-p using Eq.
(4). In Fig 6.6 (c), the n-GaN NW/p-Si diode structures exhibit a welldefined half-wave current rectifying behavior. As shown in Fig 6.6 (c),
when the input voltage (Vin) is 10 Vp-p, we find that the output voltage
(Vout) is observed to be 3Vp-p. This is clearly in good agreement with the
theoretical calculations using Eq. (4).
D1
Vin

Vout

(a)

RL

D1

(b)

Vin

Vd

RS

RL

AC

Vout

(c)
Vin

Vout

Fig 6.6 (a) The circuit of half-wave rectifier. (b) An equivalent circuit of the
half-wave rectifier. (c) Input and output waveforms using GaN nanowire
rectifiers which are fabricated by coupling of n-GaN nanowires and p-Si
substrates using a DEP process. See Ref. [18].
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6.4 Summary
In summary, a simple and effective dielectrophoresis technique with
semiconductor GaN nanowires is presented in this chapter. We study the
influence of the type of electric field and the applying frequency on the
control of GaN nanowires using dielectrophoresis. Stronger ac electric
fields force GaN nanowires to align across electrodes with the assembly
yield approaching ~80% over the entire electrode array in the chip. This
can be simply explained by high dielectrophoresis force in the gap across
the electrodes. The yield results indicate that ac dielectrophoresis is
much more effective in aligning and manipulating nanowires in the gap
than dc electric field. The aligned single or bundle type nanowires are
capable of acting as building blocks for fabricating high sensitivity and
selectivity chemical sensors as well as high-performance nano-devices.
In addition, we demonstrate that GaN NW p-n junction LEDs, which are
fabricated by coupling n-GaN nanowires and p-GaN substrates using
DEP techniques, show high-brightness UV-blue LED behavior. We also
notice that the DEP-prepared GaN nanowire rectifiers (n-GaN NW/p-Si
substrates) can be used as half-wave current rectifiers.
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7
DESIGN, FABRICATION, AND
APPLICATIONS OF LARGE-AREA WELLORDERED DENSE-ARRAY THREEDIMENSIONAL NANOSTRUCTURES
Chang-Hwan Choi and Chang-Jin “CJ” Kim



highly effective fabrication process combining
interference lithography with deep reactive ion
etching is described. This simple technique makes
it possible to build well-ordered dense-array of
nanostructures with good control of pattern regularity and
size over a large area. The unique three-dimensional
structures possible with this process can have a variety of
applications in electronics and other physical sciences.


7.1 Introduction
Much of nanotechnology as we know it today is based on our ability to
create objects of nanometer size scale whether chemically (typically
bottom-up) or physically (typically top-down). While any fabrication
technique that produces new materials or nanostructures may spur some
scientific discoveries that were not possible before, engineering
breakthroughs impose much more stringent criteria on the fabrication
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methods, such as controllability, repeatability, and yield. In some
applications, more specifically, one may need nanostructures with good
regularity as well as controlled pattern, size, and shape. In some
applications, furthermore, nanostructures may not be practical unless
they cover a relatively large area.
While numerous nanostructures, made by many different nanoscale
patterning and fabrication methods, have been reported1, we still lack the
technology to achieve nanostructure formation with enough regularity
and controllability of pattern, size, and shape, to enable expedient and
precise scientific studies and engineering applications at the nanoscale.
Although serial nano-lithographic techniques such as e-beam, ion-beam,
or scanning probe lithography enable direct writing of complex
nanoscale patterns, the slow speed of these patterning techniques is not
suitable to cover large areas (these techniques typically cover less than 1
mm2 at a time). While the parallel method of X-ray lithography can
pattern a large area, it is too expensive for most applications. On the
other hand, soft lithography-based methods, such as nanoimprint
lithography, replicate patterns in a parallel fashion but need a master
mold which should first be manufactured by e-beam or X-ray
lithography. Most non-lithographic methods, such as the use of nano
templates constituted by self-assembled nanoparticles (e.g., block
copolymers or colloidal nanospheres) or nanoporous membrane (e.g.,
anodic alumina membrane), lack the regularity some applications
demand over a large area. For other non-lithographic methods such as the
direct growth of nanostructures (e.g., carbon nanotubes or nanofibers),
the controllability and regularity of the pattern size and geometry still
remains an issue. Various techniques to fabricate a dense array of
nanoscale posts have been developed and evaluated in reference 2.
Currently, interference lithography is considered the most efficient
way to make nanoscale periodic patterns over a large area (reportedly up
to ~1 m2) with precise control of regularity and accuracy3-12. It uses
simple and relatively inexpensive optics to generate uniform interference
patterns such as lines and dots on a substrate. It does not use any
photomask and has practically unlimited depth of focus. Because of the
periodic nature of the patterns created by interference lithography,
optical gratings13,14 or field emitter arrays15-18 have been fabricated
efficiently. However, it should be noted that to transfer the lithographic
pattern into the substrate, in particular to etch tall or high-aspect-ratio
nanostructures, a thin photoresist (PR) (typically tens of nanometers
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thick) needs to be replaced by a hard etch mask, such as a metal3,6,15-17 or
an oxide7,14, before the subsequent deep etching step. The added mask
steps make the process more complex and degrade the pattern resolution
possible.
Greatly simplifying the process and improving the accuracy of the
pattern transfer, we have recently developed a new means of coupling the
interference lithography directly with deep reactive ion etching (DRIE)19.
Noting that DRIE has a very high etch selectivity for silicon over PR
(e.g., ~75:1)20, our approach is to utilize the thin PR layer patterned by
the interference lithography directly as an etch mask layer in DRIE,
while retaining the traits of both techniques. Well-ordered (post and
grate) dense-array (230 nm in pitch) silicon nanostructures with less than
10% deviation in size and shape could be achieved over a large sample
area (2 × 2 cm2). The new combination of DRIE with interference
lithography enabled even high-aspect-ratio (higher than 10:1) tall
nanostructures (over 1 µm) in one process flow. Commonly used to etch
deep trenches with vertical sidewalls in Micro Electro Mechanical
Systems (MEMS) fabrication, a Bosch DRIE process (as opposed to a
cryogenic process21) has rarely been used to construct nanostructures
because the well-known effect of sidewall rippling, so-called
‘scalloping’, is too prominent on the nanoscale. However, recently we
have shown that by properly regulating etching parameters in the process
recipe, the nanoscopic scalloping problem can be not only controlled but
also utilized to realize three-dimensional (3D) nanostructures with
sophisticated sidewall profiles19. In that work, it was further
demonstrated that the tip sharpness can also be controlled by a simple
additional process of thermal oxidation and the subsequent removal of
the oxide. The well-defined nanostructures over a large area with
designable sidewall profiles and tip shapes open new application
possibilities in areas beyond electronics and photonics. In this chapter,
we will revisit the new nanofabrication technique19, explaining the
design and fabrication of 3D nanostructures followed by their
applications.
7.2 Design and Fabrication
7.2.1 Materials and methods
Figure 7.1 shows the overall fabrication process for large-area well115
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ordered dense-array 3D silicon nanostructures using interference
lithography followed by DRIE. A polished silicon substrate (~ 2 × 2 cm2)
is cleaned with a Piranha solution (H2SO4:H2O2, 3:1 by volume) and
dehydrated for 10 minutes at 150°C. The SPR3001 photoresist (Shipley
Company, Marlborough, MA) is then spin-coated at 5000 rpm for 1
minute, which gives ~50 nm film thickness. After the spin-coating, a
soft-bake is done at 95°C for 1 minute on a hot plate. The substrate is
then exposed under an interference lithography setup of a HeCd laser
emitting at a wavelength of 325 nm (Fig 7.2). While the pattern
periodicity or pitch, p, is tunable by rotating the sample stage (i.e.,
changing the angle, θ), we specifically set θ equal to 45°, which
produces p = 230 nm. Two different regular patterns have been created:
nanograte structures using a pattern of parallel lines and nanopost
structures using a pattern of a dot array. Such PR dots in a grid array are
obtained by two successive exposures with the substrate rotated by 90° in
its plane between the exposures. After the exposures, the substrate is
developed with MF701 developer (Shipley Company) for 20 seconds,
rinsed with de-ionized water, blown dry with N2 gas, and hard-baked for
1 minute at 110°C on a hot plate.

silic

1. Interference lithography

2. Etch by DRIE

3. Remove PR

Si

4. Thermal oxidation

SiO2
5. Remove oxide

PR

Fig 7.1 Fabrication process of 3D nanostructures with sidewall profile and tip sharpness
control19. PR pattern created by interference lithography is used as a direct etch mask in
DRIE. DRIE etching step involves the design of etching parameters for 3D nanostructure
fabrication, e.g., sidewall control for either re-entrant (left column) or positively-tapered
(right column) profile. Nanostructures with positively-tapered, smooth sidewall profile
can further be sharpened by thermal oxidation and the removal of the oxide.
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p (period) =

λ

PR-coated
substrate Substrate
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Collimating
lens

2sinθ

2θ
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Spatial
filter

Incident
plane wave
Mirror

Fig 7.2 Schematic of Lloyds-mirror configuration of laser interference lithography
system19. A HeCd laser beam with a wavelength of λ=325 nm is expanded and spatially
filtered through a pinhole in order to render it coherent. The coherent beam is collimated
and aligned toward a mirror and a substrate holder forming a 90° dihedral angle. It
inscribes a periodic line pattern of interfered light intensity on a PR-coated substrate. A
line pitch p is determined by p = λ/(2sinθ), where θ is one half of the angle between the
directly incoming and the mirror-reflected lights.

The substrate is then etched by DRIE using the patterned PR as an
etch mask. For the DRIE etching, we use PlasmaTherm SLR770 ICP
etcher (Unaxis Corporation, St. Petersburg, FL). The etching procedures
and parameters for the cyclic steps of the Bosch process are shown in Fig
7.3 and summarized in Table 7.1, respectively. One etch cycle consists of
two consecutive etch steps of ‘Etch A’ and ‘Etch B’ and one
‘Deposition’ step. Although several parameters in DRIE, such as
pressure, RF power, and gas mixture influence the sidewall profile20-24,
the relative duration of etching time (e.g., Etch B time) versus deposition
time in the cyclic Bosch process is easier to control with good
reproducibility and is thus mostly utilized for the control of scalloping
effect and the fabrication of 3D nanostructures. Two means are shown in
Fig 7.1 to obtain 3D nanostructures with various sidewall profiles: one
with a re-entrant profile on top and the other with a positively-tapered
profile. After the DRIE, the remaining PR is removed by O2 plasma
ashing and the sample is cleaned by the Piranha solution. For further
modification, such as needle-like sharp-tip nanostructures, the tips of
nanostructures with the positive slope are sharpened by the oxidation of
silicon and the subsequent removal of silicon dioxide.
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Scalloping

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig 7.3 Cyclic Bosch process in DRIE19. (a) PR opening for Bosch DRIE. (b) Isotropic
SF6 etch with anisotropic bombardment (‘Etch A’ and ‘Etch B’ in Table 1). (c) Isotropic
polymer formation with C4F8 (‘Deposition’ in Table 1). (d) The SF6 etch and polymer
deposition is repeated according to the total number of etch cycles. Scallops, whose peakto-valley height is over 50 nm in typical DRIE20, 22, appear on the walls due to the
isotropic nature of the etch. The nanoscale scalloping effect is controlled and utilized for
sidewall profile and tip sharpness control for the 3D nanostructure fabrication.
Table 7.1 Parameters in the cyclic Bosch process in DRIE.
Cyclic
step a
Etch A
Etch B
Deposition

Time
(s)
2
Varied
5

Pressure
(mTorr)
23
23
23

C4F8
(sccm)
0.5
0.5
24

SF6
(sccm)
15
30
0.5

Ar
(sccm)
12
12
12

RF1b
(W)
5
5
1

RF2c
(W)
825
825
825

a

During the entire series of cyclic steps, the substrate is cooled with helium to keep a
constant temperature of ~20°C.
b
RF1 is the power of reactive ion etch (RIE) generator, capacitively coupled to a wafer
chuck to independently bias the substrate.
c
RF2 is the power of the inductively coupled plasma (ICP), generating very dense
plasma near the top of the electrode.

7.2.2 Design and fabrication of “candlestick-like” nanostructures
Although the nano-scalloping effect inherent in the Bosch DRIE is
undesirable in typical applications, an intricate sidewall profile for 3D
nanostructures can be achieved by planning the degree of the nanoscalloping effect along the sidewall. For example, Fig 7.4 shows sidewall
profiles programmed to be re-entrant or “candlestick-like” (i.e., negative
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right near the top but positive on the rest of the nanoposts below). The
degree of the re-entrance was controlled by the scalloping size through
the first cycle of the Bosch process. The Etch B time of only the first
cycle was increased from 4 seconds to 6, 8, and 10 seconds, while the
Etch B time of the subsequent cycles was fixed at 2 seconds. As the Etch
B time of the first cycle increased, the scalloping at the beginning (i.e.,
tip of the nanostructures) became more pronounced and produced a reentrant (i.e., negative) profile. Below the tip region, the sidewall profile
made by the etch cycles using a shorter Etch B time (2 seconds) became
smooth and positively-tapered.
(a)

(b)

200 nm

200 nm

(d)

(c)

200 nm

200 nm

Fig 7.4 Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of silicon nanopost structures with
re-entrant sidewall profiles19. Sidewall profile was programmed to change from negative
to positive at the tip by controlling the scalloping size (i.e., Etch B time) of the first cycle
of the Bosch process. (a) 1 cycle with Etch B = 4 s, followed by 10 cycles with Etch B =
2 s. (b) 1 cycle with Etch B = 6 s, followed by 8 cycles with Etch B = 2 s. (c) 1 cycle with
Etch B = 8 s, followed by 8 cycles with Etch B = 2 s. (d) 1 cycle with Etch B = 10 s,
followed by 8 cycles with Etch B = 2 s.

7.2.3 Design and fabrication of “hierarchical” nano structures
The local sidewall profile (i.e., the local formation of nano-scalloping
along the sidewall) and the overall sidewall slope (tapering) are
interactively affected not only by the relative duration of the etch time
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(i.e., Etch B time) against the deposition time, but also by the total
number of etch cycles19. Although the regulation of Etch B time makes
the creation of 3D nanostructures practicable, it is not easy to
independently control the local (i.e., at a given depth) sidewall profile
and the overall sidewall slope simultaneously. In addition to the Etch B
time, the modulation of the other parameters such as RF power, pressure,
and gas mixture is also desired for the independent control of the local
sidewall profile and the overall sidewall slope. For example, Fig 7.5
shows nanopost structures whose overall sidewall slope was designed to
be all positive but whose local sidewall profiles vary independently. The
different degrees of nano-scalloping formation along the sidewall, while
maintaining the overall positive-slope of the sidewall, was enabled by
modulating several etch parameters concurrently. This result, as clearly
shown in Figs 7.5(c) and 7.5(d), suggests that independent control of the
(a)

(b)

500 nm

500 nm

(c)

(d)

500 nm

500 nm

Fig 7.5 SEM images of silicon nanopost structures with the same positively-tapered
sidewalls but with different roughness19. Sidewall tapering (slope) was controlled to be
all positive, while different degrees of nano-scalloping effects were imposed on the
sidewalls by modulating the other etch parameters set in Table 7.1. (a) 18 cycles with
Etch B = 1 s, while the other parameters are the same as shown in Table 1; used as a
reference. (b) 10 cycles with Etch B = 2 s, deposition = 4 s, pressure = 20 mTorr, and
RF1 (for Etch A and Etch B) = 9 W. (c) 15 cycles with Etch B = 1 s, deposition = 3 s,
pressure = 20 mTorr, and RF1 (for Etch A and Etch B) = 9 W. (d) 8 cycles with Etch B =
3 s, deposition = 5 s, pressure = 20 mTorr, gas flow rates = 15% increase, and RF1 (for
Etch A and Etch B) = 9 W.
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lower-order (smaller) nano-scalloping formation along the surface of the
higher-order (larger) nanostructure will enable a multidimensional
“hierarchical” nanostructure. This result further supports the idea that the
well-programmed nano-scalloping effect by modulating the etch
parameters in Bosch DRIE can be a simple but useful tool to tailor the
sidewall profile of 3D micro and nanostructures.
(b)

(a)

500 nm

500 nm

(c)

(d)

500nm

500 nm

Fig 7.6 SEM images of silicon nanostructures with sharp tips19. Tips of nanostructures
with positively-tapered, smooth sidewall profiles were sharpened by thermal oxidation
followed by oxide etching, measuring less than 5 nm in tip apex radius of curvature. (a)(b) Nanopost structures with needle-like sharp tips (a: 114 ± 11 nm in height and 11 ± 1°
in cone angle, b: 460 ± 17 nm in height and 5 ± 1° in cone angle). (c)-(d) Nanograte
structures with blade-like sharp tips (c: 180 ± 10 nm in height and 12 ± 1° in cone angle,
d: 600 ± 18 nm in height and 4 ± 1° in cone angle).

7.2.4 Design and fabrication of “sharp-tip” nanostructures
As proposed in Fig 7.1, sharp-tip nanostructures can be developed from
nanostructures with a positively-tapered, smooth sidewall profile. For
example, Fig 7.6 shows sharp-tip nanostructures of varying heights.
While the size (i.e., height or aspect ratio) of the sharp-tip nanostructures
is initially determined in DRIE, it can also be modulated further in the
timed oxidation step. The cone angle of the sharp-tip nanostructures is
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also designable with the sidewall slope control in the DRIE step, while
the subsequent thermal oxidation and wet oxide etch do not change the
cone angle significantly since they are isotropic processes. The tip apex
radius of curvature of the sharp-tip nanostructures shown in Fig 7.6 is
less than 5 nm, regardless of the size and shape; all were measured by the
image analysis of cross-sectional SEM images.
7.3 Applications
To create 3D structures with conventional fabrication techniques,
multiple lithography steps with precise alignment or multi-layer resists
(or multi-step post processes) within a single lithography step would be
required. In this regard, the simple but efficient fabrication method of 3D
nanostructures presented here, directly achievable in just one process
flow in Bosch DRIE, is much more suitable for various practical
applications. For example, 3D nanostructures are desirable in several
applications such as T-gates for microwave transistors, wave modulators
for nano-optics, and various nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS).
For a given void fraction under the surface, nanostructures with a reentrant profile provide less open and more flat area on the surface than
simple profiles do. One use of such a re-entrant profile would be to
produce monolithic nanochannels by sealing the top of the nanograte
structures with a thin-film coating. The well-ordered sharp-tip nanopost
structures covering a large pattern area are commonly of interest in such
electronic applications as field emission structures. The simple way
outlined here to fabricate sharp-tip nanostructures will also facilitate the
design and fabrication of high-aspect-ratio scanning probe tips. Wellordered densely-populated nanostructures over a large sample area could
also be useful for non-electronic applications as described below.
7.3.1 Low-friction superhydrophobic surface
One novel non-electronic application of sharp-tip nanostructures is to
reduce friction of liquid flows. After a hydrophobic surface treatment,
sharp-tip nanostructures make the surface superhydrophobic because the
liquid is levitated over the air layers sustained among the non-wetting
nanostructures (Fig 7.7). In this way, the liquid has minimal contact with
the solid surface (i.e., contacting only the tips of the nanostructures), and
is expected to flow with significantly reduced skin friction (i.e.,
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significantly increased slip flow). Although the basic concept has been
known from nature25,26 and tested27-29 for years, there has not been a
deliberate effort to design and fabricate a surface to produce a
meaningful reduction in friction under practical conditions (e.g., highly
pressurized flows frequently encountered in engineering practice). Three
main new features are critical for the design and fabrication of lowfriction superhydrophobic surface30-32. First, the nanostructures should be
populated with submicron density, which keeps the surface dry even
under pressurized liquid. Similar surface structures with micron scale
density would be filled with liquid under a nominal pressure (e.g., > 1
atm) and lose its functionality. Second, the nanostructures should be tall
and slender, providing a thick air layer below the liquid. Without enough
air to lubricate, the flow friction is not reduced enough to be meaningful.
Third, the sharpness of the nanostructures should minimize the liquidsolid contact. The well-controlled, well-ordered sharp-tip nanostructures
have a dense pitch on the nanoscale enabling a detailed study of the
effect of nanostructure geometries on superhydrophobicity. Such
structures also show great promise in practical flow applications by
tolerating highly pressurized flows without losing superhydrophobicity.
Although the superhydrophobic surface is commonly thought of as
conducive to help reduce pressure drops for microchannel flows, its

(b)

(a)
1 mm

V
Liquid
Slip
flow

Air

Hydrophobic
nanostructures

Wall
500 nm

Slip length

Fig 7.7 Application of sharp-tip nanostructures to low-friction superhydrophobic surface.
(a) SEM images of a sharp-tip nanopost surface19. The inset shows the apparent contact
angle of water droplet on the surface (~180°) after a hydrophobic coating with Teflon
(~10 nm). (b) Concept of a low-friction surface for liquid flow (e.g., in Couette flow) 31.
Liquid sits on the hydrophobic sharp-tip nanostructures by surface tension. The majority
of the liquid boundary is with air, where shear stress is much smaller. The hydrophobic
nanostructures need to be relatively tall and populated on the submicron scale to sustain
the liquid levitation and to produce effectively large slip flow over air under realistic
conditions (i.e., pressure ranging up to 1 atm).
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utility is much wider. For instance, the large slip flow at walls can help
flatten the velocity profiles within microchannels, which could then be
utilized to reduce the dispersion in microfluidic separation systems.
7.3.2 Novel substrate for nanobioscience and nanobioengineering
The well-regulated nano-topographical properties of our nanostructures
will also provide a unique testbed enabling a number of detailed studies
in nanobioscience and nanobioengineering. For example, cell-matrix
adhesion in vivo is a 3D phenomenon that differs from the adhesion on
two-dimensional (2D) substrates in vitro33. Within the extracellular
matrix, cells interact with nanoscale topographical projections and
depressions that vary in composition, size and periodicity34. The matrix
topography is important for proper adhesion and the activation of desired
intracellular pathways, affecting cell behavior in terms of morphology,
cytoskeletal arrangement, migration, proliferation, surface antigen
display, and gene expression35,36. Although several cell behaviors over
various surface topographies had been studied with micro- and
nanostructured surfaces35,36, the inability to independently control
nanodimensionality and nanoperiodicty in the nanoscale range has to
date precluded a systematic study of the 3D effects of nanoscale features
on cell behaviors. As shown in Fig 7.8, our well-defined nanostructured
surfaces provide a unique opportunity to elucidate many aspects of the
nanobiology of the cell, including the 3D effect of the surface
nanotopography on cell behaviors, whose understanding can further be
utilized for cell and tissue engineering applications37.
For example, the lateral tip size of our sharp-tip nanostructures (less
than 10 nm in tip apex radius of curvature), comparable to that of a
single integrin molecule (8-12 nm) in a cell membrane, can provide
unique capability to examine integrin activation and focal adhesion on
3D nanotopographies, which is essential for adhesion-mediated
signaling. Our sharp-tip nanotopographies capable of excellent control of
nanodimensionality and nanoperiodicity will also enable the
investigation of relative contributions and interactions between
nanotopographical three-dimensionality and periodicity on integrin
clustering and activation. Fewer cell populations with the retardation of
cell growth observed on the sharp-tip tall nanopost structures suggest that
the needle-like sharp-tip nanostructures should be useful for a biological
low adhesive surface, i.e., anti-adhesion or anti-fouling surface. The
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control of bio-adhesion or bio-fouling only through control of the surface
nanotopographies, as opposed to chemical modification, will provide
many advantages in the design of biomaterials such as biomedical
implant surfaces. Another advantage of the needle-like sharp-tip
nanostructures is that they can be used as drug delivery or biochemical
manipulation systems. The needle-like sharp-tip nanoposts can be
inserted into viable cells, by pressing for instance, and transport
chemicals pretreated on the sharp-tip surfaces across cell membranes.
Furthermore, they can be utilized as an intracellular interface for
monitoring and controlling subcellular and molecular phenomena in the
way of in vivo biosensors and actuators. The significant alignment with
elongation of the nanograte topographies (see Fig 7.8b) also suggests the
possibility of controlling the cells’ orientation or structure by using
directional nanostructures, which may be desirable in tissue engineering
applications. For instance, nanotopography may be exploited to create
cell sheets with specified cell-alignment patterns, and then layers of
nanoengineered cell sheets can be stacked to create 3D tissue constructs
for tissue regeneration applications.
(a)

(b)

500 nm

500 nm

50 µm

50 µm

Fig 7.8 SEM images of human foreskin fibroblast cells cultured on sharp-tip
nanostructure surfaces (a: nanopost, b: nanograte)37. Each inset is a magnified image of
the filopodia of cells interacting with the surface19. Human foreskin fibroblasts exhibited
significantly smaller cell size and lower proliferation on nanoposts, and enhanced
elongation with alignment on nanogrates. These phenomena became more pronounced as
the nano-topographical three-dimensionality (structural height) increased. The nanopost
and nanograte architectures provided the distinct contact guidance for both filopodia
extension and the formation of adhesion molecules complex, which was believed to lead
to the unique cell behaviors observed.
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7.4 Conclusion
A simple and effective fabrication method for building well-ordered
dense-array of nanostructures with good control of pattern regularity and
size over a large area was achieved by combining interference
lithography with DRIE in one process flow. The nanoscale scalloping
effect in Bosch DRIE was controlled and utilized for creating novel 3D
nanostructures with various sidewall profiles and tip shapes. Affordable
surfaces with well-controlled nanostructures over a large area open new
applications not only in electronics but also in the physical world through
their unique properties originating from their nanoscale geometry. We
envision that various 3D nanostructures, from not only silicon but also
other materials such as metal, glass, and polymers, can be designed and
fabricated for further novel applications; incorporating the current
techniques in the process.
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UV-NIL STAMP FABRICATION
TECHNIQUES WITH DIAMOND-LIKE
CARBON FILM
Jun-ho Jeong, Ali Ozhan Altun and Ki-don Kim

%

he fabrication of nanometre-scale Diamond-Like
Carbon (DLC) stamps for ultraviolet Nano Imprint
Lithography (NIL) is described in this chapter.
Stamp fabrication involves DLC coating and Focused Ion
Beam (FIB) lithography. The fabrication of 3D patterns
with multilayered stamps is demonstrated. Also described
are Fluorine-doped Diamond-Like Carbon (F-DLC) stamps
with sub-100-nm line patterns, fabricated with a direct
etching method. These stamps were successfully used for
ultraviolet nanoimprint lithography without the use of any
anti-adhesion layer coating.


8.1 Introduction
Nanoimprint lithography (NIL)1-3 is one of the most promising new
technologies for fabricating patterns with resolutions of less than 10 nm
because it allows a higher throughput and lower cost than conventional
photolithography. Ultraviolet (UV)-NIL2-3, which is performed at low
pressures and room temperature, is particularly advantageous compared
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to thermal-type NIL. In UV-NIL, a nanopatterned UV-transparent stamp
is pressed onto a dispensed resin or spin-coated resin on a substrate, and
then the stamp is exposed to UV light from above to cure the resin. After
10–20 seconds, the stamp is separated from the patterned layer on the
substrate. As elevated temperature or high pressure is not needed, this
method is both sufficiently rapid and prevents stress on the stamp or
substrate. Finally, an anisotropic etching is used to transfer the patterns
onto the substrate.
Finding easy and cheap methods for the fabrication of the stamp
using proper materials is crucial in UV-NIL. The stamp used in UV-NIL
must possess a high UV-transmittance in order to transmit the UV light
sufficiently to cure the resin in an acceptable amount of time. In addition,
the surface energy of the stamp must be sufficiently low to ensure a fine
replication of the pattern when it is separated from the cured resin. A low
stamp surface energy is crucial, especially when patterns with a high
aspect ratio are imprinted. The surface energy and contact angle are
inversely proportional quantities, but it is easier to measure the contact
angle. The contact angle of stamps used in UV-NIL generally ranges
from 80° to 100°. In addition, the mechanical hardness of a stamp is also
important if it is to be used for mass production.
Because UV light must penetrate the stamp, it is constructed from
quartz or glass, and the stamping features are fabricated using reactive
ionic etching to achieve the desired nanoscale patterns. After the process
of electron beam lithography, reactive ionic etching is used to etch
patterns onto the hard mask layer of the quartz or glass substrate. This
patterned hard mask layer is used to etch the substrate. The general
procedure for nanoscale stamp fabrication as explained above is very
expensive and time-consuming. Since glass and quartz have a high
surface energy, an anti-adhesion layer must be coated on the stamp. The
anti-adhesion layer has a certain lifetime so the stamp must be recoated
occasionally in a mass production line.
Compared to quartz or glass, diamond-like carbon (DLC) has
advantages such as lower surface energy and higher hardness. A stamp
made from DLC, which has a low surface energy, does not require the
use of an anti-adhesion layer and high hardness is a desired property of
stamps in mass production environments. A DLC layer can also be
produced by a wide range of deposition methods, such as ion beam
deposition, magnetron sputtering, and ion beam sputtering. In this
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chapter, we present several different techniques related to DLC stamp
fabrication for UV-NIL.
8.2 Fabrication of Diamond-like Carbon Stamps for Ultraviolet
Nanoimprint Lithography
8.2.1 Stamp fabrication technique using DLC coating and focused ion
beam lithography
The UV transparency of DLC coated substrate is highly dependent on
DLC coating thickness. In the case of coating thickness of 100 nm, UV
transparency values were measured to be 5 to 18% in the 350 to 450 nm
wavelength range using a UV-visible spectrophotometer as a quartz
wafer was used as substrate. In the case of coating thickness of 200 nm,
the UV transparency values decreased to the range of 2 to 8%. We
typically used the DLC layer with a thickness of 100 nm for the
fabrication of a DLC stamp because of the high UV transparency.
We fabricated a 2-D stamp by using the DLC coating process and
then FIB lithography. To deposit the DLC layers on top of the quartz
substrates of the stamp, we used the process, namely radio frequency
plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition, at a frequency of 13.56
MHz. The bias voltage for the deposition was 400 V, and each 100 nm
thick deposition was conducted for 15 min. Methane gas (CH4,
99.9999%) was used as a precursor. All the substrates were plasmacleaned with Argon before the deposition to increase the surface energy
and to improve the adhesiveness of the DLC. The base pressure was
from 3 Torr to 10 Torr, and the working pressure was maintained at 10
mTorr. The contact angle of the DLC layer was between 60° and 70°.
We used FIB lithography to fabricate lines on 100 nm thick DLC
layers coated on quartz substrates: some of the lines were 70 nm deep,
100 nm wide and had a space of 50 nm; the other lines were 70 nm deep,
150 nm wide and had a space of 50 nm. For the FIB patterning, we used
a fast scanning electron microscope (FSEM)/FIB dual beam system (FEI
Nova200 Nanolab). We also used a focused Ga+ beam with the energy
of 30 keV for patterning at beam currents ranging from 10 pA to 50 pA.
Figures 8.1(a) to 8.1(b) show the scanning electron microscope images of
patterns that formed on a DLC stamp. The wafers were printed on a UVNIL setup using the DLC stamp and a photocurable resin5 whose
principal component is tripropylene glycol diacylate (TPGDA). Figures
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(a)

(c)

(b)
(b)

(d)

Fig. 8.1 SEM images of DLC stamp with (a) 70 nm deep lines with a width of 100 nm
and a space of 50 nm and (b) 70 nm deep lines with a width of 150 nm and a space of 50
nm by fabricated using DLC coating process and FIB lithography. SEM images of
corresponding imprinted structures (c-d). (From J. of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology,
6, 1, 2006 Ref: 4.)

8.1(c) and 8.1(d) show the corresponding imprinted features. The
features were imprinted at an exposure dose of 14.4 mW/cm2, an
exposure time of 60 s, and an imprint pressure of 930 mbar. The critical
dimension (CD) deviations between the features on the DLC stamp and
the imprinted features were measured to be a few percent. The shrinkage
of the photocurable resin during curing caused the deviations.
8.2.2 Stamp fabrication technique using water-soluble polymer and
DLC coating
Recently, several polymer materials have been applied in most types
of soft lithography as alternative low-cost stamps, including
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), polyurethane (PU), and amorphous
fluoropolymer. These polymer replica molds of quartz stamps have an
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obvious advantage in that they can preserve the expensive original
master.
However, a one-time replicated stamp from a master stamp has an
opposite surface topology to the master stamp. To attain the same stamp
surface topology, a replicated stamp must be replicated yet a second
time. When PDMS is used as the stamp material in both the first and
second replications, it is difficult to separate the two stamps. Although
other polymers can be used instead of PDMS as the stamp material in the
first replication, the original features are modified by the double effect of
polymer shrinking through polymer solidification. Even if these
drawbacks could be overcome, transparent polymers such as PDMS are
not appropriate materials for the second replication. PDMS has lower
mechanical properties (e.g., a low Young’s modulus of 1.8 MPa) than
harder stamp materials used for imprinting, which has a negative effect
on minimizing distortion and maximizing life cycle.
We propose a fabrication process for nanoscale stamps using the
UV-NIL process. The stamp’s first replication uses a well-known watersoluble polymer, polyvinyl alcohol (PVA). A diamond-like carbon
(DLC) is then coated onto the sacrificial PVA replica. Many studies have
reported the application of PVA to nanoscale patterning. Spin-cast PVA
films have been used to create templates for imprint lithography and
molecular transfer lithography6–9. Replicated PVA templates have been
used to fabricate a polymer nanonozzle array by dissolving the sacrificial
template10.
In this study, we applied a two-step replication to produce an UVNIL stamp. Figure 8.2 presents the schematics of the replication process.
In principle, the master and patterns are without limits. First, the master
was coated with an anti-adhesion layer for easy release, after which an
aqueous solution of a water-soluble polymer was cast onto the master
mold. After drying, the sacrificial template was peeled off and attached
to a flat substrate (i.e., a silicon wafer). The DLC was deposited onto this
sacrificial template, and then a thick glass plate was affixed to the DLC
film for reinforcement using a transparent adhesive. After the adhesive
was cured, the reinforced DLC stamp was released by dissolving the
sacrificial template in water. Because the sacrificial template was
composed of a water-soluble polymer, it therefore allowed fast, easy, and
safe removal, unlike previous methods involving chemical etching or
heating. This process prevents challenges associated with shrinking,
which commonly occur during the conventional replication process.
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Fig. 8.2 Schematics for the replication of a master stamp using diamond-like carbon
(DLC) deposition and polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) molding: (a) surface treatment of the
original stamp; (b) pouring PVA onto the original stamp; (c) DLC deposition; (d) pouring
the optical adhesive; (e) placing the glass on the adhesive; and (f) dissolving PVA from
the adhesive.

The experimental conditions can be summarized as follows. A
silicon master nanoscale stamp fabricated using electron beam
lithography followed by directional etching was treated by liquid phase
deposition of trichloro (1H, 1H, 2H-perfluorooctyl) silane (97%; Aldrich,
Milwaukee, WI, USA) for 10 min. The stamp was rinsed with ethanol
and acetone following the anti-adhesion treatment. A self-assembled
monolayer (SAM) composed of –CF3 formed with this treatment,
decreasing surface energy and increasing the contact angle. Most
sacrificial templates are composed of PVA, a water-soluble polymer. A
5% PVA (average MW 70,000; Aldrich) aqueous solution was poured
over the Si master placed in a Petri dish, after which it was dried
overnight at room temperature. After drying, a PVA sacrificial template
with a thickness of about 500 ㎛ was peeled off and cut into rectangular
slabs while retaining a margin. It was then attached to a 4-inch silicon
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wafer. Prior to depositing the DLC, pattern-free regions were protected
with cellophane adhesive tape. Radio frequency plasma-enhanced
chemical vapor was deposited at a frequency of 13.56 MHz to form the
DLC layer on top of the PVA sacrificial template. The deposition used a
400-volt bias voltage, and each 30-nm-thick deposition was conducted
for 5 min. The UV transparency of a DLC-coated substrate depends
highly on the thickness of the DLC. The 100-nm-thick DLC coated glass
wafer had UV transparency values of 5 to 18% for wavelengths between
350 and 450 nm. However, DLC coatings less than 10 nm had an UV
transparency of approximately 80% with good anti-adhesion
characteristics. To strengthen the DLC film, a DLC coating with a
thickness of 30 nm was placed on the sacrificial template. Methane gas
(CH4, 99.9999%) was used as a precursor. The base pressure ranged
from 3 to 10 Torr, and working pressure was maintained at 10 mTorr.
After the protective tape was removed, an UV-curable adhesive (Norland
Optical Adhesive 65; Norland Products, Inc., New Brunswick, NJ, USA)
was poured onto the DLC-coated PVA sacrificial template. A glass slide
was affixed, and it was exposed to UV. After adhesive curing, the DLC
layer and glass slide were detached from the Si wafer by dissolving the
sacrificial PVA template in hot water. PVA regions not coated with DLC
were released very rapidly.
Figures 8.3(a) and 8.3(b) present scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) images of the Si master stamp and its atomic force microscope
(AFM) image. The checkerboard features are 1μ in width, 1μ in height,
and 150 nm in depth. The sacrificial PVA template was replicated from
the master stamp (see Figs. 8.2(c) and 8.2(d)). PVA exhibits surfactant
characteristics due to the presence of several hydroxyl groups. The
solution easily moistened the hydrophobic surface and completely filled
the master stamp without air entrapment. Figures 8.3(e) and 8.3(f)
present the deposited DLC patterns released from the sacrificial PVA
template. The 30-nm-thick DLC was perfectly deposited on the vertical
wall of the PVA template. After dissolving PVA, a replicated DLC
stamp was obtained, which exhibited an excellent correlation with the Si
master stamp. The proposed method was conducted on a line feature with
a width of 500 nm.
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Fig. 8.3 Results of 1-X scale pattern replication using a water-soluble polymer (PVA)
and a diamond-like carbon (DLC) coating: (a) SEM image of Si master stamp; (b) AFM
image of Si master stamp; (c, d) SEM images of PVA sacrificial template; (e, f) SEM
images of replicated DLC stamp. (From Microelectronic Eng., 84, 899, 2007 [11].)

Figures 8.4(a) and 8.4(b) present SEM images of the Si master
stamp. It was perfectly replicated using PVA. Figures 8.4(e) and 8.4(f)
show that the DLC stamp is in excellent agreement with the Si master
stamp. The proposed method was also performed on a line feature with a
width of 50 nm.
Figures 8.5 (a-b), (c-d) and (e-f) show the Si master stamp,
replicated PVA, and the DLC stamp respectively.
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Fig. 8.4 Results of 500-nm scale pattern replication using a water-soluble polymer (PVA)
and a diamond-like carbon (DLC) coating: (a, b) SEM image of Si master stamp; (c, d)
SEM images of PVA sacrificial template; (e, f) SEM images of replicated DLC stamp.
(From Microelectronic Eng., 84, 899, 2007 Ref: 11.)
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Fig. 8.5 Results of 50-nm scale pattern replication using a water-soluble polymer (PVA)
and a diamond-like carbon (DLC) coating: (a, b) SEM image of Si master stamp; (c, d)
SEM images of PVA sacrificial template; (e, f) SEM images of replicated DLC stamp.

8.2.3 Stamp fabrication technique using two-photon polymerization
and DLC coating
UV-NIL demands only a low pressing pressure and can be done at room
temperature, which has some advantages compared to the thermal-type
NIL. Until now, most of the research works concerned with NIL are
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focused on two-dimensional (2D) patterning for mass production.
However, the fabrication of three-dimensional (3D) nano/microstructures
is of great importance in diverse fields of modern technology for the
development of highly functional applications. From this point of view,
some 3D nano/microfabrication techniques have been developed using
nonphotolithographic
approaches.
Among
them,
two-photon
polymerization (TPP) is considered a promising technique and has been
extensively studied over the last decade in order to fabricate complex 3D
micro/nanodevices by a method of stacking layers12–20. TPP is considered
currently as a unique technique that could create a real 3D microstructure
with a high spatial resolution beneath the limit of diffraction of light.
More detailed explanations on TPP are given in numerous reports14–20.
However, long processing time is normally required to create 3D
microstructures due to the intrinsic TPP characteristic of the layer-bylayer accumulation. For this reason, TPP is evaluated as an incongruent
process for mass production in spite of its unique capability of complete
3D micro- and nanoscale fabrication. Therefore, the increase of
throughput in TPP becomes an important issue for its practical use as a
nanofabrication process21–23. In this work, the fabrication process of a 3D
multilayered stamp, applicable to UV-NIL and with a resolution of sub100-nm scale, is introduced for the fabrication of 3D or multilevel
nano/microstructures. The single-step fabrication of multilevel structures
has some meaningful advantages of avoiding an alignment issue of
several 2D stamps (or masks) including low fabrication cost due to a
single stamp and a simple process. Figure 1.6 summarizes the fabrication
procedure for 3D multilayered stamp for UV-NIL, which consists of four
different parts: a glass plate, polymer patterns, a DLC layer, and a thick
glass plate for reinforcement. On a thin glass plate, 3D polymer patterns
were created using TPP. For this work, an optical femtosecond laser
system has been utilized. The full specifications of the developed system
were given in our previous reports14–16,18. Through these procedures, 3D
polymer patterns on the thin glass plate were created for use as a UVNIL stamp. This had the advantages of a flexible design, as well as being
perfectly transparent to UV light.
Another important issue concerned with TPP that comes into light
in recent research work is how to improve the resolution of the
microstructures. In general, it is well known that the resolution in TPP is
dependent on the process parameters such as laser power and exposing
time. The previous works have shown that the high spatial resolution of a
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voxel could be achieved with a delicate control of the laser dose into the
near-threshold energy region for polymerization13–16. Moreover, an
approach using a radical quencher to improve the resolution of a voxel
has been reported in a recent study25, in which a lateral spatial resolution
of 100 nm was achieved using the quenching effect. However, in case the
quenching effect is utilized, the mechanical strength of the polymerized
structure is inevitably reduced, despite achieving a high spatial
resolution, because of the smaller molecular weight of polymerized
structures26. Therefore, a challenging issue related with the enhancement
of the mechanical strength still remains when it comes to the practical
use of radical quenchers in 3D nanofabrication.

Fig. 8.6 Schematic illustration of the fabrication procedure of the multilayered stamp and
the UV-nanoimprint process for the creation of nano/micropatterns in a single step.
(From Appl. Phys. Lett., 88, 203105, 2006 Ref: 24.)
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When DLC is coated onto polymer structures, the periodic
redeposition of anti-adhesion layer is not needed. In addition, the
mechanical strength of the polymer patterns is to some extent increased
due to the high strength of DLC. In order to evaluate the increase of
hardness by DLC coating quantitatively, nanoindentation tests were
conducted. Two polymer squares, 1.5 mm in thickness and 3.0 mm in
width, were prepared to compare the hardness between one with the DLC
coating of 20 nm thickness and the other sample (original polymer
square). In the test results, it is seen by observation of the shallow
indentation depth (∼ 20 nm) that a considerable, fivefold (approximately)
increase in hardness was obtained in case the DLC coating was present.

Fig. 8.7 SEM images of some imprinted 3D and multilevel structures; (a) schematic
sequential procedure of creating 3D face shape from designed shape to imprinted result:
computer-aided design (CAD), SEM image of fabricated 3D convex face shape (stamp,
the scale bar is 5 μm), and 3D concave shape (imprinted result). [(b) and (c)] Imprinted
two circular rings and two rectangular rings (α*, β*); the inserts are the image of
corresponding multilayered stamps (α, β), and all scale bar is 5 μm. (d) Imprinted coneshaped microstructure (shown in the insert, the scale bar represents 1 μm). (e) Various
imprinted 2D patterns; the inserts are the images of fabricated stamps. (From Appl. Phys.
Lett., 88, 203105, 2006 Ref: 24.)
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In this work, the multilayered stamps were fabricated with a DLC
coating of around 10 nm on superficial polymer patterns. However, more
effort is needed to evaluate explicitly the variation of antiadhesive
qualities depending on various thicknesses of DLC coating between the
stamp and the resist. Figures 8.7(a)–8.7(e) show some fabricated 3D
concavoconvex multilayered stamps as well as their corresponding UV
imprinted results. The photoresist used in UV-NIL was a homemade UVcurable resin whose major component is tripropylene glycol diacylate
(TPGDA) with the imprint conditions of an exposure intensity of 14.4
mW/cm2, an exposure time of 60 s, and an imprint pressure of 930
mbars. Under these imprinting conditions, the stamp is undamaged,
because the mechanical properties of Young’s modulus, of 3.5 GPa and a
yield stress, of 20–40 MPa are realistic values for many glassy polymers
and photoresists27. From the results, excellent correlations between 3D
mutilayered stamps and imprinted features can be observed without any
problem. These results indicate that multilevel nano- and micro- scale
structures can be created in a single step using multilayered stamps.
8.3 Fabrication of Diamond-like Carbon Stamps for Ultraviolet
Nanoimprint Lithography
Diamond-like carbon (DLC) is a promising stamp material for UV-NIL.
It has superior mechanical properties and a wide range of DLC
deposition methods exist. DLC has a relatively low surface energy
compared to glass and quartz, and DLC-coated stamps have been applied
to UV-NIL without requiring an anti-adhesion layer coating. However,
because the contact angle of DLC is between 60° and 70°, an antiadhesion layer may still be required for fine imprinting. In addition, UVtransmittance of DLC is quite low. A 200-nm-thick DLC film has a UVtransmittance of less than 1%. As a matter of fact, in the study mentioned
above, the thickness of the coated DLC was less than 10 nm.
Here we present a fabrication method for a fluorine-doped DLC (FDLC) stamp that can be used for UV-NIL. We fabricated two F-DLC
stamps with a high contact angle, high UV-transmittance, and sufficient
hardness. The stamps were applied to UV-NIL without an anti-adhesion
layer coating.
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8.3.1 Deposition of F-DLC thin film
Before fabricating the stamps, we performed preliminary tests to
determine the optimum fluorine concentration of F-DLC. Samples with
different fluorine concentrations were prepared and their contact angle,
UV-transmittance, hardness, and etch rate were measured.
Table 8.1 Deposition power, bias voltage values, and XPS analysis results of the
samples. (From Nanotechnology, 17, 4659, 2006. Ref: 28)

Sample

Deposition
materials

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

C+PTFE
C+PTFE
C+PTFE
C+PTFE
C+PTFE
C+PTFE
C+PTFE
C+PTFE

Power (W)
DC
RF
500
25
500
50
500
75
500
100
500
125
500
150
500
125
500
100

Bias
Voltage (V)
50
50

XPS data (at%)
O2
N
F2
9.5 0.9 1.7
24.5 1.8 1.3
27.7 2.5 1.2
28.4 1.0 1.4
26.5 1.6 2.6
29.3 0.6 1.4
33.8 2.2 0.7
37.8 0.7 1.1

After depositing a 10-nm-thick DLC film on each sample, the FDLC film was synthesized using DC and RF magnetron sputtering. In the
process, the vacuum chamber was evacuated to less than 1 × 10–6 Torr
and then backfilled with argon to 2 mTorr. A 3-inch-diameter graphite
target and PTFE target were mounted on the DC gun and RF gun,
respectively. Table 1.1 shows the applied power and bias voltage used to
deposit the F-DLC as well as the results of an X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) analysis that gave the fluorine, oxygen, and nitrogen
content of each sample. The XPS analysis was performed with a VGScientific ESCALAB 250 spectrometer and monochromatized Al Kα Xray source. The charge compensation was carried out with two flood
guns while the vacuum level of the main chamber was maintained at 1 ×
10–8 Torr. A F-DLC film thickness of 200 nm was obtained for all the
samples. The application of a bias voltage was found to increase the
fluorine concentration. This phenomenon can be explained with the help
of two recent publications. Zhang et al.29 showed that the sp3/sp2 ratio of
the DLC increases with the bias voltage when the DLC is synthesized
using DC magnetron sputtering. Jiang et al.30 reported that the increase in
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the sp3/sp2 ratio helps to terminate more C=C bonds (or aromatic rings)
with fluorine atoms and to form more chain-like structures, thereby
increasing the fluorine concentration of the F-DLC. In that study, the FDLC films were deposited by reactive magnetron sputtering.
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Fig. 8.8 Variation of (a) UV-transmittance, (b) contact angle, and (c) sample hardness
with different fluorine concentrations. (From Nanotechnology, 17, 4659, 2006 Ref: 28.)
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Tests were performed to obtain the contact angle, UV-transmittance,
hardness, and etch rate values of the pure DLC and F-DLC samples (#1,
2, and 8) and samples with a fluorine content of 10, 25, and 38 at%.
Figure 8.8 shows the UV-transmittance, water contact angle, and
hardness of the test samples as well as supplementary materials31-33. The
UV-transmittance test was performed with an OPTIZEN 2120 UV Plus
UV spectrometer. The hardness was measured using a nanoindenter with
a Berkovich diamond indenter. The thickness of the films was 200 nm.
The indentation loads were 2.9, 4.8, 6.5, and 6.6 mN, producing
indentation peaks at 202, 200, 186, and 182 nm for the 38, 25, and 10
at% F-DLC samples and the pure DLC sample, respectively. These gave
corresponding hardness values of 1.9, 4.5, 12.4, and 12.7 GPa,
respectively, using the results at an indentation depth of 100 nm.
Etch rate tests were conducted on the samples and on PMMA. The
etching was performed at 400 mTorr with flow rates of O2 and Ar set at
200 sccm and 10 sccm, respectively. The RF power was 200 W during
the etching. The diameter of the RIE electrode was 203.2 mm and the
distance from the sample to the electrode was 46 mm. While etching, a
cover was placed on each sample to obtain unetched surfaces. The etched
depth was measured with alpha-step. Many tests were performed using
different time periods to obtain the etch rate for each sample. The etch
rates of PMMA, pure DLC, and F-DLC samples with 10, 25, and 38 at%
fluorine were 130 (±10), 8±1, 10±1, 70±7, and 71±7 nm/min,
respectively. The etch rate increased with the fluorine concentration until
it reached a saturation point of around 38 at% fluorine.
8.3.2 Fabrication of F-DLC stamp
Our proposed fabrication method is depicted in Figure 8.9. First, a thin
layer of DLC without fluorine is deposited on the quartz substrate. This
layer is required to provide better adhesion to the substrate. Then an FDLC layer is deposited. Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) is spincoated on top of the F-DLC layer and used as the etch mask. Sub-100-nm
patterns can be etched onto PMMA with e-beam lithography, which is
the reason for selecting PMMA as the etch mask. Finally, O2 plasma
etching is used to transfer the patterns to the F-DLC. This method is a
direct etching method. When fabricating quartz or glass stamps, the
PMMA pattern serves as the mask for the pattern transfer into the
chrome. The chrome is then used as the hard mask to transfer the pattern
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Deposition of DLC

Deposition of F- DLC

Spin coating of PMMA

E-beam lithography

O2 plasma etching

Fig. 8.9 Schematic illustration of the proposed fabrication procedure for a F-DLC stamp.

into the quartz or glass substrate. But in our fabrication method, the
patterns on PMMA are transferred directly to the F-DLC so that the etch
rate should be comparable to that of PMMA.
Based on the test results, the hardness of the 38 at% F-DLC sample
and the contact angle and etch rate of the 10 at% F-DLC sample were too
low to be used as a stamp material. The 25 at% F-DLC sample had a
high contact angle, UV-transmittance, and etch rate, and sufficient
hardness, and therefore was selected as the stamp material. A 200-nmthick 25 at% F-DLC film was deposited on quartz substrates on top of a
thin DLC layer. Then the film was spin-coated with a PMMA layer. Two
stamps were fabricated: one with 100-nm line patterns, which had a
PMMA thickness of 130 nm, and one with 40-nm line patterns, which
had a PMMA thickness of 60 nm. After spin coating, the line patterns
were formed on PMMA using e-beam lithography. Finally, the patterns
on the PMMA were transferred to F-DLC using O2 plasma etching. For
the stamp with 100-nm line patterns, the etching was performed for 60 s
using the same etching parameters as given above. For the stamp with
40-nm line patterns, the etching was performed at an RF power of 25 W
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and a pressure of 400 mTorr. The parameters were modified for the
second stamp to slow down the etching process.
8.3.3 UV-NIL experiment using F-DLC stamp
The polymer pattern was imprinted using an exposure intensity of 30
mW/cm2, an exposure time of 150 s, an exposure wavelength of 350 to
450 nm, an imprint pressure of 1 bar, and a compression time of 40 s.
Figure 8.10 shows results of the atomic force microscope (AMF)
measurements of the 100-nm line patterns of the fabricated F-DLC stamp
and the imprinted polymer. The height of the stamp and the depth of the
imprinted polymer were found to be 74 nm and 67 nm, respectively. The
shrinkage of the resin on polymerization was about 12%4. Considering
the shrinkage ratio of the polymer, it can be stated that the imprinting
was performed successfully using the F-DLC stamp.

(a)

Vertical distance : 73.6 nm

(b)

Vertical distance : 67.2 nm

Fig. 8.10 AFM results of the (a) F-DLC stamp and (b) imprinted polymer with 100-nmwide, 100-nm-spaced, and 70-nm-deep line patterns. (From Nanotechnology, 17, 4659,
2006 Ref: 28.)
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1 um

1 um

5 um

5 um

(b)

(a)

Fig. 8.11 SEM images of the (a) F-DLC stamp and (b) imprinted polymer with 100-nmwide, 100-nm-spaced, and 70-nm-deep line patterns. (From Nanotechnology, 17, 4659,
2006 Ref: 28.)

1 um

1 um

0.2 um

0.2 um

(b)

(a)

Fig. 8.12 SEM images of the (a) F-DLC stamp and (b) the imprinted polymer with 40nm-wide, 20-nm-spaced, and 20-nm-deep line patterns. (From Nanotechnology, 17,
4659, 2006 Ref: 28.)
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Figure 8.11 shows SEM images of the 100-nm line patterns on the
fabricated F-DLC stamp and the imprinted polymer. Figure 8.12 shows
40-nm line patterns on the fabricated stamp and the imprinted polymer.
SEM images show that the F-DLC stamps were successfully fabricated
and applied to UV-NIL without an anti-adhesion layer coating.
8.4 Summary
We fabricated 100 nm-scale DLC stamps for UV-NIL by using DLC
coating and FIB lithography. In addition, stamp fabrication technique
using a diamond-like carbon (DLC) coating on polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)
was presented. We successfully used the DLC stamps to print wafers
with UV-NIL. The dimensions of the features on the stamp correlated
well with the corresponding imprinted features. It was demonstrated that
a DLC stamp without an anti-adhesion layer can be used for imprinting
wafers with UV-NIL.
The applicability of 3D multilayered stamps to a 3D UV-NIL
process was demonstrated for the fabrication of 3D or multilevel patterns
in a single step. This process has the benefits of cost-effectiveness and
mass-production capabilities, as well as overall simplicity. The thin layer
characteristic of DLC has some excellent features applicable to 3D UVNIL. Several 3D nano/micro patterns were created in a single step by the
3D UV-NIL process, and these results demonstrate the possibility of the
application of TPP as a multilayered stamping technique.
In the second part, two fluorine-doped diamond-like carbon (FDLC) stamps with sub-100-nm line patterns were fabricated using a
direct etching method. These were applied to ultraviolet nanoimprint
lithography successfully without requiring an anti-adhesion layer
coating. Tests were performed to determine the optimum fluorine
concentration for the F-DLC stamps. The ideal stamp material consisted
of 25 at% F DLC with a contact angle of 85°, UV-transmittance of 16.4
to 26.8%, and hardness of 4.5 GPa. The O2 plasma etch rate of the DLC
was increased considerably by the fluorine doping, making it comparable
to the etch rate of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA). Thus, only PMMA
was used as the etch mask in the fabrication of the stamps. A larger
contact angle provides easier and finer replications of patterns. A higher
UV-transmittance makes it possible to reduce either the intensity of the
UV light, which increases the life of the UV exposure tool, or the
exposure time, which decreases the fabrication time. In addition, a higher
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UV-transmittance allows us to fabricate thicker stamps. It would be
possible to increase the depth of the patterns if a thicker PMMA layer
were applied or the etching process parameters were optimized.
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9
ZnO NANOWIRES AND NANOBELTS:
STRUCTURE SWITCH BY INDIUM
DOPING
Hong Jin Fan

:

ire or belt-like ZnO one-dimensional
nanostructures have been fabricated by various
techniques in recent literature. We show that, in
a steady-state vapor transport growth mode, the resulting
ZnO product under similar growth conditions can be
switched between [0001]-axial nanowires and < 1120 > axial nanobelts simply by adding indium to the source. The
former appear as ordered vertical arrays of pure ZnO while
the latter are large aspect-ratio belts without spatial ordering.
The growth mechanism is intensively discussed based on the
examination of their early growth stages and analytical
thermodynamic modeling. The calculation result agrees with
the experiment observation, that in-situ indium doping
influences the nucleation, and supports the dominating
growth of a-axial nanobelts over c-axial nanowires.


9.1 Introduction
Semiconductor nanowires have been regarded as promising build-blocks
for semiconductor electronic and optoelectronic circuits. Tailoring the
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crystallographic orientation of semiconductor nanowires (NW) is one of
the key aspects of growth control. It has been shown experimentally that
the growth direction can be changed by, e.g. applying corresponding
lattice-matching substrates for wurtzite NWs1,2, or changing growth
temperature for ZnSe NWs3, or using small-sized catalyst for Si NWs 4,5.
Several theoretical studies have been carried out to describe the
thermodynamics and kinetics of semiconductor NWs and predict their
size-dependent behaviour5-9.
Since the pioneering work on ZnO nanowires by the Yang group10
and on metal oxide (including ZnO) nanobelts by the Wang group11, the
synthesis of one-dimensional (1D) nanostructures has been further
developed using various techniques. Much attention is being paid to NW
synthesis and assembly by developing simple fabrication techniques,
designing novel precursors and using various templates12,13. In the case of
ZnO, a nanowire generally refers to a structure elongated in [0001]
direction (viz., c-axial) with a quasi-hexagonal cross section; in
accordance with the growth habit of wurtzite ZnO crystals. Nanobelts
mainly refer to a growth elongated in < 1120 > (a-axial) or < 10 10 >
(m-axial) directions with rectangular cross sections11,14.
Vapor-transport-deposition (VTD) inside a horizontal tube furnace
is a common method for the growth of low-dimensional nanostructures.
Growth of needle-shaped ZnO whiskers were demonstrated as early as
1974 using the VTD method15. In recent years, a wide range of 1D
semiconductor nanostructures including ZnO have been fabricated with
this technique16,17. Successful growth is known to be sensitively
dependent on various parameters like source type, substrate orientation,
temperature, partial pressure of reactants, and catalyst size18-21.
ZnO nanowires/nanoneedles can be obtained from evaporation and
oxidation of Zn22,23, ZnAs224, and ZnCl225 at low temperatures (<600 °C),
and also by carbothermal reduction of ZnO powder at temperatures of
800−950 °C10,19,20,26. The latter technique allows better control of Zn
vapor concentration which is important when a patterned growth is
required. Nanobelts are generally grown by high temperature (>1000 °C)
evaporation of ZnO powder18. But the use of other sources in various
temperature environments for growth of belt-like structures have also
been reported27-30. In addition, when impurities are mixed into the source
material during the VTD growth, more complex ZnO structures can be
developed, for instance, helix31, rings32, bridges33, and nail-wire
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nanojunctions34, depending significantly on temperature and the amount
of impurities used. Doping of ZnO NWs has also been attempted to
enhance the electrical conductivity. However, depending on the doping
elements and/or concentration, the ZnO nanostructure can be
dramatically different. For example, the Indium-doped ZnO NWs by Xu
et al.35 have an unusual zincblende crystal structure with periodic
twinning, whereas in many other cases the indium doping results in a
wurtzite-type belt structure36.
In the common growth mode of carbothermal reduction of ZnO
powder, a nearly constant vapor partial pressure and a quasi-equilibrium
condition can be assumed so that the growth is almost completely
determined by thermodynamics. As a result, the nanowire growth
direction is mostly along [0001], in accordance with the crystallographic
habits of ZnO. Non-c-axial ZnO nanobelts are usually observed under
non-steady growth conditions with or without addition of impurities to
the source30,36,37. Under these conditions, the growth kinetics can be
dramatically different, e.g. the mobility of atoms is high enough to
smooth up the high-energy side faces and diffuse to lower-energy front
faces. As the ZnO (0001) faces are the highest-energy low-index planes
(as shown by theoretical calculations38,39), a fast growth in [0001] is
thermodynamically favored over that in < 1120 > or < 0110 > . Kong and
Wang14 controlled the growth kinetics (by pressure variation and
temperature ramp) so that the energy barrier between (0001) plane and
(1120) plane of ZnO was somehow overcome to facilitate its a-axial
growth.
In this chapter, we demonstrate that in the carbothermal reduction
VTD experiments, routinely performed for ZnO NW growth, introducing
an additional indium oxide source causes a reproducible transition from
usual c-axial NWs to a-axial nanobelts (NB) while keeping all other
conditions constant40. The growth kinetics that has been proposed for
oxide NBs by high-temperature decomposition and crystallization14,18
may not explain the variation of shape and crystallographic orientation in
this relatively low temperature VLS case. Instead, we show that it is
correlated to the indium doping. Furthermore, a thermodynamic model is
applied to predict the dimension dependence of the structure/orientation
selection. The result of the modeling supports the hypothesis that indium
doping plays an essential role in the nucleation of nanobelts, and
supports its growth.
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9.2 Sample Fabrication

Growth of ZnO nanostructures was conducted inside a double tube
furnace system through the VTD method (see Fig 9.1). The growth
system comprised of a standard quartz tube furnace (Carbolite, inner tube
diameter: 50 mm), vacuum adaptors, a gas flow controller, an oil-free
pump station, and an electronically-controlled needle valve. In order to
eliminate a possible substrate-induced growth orientation change, as has
been demonstrated for Si, GaN, and ZnO nanowires, we used (0001)oriented GaN substrates decorated with gold nanodot arrays for both
experiments. The gold nanodots templates were prepared using a
modified nanosphere lithography process41. In order to obtain a
sufficient Zn vapor pressure, the source materials and substrates were put
in a small alumina tube (inner diameter: 15 mm). For the growth of
epitaxial nanowire arrays, a mixture of ZnO+C powder (1:1 wt %) was
used as the source and located at position I in Fig 9.1 (referred to as “I”
experiment). For the growth of nanobelts, an additional alumina boat
filled with In2O3+C powder (1:1 wt %) was put at position II (referred to
as “I + II” experiment). The Au coated GaN/Si substrates were located
near the open end of the small alumina tube. A constant Ar gas flow (25
sccm) was directed into the small reaction tube by another small alumina
tube. No additional O2 gas was introduced since the residual/leaky air in
our setup, with a partial pressure of ∼10-3 mbar, provides sufficient
oxygen from a thermodynamic point of view. Indeed, when we mix
additional oxygen into the pure Ar (~ 1%), the ZnO reduction was
significantly suppressed and no growth of nanowire was observed.
During the whole process from heating, maintaining to cooling, the Ar
gas flow rate and total pressure (200 mbar) were kept constant so as to
establish a quasi equilibrium environment. The system was kept at the
peak temperature for 25 min, and then cooled down naturally to room
temperature. Such a setup has also been used to grow ordered arrays of
ZnO nanowires26,41 and submicron-thick pillars on GaN/Si substrates42.
9.3 Overview of the Result

A brief overview of the result is shown in Fig 9.1(b). When only the ZnO
+ C source was used at position I, vertical arrays of ZnO nanowires were
obtained growing along [0001] direction and with hexagonal cross
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Figure 9.1 (a) Experimental setup for the growth of ZnO 1D nanostructures inside a
quartz tube horizontal furnace. Both the source powder and substrate were located inside
the reaction alumina tube, where their relative distances are labeled. (b) Schematics of the
1D nanostructure obtained under different growth conditions: c-axial nanowires when
only ZnO+C source was used at position A; a-axial nanobelts when both ZnO+C
(at position I) and In2O3+C (at position II) sources were used. (Reprinted from Ref. 40.)

sections. However, if both ZnO + C (at position I) and In2O3 + C (at
position II) were used, or ZnO + C (at position I) only but in an indiumcontaminated alumina tube, the major product was randomly oriented
high aspect-ratio nanobelts (together with some other irregular belts)
which evenly cover the whole substrate surface. Detailed analysis
showed that the composition of the nanobelts was ZnO doped with
indium (the atomic percentage of In, defined as In/(In+Zn) was 4−6 at%)
and the growth was along < 1120 > directions. A comparison between
the nanowires and nanobelts is presented in Table 1. We repeated the
experiments more than 10 times and found that it is a reproducible
phenomenon. At least two conclusions can be drawn from table 9.1.
First, vertically aligned ZnO nanowires within long-range ordering can
be easily realized by combining catalyst templates and VTD technique.
We established a new method for growing < 1120 > -axial ZnO nanobelts
at relatively low source temperatures of 860 °C compared to 1300−1400
°C used by Kong14. Second, the sharp difference between the results of
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"I" and "I + II" experiments implies that indium plays a major role in
defining the crystallographic orientation of the nanobelts, in addition to
providing the dopant. In the following we examine the two structures in
more detail.
Table 9.1 Comparison of the results from “I” and “I + II” experiments.
Sample morphology

“I” experiments
Vertical array of nanowires

“I + II” experiments
Randomly oriented nanobelts

Composition

Pure ZnO

ZnO doped with In

Growth direction

[0001]

< 1120 >

Growth rate

Low

High

Length-to-width ratio

10−40

∼120

9.4 [0001]-axial Nanowires

Figure 9.2 demonstrates examples of the ZnO nanowire arrays. The
vertical alignment and periodic ordering of the wires was found to be
present on a large scale for both cases. Mainly, a single wire grows from
each Au nanodot site. Some stripes and empty sites are present in
analogy to defects in a crystal lattice, which is mainly due to the size
inhomogeneity and evaporation of the polystyrene spheres. The
hexagonal ends of the wires (see inset) indicate that their main axis is
along [0001]. The mean diameter of the ordered nanowires is ~ 50 nm.
The nanowires are completely perpendicular to the GaN surface, as
expected for epitaxial growth. As proved before43, the GaN(0001) layers
are ideal substrates for the fabrication of highly ordered c-axial ZnO
nanowires.
In our experiments, the use of the small tube and relatively low
substrate temperatures was the key to the successful growth of arrays of
single nanowires at individual Au sites. The small alumina tube works as
a spatial confinement to maintain a sufficiently high local vapor
concentration near the substrates so that the temperature could be
effectively lowered to reduce the thermal-induced diffusion of small Au
dots (≤30 nm). In this way, the separation of the Au disks into smaller
dots can be avoided, and hence, only one wire grows out of the disk.
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Figure 9.2 SEM images of the structures from experiments where source types were
used. (a-b) Pure ZnO+C source located at position I (i.e., experiment I). The inset is the
corresponding top view of the wires showing their quasi-hexagonal ends. (c) ZnO + C at
position I and In2O3 + C at position II (i.e., experiment I + II). (d) ZnO + C source at
position I in a indium-contaminated tube. (e) ZnO + In2O3 + C (1:1:1 wt%) source located
at position I.

The single crystallinity and VLS epitaxial growth of the ZnO
nanowires were verified by cross sectional TEM analysis. Figure 9.3(a)
shows a low-magnification view of two ~ 30 nm diameter nanowires. In
addition to the vertical alignment, one can readily see the Au particles
present at the tips of the nanowires. This confirms the growth mechanism
to be VLS. The SAED patterned in Fig 9.3(b) and the HRTEM image in
Fig 9.3(c) confirm that the nanowires are wurtzite single crystals with the
main axes along the [0001] direction. In Fig 9.3(c), the crystal perfection
and atomic arrangement of both ZnO and Au, as well as the orientation
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relationship of Au (111) // ZnO (0002), can be identified. The roughness
of the nanowire surface is no more than four atomic layers of the
coverage. The lattice distance for the (0002) plane determined here is
0.52 nm, comparable to that of bulk ZnO.

Figure 9.3 TEM images of the nanowires. (a) A cross sectional view of two nanowires,
showing their vertical alignment and the presence of Au particles on the wire tips. (b)
SEAD pattern recorded from one nanowire, confirming the axes direction along [0001].
(c) HRTEM image recorded near the tip of one wire, revealing the lattice structures of
both Au and ZnO. (Reprinted from Ref. 40.)

9.5 < 1120 > -axial Nanobelts

In “I + II” experiments, the position of the In2O3 source was carefully
chosen, so that on the one hand a small amount of In vapor could be
produced while on the other hand the possible formation of ZnO-In2O3
complex superstructures33 was avoided. Figure 9.2(b) shows example
SEM images from the results of a number of repeated "I + II"
experiments. These nanobelts have a typical length of ~ 20 μm after a 25
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min growth; nearly ten times longer than the nanowires when only a ZnO
source was used. These have widths in the range of 100−220 nm. Most
of the nanobelts are smooth along their lengths, but a small amount of
zigzag nanobelts were also observed. In fact, we realized that the
formation of the nanobelts is substrate independent: we found very
similar results when using different substrates of Si, SiO2, and GaN while
otherwise under the same growth conditions. Growth of the nanobelts
was also catalyzed by gold, since no growth was observed at places
without Au covering, and catalyst nanoparticles were indeed observed at
the tips of the belts. Unlike the vertical nanowires in Fig 9.2(a), the
nanobelts uniformly cover the whole substrate surface with random
orientations. This is unsurprising since the growth direction of the
nanobelts is along ⎡⎣1120 ⎤⎦ so that no epitaxial growth is expected on the
(0001)-oriented GaN surfaces. Figure 9.2(e) is the result when a ZnO +
In2O3 + C (1:1:1 wt %) powder mixture was used. It appears that indium
has dissolved into the gold, forming laterally extended quasi-hexagonal
pads which is believed to be an In-Au-Zn ternary alloy. No growth of
ZnO nanostructure was observed, probably because the growth was
suppressed due to the high indium concentration in the alloy.
A TEM image of three smooth nanobelts is shown in Fig 9.4(a),
from which the thickness is estimated to be about 10 nm. The SAED
pattern (inset in Fig 9.4(a)) confirms that the nanobelts are single crystals
growing along < 1120 > , with ± (0001) top and bottom surface, and
± (01 10) side surfaces. The nanobelts grew also via VLS mechanism, as
indicated by the Au tips (inset of Fig 9.4(a)). EDX spectra (Fig 9.4(b))
taken from randomly selected belts show the presence of In, 4−6 at%,
besides the major content of Zn and O, as well as Au near the tip shown
in the inset of Fig 9.4(a). This implies that In atoms are doped within the
ZnO nanobelts. The HRTEM image in Fig 9.4(c) shows clearly the
smooth and sharp surface, and its single-crystal hexagonal structure. The
nanobelts in the present work are free of twins or dislocations, as
consistent with the undoped a-axial ZnO nanobelts reported by Kong14
but different from the nanorings44 and bicrystal nanobelts45,46 in which
local segregation of impurity ions induces planar defects. Of particular
note is the fact that the atomic percentage of indium in Ref. 44 was
nearly 50%, much higher than that 4−6 % of the nanobelts reported here.
This suggests that in our case the In dopant substitutes Zn lattice sites.
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Figure 9.4 TEM images of the straight nanobelts. (a) An overview of three nanobelts.
Top inset: one nanobelt showing the Au tip. Bottom inset: SAED pattern recorded from
the circled area. (b) EDX spectra. Left: from the circled area in (a); right: near the tip
(inset of (a)). The carbon and copper signals are from the TEM grid. (c) HRTEM image
of part of one nanobelt, showing its single-crystallinity and atomically clean surface, as
well as the growth direction in < 1120 > . The inset illustrates the six equivalent
directions within the (0001) plane. (Reprinted from Ref. 40.)
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As for the zigzag nanobelts, these are also a-axial single crystals.
TEM examination (data not shown) shows that the angles at the kinks are
always 120°, at which the belts switched to equivalent < 1120 >
crystallographic directions while maintaining the atomic coherency
without involving twins or stacking faults. The top surfaces of the belts
are (0001) planes. EDX spectra indicate that these zigzag belts are also
In doped. Interestingly, these zigzag nanobelts are similar in structure
and orientation to the 2D ZnO nanodendrites, which were formed by
oxidation of polyhedral Zn microcrystals in air47,48.
9.6 Early Growth Stages

Based on the above results, it appears that a switching from c-axial wires
to a-axial belts is related to In doping. In order to prove this, we
examined early growth stages of both structures. Figure 9.5(a1) shows
the result of a similar “I” experiment as in Fig 9.2(a-b), except for a
shorter growth time (∼ 5 min).
Individual pyramids of ZnO are seen, with some short rods tending
to grow up vertically out of the substrate surface. This indicates a
heteroepitaxial nucleation of ZnO on GaN, so that the pyramids and the
subsequent nanowires are [0001] orientated. In contrast, the ZnO
nanobelts in their early growth stages show a significantly different
morphology. Figure 9.5(b1) is the result after a 15 min “I+II”
experiment. Nearly no vertical-aligned 1D structure was observed.
Instead, two-dimensional nucleation seems to be favored at the
beginning, forming quasi-hexagonal pads with much larger size than the
pyramids in Fig 9.5(a1). Sheet-like structures then extend out laterally
from the sides of the pads. An example of the embryo of the nanobelts is
seen in Fig 9.5(c), which shows clearly the starting point of the belt
structure from the side of the hexagonal pads. Interestingly, the whole
embryo is a single-crystal entity as seen from the corresponding
diffraction pattern in Fig 9.5(c) as well as from HRTEM examinations
(data not shown). EDX spectrum also reveals the presence of indium in
the embryo with a similar atomic percentage as in the nanobelts.
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Figure 9.5 The early growth stage of the ZnO 1D nanostructures using separated Au
nanoparticles as growth templates and catalyst. (a1) 20° tilted view of the sample after a 5
min “A” experiment. (b1) Top view of the sample after a 15 min “A+B” experiment. (c)
TEM image and the corresponding diffraction pattern of an embryo in (b). The arrows
indicate the growth orientation of the branches in equivalent < 1120 > directions. (a2)
Schematics of the early growth stage of the c-axial nanowires. (b2) Schematics of the
early growth stage of the a-axial nanobelts. The main difference is that the nanowire
grows upwards on the top (0001) plane of a ZnO columnar/pyramidal nuclei, whereas the
nanobelt grows mainly from the side faces of a quasi-hexagonal ZnO:In pad (dimensions
not to scale).
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9.7 Discussion on the Growth Mechanism

For the bottom-up vapor-phase growth of 1-D structure of nanomaterials
(especially defect-free single crystals), the most widely accepted growth
models are VLS and vapor-solid (VS). In VLS, the driving force for the
growth is the precipitation and nucleation at the liquid-solid interface, in
which the size of the growing 1-D structure depends on the composition
and the size of the liquid droplet. In VS, the 1-D growth is mainly
controlled by kinetics, for which the temperature and the supersaturation
ratio are two dominant processing factors in affecting the morphology of
the products. Both mechanisms have been widely suggested for the
growth of ZnO nanowires and nanobelts. In our study, since the Au is
mandatory for the formation of both nanostructures and an Au tip does
appear at their ends, we believe that VLS is the dominant growth
mechanism. For the vertical-aligned wire, the growth seed is a (0001)oriented ZnO pyramid or a hexagonal column which is formed through
Zn precipitation and oxidation (see Fig 9.5(a1)). However, the nanobelt
starts from the side faces of a hexagonal-shaped seed and proceeds under
the guidance of the alloy tip (see Fig 9.5(b1)).
In order for a crystal to switch from one crystallographic structure
or orientation to another, a key parameter is the difference of Gibbs free
energy49. For example, the energy needed to change from zincblende
CdTe to wurtzite can be over 10 meV per atom50. As for silicon, it has
been shown that the sum of surface energy and edge tension at the liquidsolid interface of a <110>-axial nanowire is lower than that of <111>axial one when the nanowire diameter is smaller than ~ 11 nm5,8. As the
ZnO(0001) faces are the highest-energy low-index planes38,39, a fast
growth in [0001] is thermodynamically favored over < 1120 > .
Our result reveals clearly that a trace amount of indium in our
experiments is still enough to alter the morphology and growth direction
of ZnO nanostructure from an energetically favoured [0001] to [1120]
direction. The early growth stages (Fig 9.5) show the different nucleation
behavior in the presence of In. Indium vapor generated by carbothermal
reduction of In2O351 can dissolve into Au up to a solubility of ~ 24 at% at
about 650 °C. Nevertheless, the In content in Au is expected to be much
lower than Zn, since the In vapor concentration is much lower than that
of Zn (We did not observe any growth in “II” experiments when only
In2O3+C source was used). Therefore, we propose that a Au-Zn-In
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ternary phase gives rise to a certain strain to change the surface free
energy so that the nucleation behavior of ZnO at the solid-liquid
interface upon supersaturation and oxidation of Zn is modified. Such
ternary alloy continues at the tip of the nanobelt during its elongation
(see Fig 9.5(b1)), so as to maintain a stable belt-structure. As for the
kinking of the zigzag belts, it is probably due to some thermal or strain
instability at the liquid-solid interface, which can occur without
involving much energy since the free energy is the same for the
equivalent {1120 } planes. Similar kinking in equivalent lattice planes
was also observed in Si nanowires5.
Furthermore, as discussed by Jie et al.29 for their In-doped ZnO
nanobelts and Kar et al.52 for their nano- to micrometer-wide ZnS belts,
direct impingement of Zn and In vapor atoms onto the side faces of the
growing nanobelts could also occur, giving rise to lateral growth on the
{10 10 } faces via the VS mechanism. This explains why some of the
nanobelts have widths larger than the catalyst Au tip.
9.8 Thermodynamic Modeling

The lateral extended nuclei due to the incorporation of In into the Au and
Zn alloy are certainly not thermodynamically stable (nor kinetically
preferable) if composed of pure ZnO. The question is whether the postnucleation growth of belt structure is also due to the presence of indium.
In order to answer this, we examine the relative stability of the nanowires
and nanobelts with dimensions of interest, in the absence of indium53.
The analytical, shape-dependent thermodynamic model used here
is based on a geometric summation of the Gibbs free energy56. This
model has proved to be successful in describing the shape of
nanocrystals and nanobelts54,55,56. As the ZnO nanostructures under
consideration here are relatively large, a “truncated” version (edge and
corner effects are ignored due to the large feature sizes studied here) of
the model is used. The total free energy G is described in terms of the
surface energy γi for each crystallographic surface i, weighted by the
factors fi (such that Σfi = 1) as,

G = ΔfGo +

⎡
⎤
(1 − e) ⎢ q ∑ f iγ i ⎥
ρ
⎣ i
⎦

M
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where ΔfG0 is the standard free energy of formation of the bulk
(macroscopic) material, M is the molar mass, q is the density and e is the
volume dilation induced by the surface stresses (as defined in Ref.57).
Since there is no experimental data available for the specific surface
energies of ZnO, we used the ab initio (all-electron) surface energies of
±{1010} = 2.3 J⋅m-2, ±{1120} = 4.1 J⋅m-2 and ±(0001)= 5.4 J⋅m-2
calculated by Wander and Harrison with the hybrid B3LYP density
functional58. It is important to point out that these energies were
calculated at zero temperature, which has implications for the
applicability of the model results to real experiments. Also, our model
results are more related to low-temperature quasi-equilibrium conditions
and thus have limited applicability to cases where pure ZnO nanobelts
are grown via non-steady mass transport.
The morphology of the most common 1-D ZnO structures is
geometrically defined in terms of the length and cross-sectional area
(see Fig 9.6), assuming a hexagonal and rectangular cross-section for
a nanowire and a nanobelt, respectively.

Figure 9.6 Schematic representations of the A1 and A2 nanowires, and B1, B2, C1 and
C2 nanobelts, showing orientations and geometric dimensions. “L” refers to length, “W”
to width, “T” to thickness, and “D” to diameter. (Reprinted from Ref. 53.)
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Type A1 represents the nanowire observed here, type A2 represents an
alternative nanowire structure oriented in the ±[0001] direction but
enclosed by {1010} facets, type B1 and B2 represent the upper and lower
limits of the nanobelts reported here and type C1 and C2 represent the
upper and lower limits of the nanobelts observed e.g. by Jie et al.29 In
each case, the model was used to calculate the total free energy as a
function of total volume (in terms of the number of ZnO formula units)
in Fig 9.7(a) and aspect ratio in Fig 9.7(b).

Figure 9.7 Free energy of the nanowire and nanobelt shapes as a function of (a) total
volume in terms of the number of ZnO formula units, and (b) aspect ratio. The change of
aspect ratios is made by lengthening along the corresponding principle axis. (Reprinted
from Ref. 53.)
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In Fig 9.7, all changes are in response to extension along the
principle axis (i.e. lengthening). We can see from Fig 9.7(a) that at large
volumes, pure ±[0001] oriented ZnO nanowires are clearly
thermodynamically preferred over ± [1120] or ±[1010] oriented
nanobelts. There is a cross-over region but turning to Fig 9.7(b) we can
see that this cross-over corresponds to low aspect-ratio nanostructures
(aspect ratio < 1) such as nanoplatelets. Over an aspect ratio of ~1
(corresponding to a quasi zero dimensional nanocrystal), pure ZnO
nanobelts are not energetically preferred at any size or aspect ratio. This
implies that the stability of nanobelts over nanowires in our indiumcontamination experiment cannot be thermodynamically accounted for in
the absence of indium. In addition, Fig 9.7 also shows that the A1 type
nanowires reported here are predicted to be less stable than the A2 type
with {10-10} majority side surfaces. This is likely due to an effect of the
surface-interface energy of the Au + In + Zn ternary liquid alloy catalyst
like the case with Si5 and ZnSe nanowires4, which is not included in our
model.
In the model calculations presented above, the comparisons between
nanowires and nanobelts were made by changing their lengths along
±[0001] directions for nanowires and ±[1120] direction for nanobelts.
Hence, they don’t account for the different crystallographic orientations
inherent during lengthening. In the following, we compare the stability of
each nanostructure, of both pure and In-doped ZnO, that is extended in
the same growth direction.
The results of such comparison are depicted in Fig 9.8, showing
extensions in the (a) [0001], and (b) [1120] directions, respectively. Note
that average values of the nanobelt width and thickness are used for
defining the aspect ratio so that the nanowire aspect is ~ 30, and the
nanobelt aspect is ~ 400. If [1120] growth dominates, the morphology
predicted for pure ZnO nanostructures is in agreement with those
observed in the indium-doped case. The crossover occurs at a nanobelt
length of 4 µm, or a thickness-to-width ratio of ~ 22. Beyond this length,
the nanobelts are energetically preferred over nanowires and their growth
would be thermodynamically encouraged in the absence of indium.
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Figure 9.8 Free energy of the nanowire and nanobelt shapes as a function of the aspect
ratio for dominated growth (a) along <0001>, and (b) along <11-20>. Average values of
the nanobelt width and thickness are used for defining the aspect ratio, so that the
nanowire aspect is ~ 30, and the nanobelt aspect ~ 400. The estimated values for Indoped nanostructures are also shown, with 5% In incorporated preferentially into the
{1120} and {1010} non-polar surfaces. (Reprinted from Ref. 53.)
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However, if [0001] growth dominates then the morphology
predicted for pure ZnO nanostructures disagrees with observations in our
indium-doping experiment. High aspect-ratio pure ZnO nanobelts are
metastable with respect to a morphological transformation to a nanowire.
The cross-over occurs at a nanobelt thickness of 31 nm, much larger than
those observed in our experiments (~ 10 nm). Therefore, the results of
theoretical modeling indicate that in order for the large aspect-ratio
nanobelts to be thermodynamically preferred over the nanowires, indium
should promote growth in the [1120] direction and inhibit it in the
[0001] direction.
As an estimate of the impact that indium incorporation may have on
the relative stability of these nanostructures, the above modeling was
repeated with substitutional In defects included artificially in the pure
ZnO surface energies. The “defect energy” was approximated by
comparing known values for the Zn−O and In−O bond enthalpies59 and
free atom enthalpies60. It was also assumed that Zn or In atoms at the
surface will form three bonds with surrounding oxygen atoms and will
have one dangling bond (taken as half of a Zn−O or In−O bond).
Assuming that In atoms incorporate preferentially into the non-polar
{1120} and {1010} surfaces, and that the defect density is approximately
5%, we can estimate the free energy of In-doped nanostructures. Results
are also shown in Fig 9.8 for extensions in both [0001] and [1120]
directions. We can see that the artificial indium defects have a greater
impact on the free energy of the nanowires than of the nanobelts and in
Fig 9.8(a) the cross-over occurs at an aspect of ~410 which is consistent
with the experimental observations. In general, although this result
supports the formation of high aspect nanobelts over nanowires due to
indium incorporation, a more definite verification requires explicit and
accurate data of surface energies of In-doped ZnO.
9.9 Conclusions

We demonstrated that in the vapor-transport-deposition growth of ZnO
nanostructures in-situ indium doping (at 4-6 at %) causes structural
change in ZnO from the usual [0001]-axial nanowires to [1120] -axial
nanobelts. Both are defect-free single crystals grown via VLS
mechanism using catalyst Au templates. By studying their early growth
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stages, we proposed that indium plays a significant role in defining the
structure and crystallographic orientation of the nanobelts. This comes
about through indium influencing the alloying and nucleation at the
liquid-solid interface of the growth front. An analytical thermodynamic
model was used to predict the dimension dependence of the shape by
comparing the total Gibbs surface energies. The modeling result
corroborates our hypothesis that indium doping influences the nucleation
and supports the growth of a-axial nanobelts over c-axial nanowires. Our
future work is to thermodynamically model the mechanism through
which the atomic arrangement is disordered by indium doping. We
would also investigate the quantity of indium needed for a
crystallographic transition during nucleation.
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10
FIELD EMISSION PROPERTIES OF 1-D
SiC NANOSTRUCTURES
Guozhen Shen and Di Chen

%

he synthesis and field emission properties of
1-D SiC nanostructures, including bamboo-like
nanowires and hierarchical nanoarchitectures, is
described. These nanostructures were grown by a
thermochemical method in a vertical tube furnace. SEM and
TEM investigations of the structure and morphology of the
resulting bamboo-like β-SiC nanowires are described as are
electrical measurements of their field emission properties.


10.1 Introduction
The unconventional properties of nanoscale materials have received
much attention due to their potential uses in both mesoscopic research
and the development of nanodevices. It is well known that nanostructures
with sharp tips are promising materials for applications as cold cathode
field emission devices. Various materials containing carbon have evoked
great interest as cold cathode materials for field electron emission for flat
panel displays.1-3 It is found that field emission can occur at a much
lower turn-on field with carbon materials as compared to other materials.
The carbon-containing materials include carbon nanotubes, amorphous
carbon, diamonds and diamond-like films, and silicon carbide layers.
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Silicon carbide (SiC) is a material of great technological interest.
There are more than a hundred different crystalline modifications for
SiC. The common-occurring polymorphs are 3C, 2H, 4H, and 6H. The
electronic structures of these four polytypes are rather different. Zinc
blend SiC (3C) has the smallest indirect energy gap of 2.390 eV, whereas
the hexagonal polytypes exhibit larger gaps of 3.023 eV (6H), 3.265 eV
(4H), and 3.330 eV (2H). Monte Carlo simulation showed the electron
mobility along the c-axis direction (the layer stacking direction) of 2H–
SiC is higher than that in the 4H– and 6H–SiC. Due to excellent
electronic and mechanical properties such as wide band gap, high
thermal conductivity, high mechanical strength, high breakdown electric
field, and extreme chemical inertness, SiC has attracted intensive
research efforts as a potential material for the cold cathode field emission
display.4,5
This chapter will focus on our recent research activities on the
fabrication and field emission properties of 1-D SiC nanostructures.
Firstly, a brief survey of the main synthetic procedures for 1-D SiC
nanostructures is given. The following part will then discuss the SiC
nanostructures fabricated in our group. It mainly focuses on the
unconventional bamboo-like SiC nanowires and the hierarchical SiC
nanoarchitectures. And then the field emission properties of these 1-D
SiC nanostructures will be discussed in detail. Finally, we will give our
own perspectives.
10.2 Synthetic Methods for 1-D SiC Nanostructures
Since the first synthesis of SiC nanorods in 1995 by using carbon
nanotubes as a template, several techniques have been developed to
fabricate 1-D SiC nanostructures, such as the carbon nanotube confined
method, chemical vapor deposition methods, and solution methods. The
following part will give a brief survey of these methodologies.
10.2.1 Carbon nanotube confined method
The carbon nanotubes confined method is very promising since during
reaction the very stable carbon nanotubes act as a template, spatially
confining the reaction to the nanotubes, which results in the formation of
nanorods with similar diameter and length to those of the carbon
nanotubes. SiC nanowires were first synthesized by reacting carbon
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nanotubes with SiO or Si–I2 at about 1200°C.6 Using a two-step
reaction, in which SiO vapor was first generated via the reduction of
silica and then reacted with carbon nanotubes,7 Han et al. synthesized
SiC nanorods at 1400°C. Based on a similar method, vertically aligned
SiC nanowires have been synthesized by reacting aligned carbon
nanotubes with SiO.8 The SiC nanowires in the arrays have similar
diameters (10–40 nm), spacings (~100 nm), and lengths (up to 2 mm).
The SiC nanowire possesses a high density of planar defects and stacking
faults which are perpendicular to the wire axes.
10.2.2 Chemical Vapor Deposition methods
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) methods are the most commonly used
techniques for the synthesis of 1-D SiC nanostructures. There are many
reports on the synthesis of 1-D SiC nanostructures using CVD methods.
For example, in a hot filament CVD process, SiC nanorods can be
produced on silicon using a solid carbon and silicon source.9 SiC
nanorods with diameters of 5–20 nm and lengths of about 1 μm have
been grown on porous silicon substrates by CVD using iron as the
catalyst.10 A tablet composed of pressed Si and SiO2 powders is placed in
the chamber in which the reaction takes place in the presence of CH4 and
H2.11 β-SiC nanorods can also be synthesized by using a solid mixture of
graphite, silicon, and silicon dioxide. Silicon carbide nanowires with
diameters of 20–50 nm and lengths of several micrometers have been
fabricated on Ni (with a thickness of 2 nm) deposited on silicon
substrates by CVD.12 Amorphous silicon carbide nanosprings as well as
biphase (crystalline core/amorphous sheath) helical nanowires have
recently been synthesized by plasma enhanced CVD.13
10.2.3 Solution methods
Recently, direct synthesis of 1-D SiC nanostructures in solution at
relatively low temperature have been reported and received great
research attention. For instance, SiC nanorods are synthesized by a
single-step reaction at 400°C in an autoclave with SiCl4 and CCl4 as the
reactants and metallic Na as co-reductant.14 The reaction can be
described as: SiCl4 + CCl4 +8Na →SiC + 8NaCl. The SiC nanorods thus
produced have diameters ranging from 10 to 40 nm and lengths up to
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several micrometers. When CCl4 was substituted by C6Cl6, SiC
nanowires and C/SiC nanocables could be produced by tuning the
experimental
parameters.15
Using
SiCl4,
2-ethoxyethanol
(HOCH2CH2OCH2CH3) as the source materials and Mg ribbons as the
catalysts, aligned SiC nanorods and nanoneedles were synthesized in
stainless steel autoclave at 600°C.16 By a reaction of CH3CH2OH, SiCl4,
and Li in an autoclave at 600°C, SiC nanobelts have been prepared,
which are usually 50-200 nm wide, 20-60 nm thick and up to tens of
micrometers long.17
10.3 Bamboo-like and Hierarchical 1-D SiC Nanostructures
The fabrication of complex nanoarchitectures with controlled
morphology, orientation and dimensionality have attracted significant
attention over the last decade since such control is crucial for the
determination of structure-property relationships in many processes,
development of new pathways for materials synthesis and novel
applications of nanostructured materials. It is important to synthesize 1-D
SiC nanostructures with special morphologies to fulfill their usage
potential in practical applications.
We focused on the synthesis of special 1-D SiC nanostructures
using thermochemical process.18-20 In this process, a vertical induction
furnace, which consisted of a fused quartz tube and an induction-heated
cylinder made of high purity graphite coated with a C fiber thermo
insulating layer, which had inlet and outlet C pipes on its top and base,
respectively, were used as the reaction system. This system provides
more rapid temperature change than the conventional tube furnace,
which favors the formation of special nanostructures. Bamboo-like SiC
nanowires were synthesized using SiO, GaN and graphite powder as the
source materials. The products obtained consist of interesting bamboolike structures on a very large scale as shown in Figure 10.1a and 10.1b.
SEM images in Figure 10.1c-i show a series of typical bamboo-like SiC
nanowires obtained. A typical bamboo-like SiC nanowire has hexagonal
cross-section, 80-300 nm in diameter, up to several hundred microns in
length. Governed by the vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) mechanism, all the
bamboo-like SiC nanowires have one plate tip and one particle-attached
tip as shown in these images. Contrary to the conventional SiC
nanowires that have the same diameter along the whole length, the
bamboo-like SiC nanowires have clearly waved diameters. Bigger
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Fig 10.1 SEM images of the bamboo-like β-SiC nanowires. a)
Low-magnification view; b) High-magnification view; c-i) Highmagnification view, which clearly indicate the formation of
bamboo-like nanowires with hexagonal cross-sections. (g) and (h)
clearly show that the SiC nanowire has one flat tip and one
catalyst-attached tip.

diameter knots grew almost periodically along the whole length of the
bamboo-like nanowires, which look more like bowls wrapping on the
nanowires, as shown in these images.
The whole bamboo-like SiC nanowire has the same growth
direction; along a universal <111> direction, though the stem and the
knots have quite different diameters, which can be verified by selected
area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns taken from the corresponding
parts. Figures 10.2b and 10.2c are the SAED patterns taken from the area
marked with circles in Figure 10.2a, which correspond to the stem and
knot, respectively. They clearly show the same orientation. The SAED
pattern from the stem shows only bright spots while that from the knot
shows bright spots as well as streaks, indicating that defects only exist in
the knot area. It is well known that since the electron diffraction pattern
streaks are always perpendicular to the stacking fault, the existence of
(111) stacking faults is confirmed by aligning the electron beam along
the [110] direction of β-SiC nanowires. High-resolution transmission
electron microscopy (HRTEM) investigations (Figure 10.2d, 10.2e)
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Fig 10.2 a) TEM image of a single bamboo-like β-SiC nanowire;
b,e) SAED pattern taken from the bamboo-like β-SiC nanowire
marked in a, respectively; d) TEM image of the joint part of the
stem and a knot; e) HRTEM lattice image taken from the stem; f)
HRTEM lattice image taken from the knot.

confirm that the stem of the bamboo-like SiC nanowire is structurally
uniform and no stacking faults or other planar defects are observed
within it, while for the knot of nanowire, stacking faults exist in the
whole knot.
The growth of bamboo-like SiC nanowires can be explained as
follows. At high reaction temperature, Ga is formed due to the
decomposition of GaN and the newly formed Ga may be in the form of
small-sized liquid clusters. The Ga clusters are then transported by the
carrier gas to a lower temperature region, where they deposit in the form
of liquid droplets on the inner wall of the graphite crucible. These
droplets are favorable sites for the further growth of SiC nanostructures.
At the same time, solid SiO is evaporated at high temperature to generate
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SiO gas. And the SiO gas reacts with graphite powder to form SiC
clusters. Governed by the VLS mechanism, the SiC clusters would
continuously precipitate out from the liquid Ga droplets, allowing the
storage of the elastic energy in the small volume of the solid SiC phase.
With the continuous precipitation of SiC phase, the stored elastic energy
will be released by producing stacking faults, which will then result in
the formation of knots along the SiC nanowires.
Based on a similar VLS mechanism, novel hierarchical SiC
nanoarchitectures, which look like strings made of platelet structures
were produced by thermal evaporation of SiO, Ga2O3 and graphite
powders with controlled gas protection.20 The string-like structures have
diameters of 50-70 nm and lengths of tens of micrometers. Figure 10.3a
shows the TEM image of the synthesized product, which are hierarchical
in structure. It can be seen that all the branched nanoplatelets possess a
well-preserved orientation relationship. All the nanoplatelets grow out of
the stems and are parallel to each other. The nanoplatelets have uniform
diameters of ~ 5-10 nm with a large plate-size distribution ranging from
10 to 150 nm. In fact, it was thought that the lack of evenness in the
plate-size was due to the high reaction temperature and rapid growth rate

Fig 10.3 (a) TEM image of the hierarchical SiC nanoarchitectures. (b)
TEM image of a single hierarchical SiC nanoarchitecture. (c)
Corresponding SAED pattern. (d) and (e) HRTEM images recorded from
the parts marked in Figure 10.3b, respectively.
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in the induction furnace system. Figure 10.3b is a TEM image, clearly
showing the hierarchical structure of the product. Investigations by X-ray
energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS) reveal that both the stem and
branched platelets are pure SiC phase. A SAED pattern of the
hierarchical structure shown in Figure 10.3b is depicted in Figure 10.3c,
which is recorded along the [110] zone axis. Bright spots as well as
streaks are observed in this pattern, indicating that some defects exist
within the structure, which is quite similar to the synthesized bamboolike SiC nanowires.
10.4 Field Emission Properties of 1-D SiC Nanostructures
The emission characteristics of field emission devices (FEDs) strongly
depend on the device geometry such as tip sharpness R and height h,
anode–cathode distance, emitter density, and material, etc.
SiC is superior as a cold cathode material for its wide band gap,
high thermal conductivity, high mechanical strength, high breakdown
electric field, and extreme chemical inertness compared with carbon
nanotubes. Field emission properties of different 1-D nanostructures
have been extensively studied. Vertically-aligned SiC nanowires
synthesized from carbon nanotubes show excellent field emission
properties.8 The observed electron emission turn-on field (Eto) and
threshold field (Ethr), defined as the macroscopic fields required to
produce a current density of 10 μA/cm2 and 10 mA/cm2, respectively, are
about 0.9 V/μm and 2.7 V/μm. The emission behavior is attributed to the
very high density of emitting tips with a small ratio of curvature at the
emitting surface of the SiC nanowires.
It is well known that the field emission properties are greatly
influenced by the density and tip structures of the nanostructures studied.
It is important to get different kinds of nanostructures with different
morphologies to investigate their field emission properties. Taking 1-D
ZnO nanostructures as an example can explain such influences. It was
found that vertically aligned ZnO nanoneedles with sharp tips have a
turn-on field of about 6.2 V/μm, while vertically aligned ZnO
nanopencils and nanonails have turn-on field of 7.2 V/μm and 7.9 V/μm,
respectively. These kinds of ZnO nanostructures have obviously different
tips and thus resulted in the difference in field emission properties.21,22
Figure 10.4 shows the emission current density, J, versus applied field
curves at an anode-sample distance of 100 μm of the bamboo-like SiC
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Fig 10.4 Field-emission J-V curves of the bamboo-like β-SiC nnowires. The inset
is the corresponding Fowler-Nordheim (FN) plots.

nanowires. The observed turn-on field was about 10.1 V/μm. Though the
value is higher than the vertically aligned SiC nanowires,8 it is much
lower than the randomly distributed SiC nanowires with uniform
diameters along the whole length with round cross-sections.9,10,23 In fact,
compared with the conventional SiC nanowires which have round crosssections, bamboo-like SiC nanowires have highly faceted hexagonal
cross-sections and the sharp corners of the nanowires act as efficient
electron emitting sites. Besides, high density stacking faults exist in the
bamboo-like SiC nanowires. These allow electron emission at a lower
voltage from bamboo-like nanowires by increasing the field
enhancement factor β, which shows strong dependence on the geometry
of materials.
The fabrication of complex nanoarchitectures with controlled
morphology, orientation and dimensionality is also very important. These
complex structures may show unique properties compared with simple
ones. Figure 10.5 shows the field-emission J-V curves recorded from the
synthesized hierarchical SiC nanoarchitectures. A turn-on field of 12
V/μm was obtained for these complex SiC structures.
The Fowler-Nordheim plot of the nanostructures was usually
investigated besides the Field-emission J-V curves.24 The FowlerNordheim law relates the emitted current and the local field E at the
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Fig 10.5 Field-emission J-V curves recorded from hierarchical SiC
nanoarchitectures. The inset is the corresponding Fowler-Nordheim (FN)
plot in which two distinct linear regimes are highlighted with the red
lines.

emitter surface,
J = (E2β2/Φ)exp(-BΦ3/2/Eβ)

(2)

Where J is the emission-current density, E is the local applied field
(where E=Vd-1, and d is the anode-sample distance), Φ is the work
function of the material, β is the enhancement factor, and B is a constant.
According to the classical FN theory, the β factor is defined as the ratio
of the local surface electric field of the vacuum gap. It is a token of the
electric field enhancement effect due to the geometry structure of the
emitters, thus the FN plot should have a linear behavior. However, in our
case for both the bamboo-like SiC nanowires and the hierarchical SiC
nanoarchitectures, two linear behaviors in the measurement range were
observed instead. It was thought that these kinds of behaviors were
caused by current saturation, which is attributed to possible adsorbents
on the nanostructure appearing under a higher electric field or caused by
space charge effects.
In fact, till now, the reported turn-on fields of 1-D SiC
nanostructures varied in a large range of about 1 to 27 V/μm. The values
are greatly influenced by the microstructures of the 1-D SiC
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nanostructures. Though many kinds of 1-D SiC nanostructures have been
fabricated, it is still a change to control the microstructures of SiC
nanostructures to get better field emission properties to enable real world
applications of these nanostructures.
Though it is well known that refractory bulk SiC exhibits excellent
oxidation resistance at high temperature, investigations have found that
1-D SiC nanostructures exhibit strong oxidization due to their large
specific surface area. The oxidation interaction between the inner SiC
nanostructures and the oxide layers has great influence on their practical
usage in the field of electronics. The SiO2 layers covered on SiC
nanowires, to some content, damaged the excellent field emission
properties of SiC materials. SiC nanowires coated with BN were
synthesized by the thermochemical process. BN was used as the coating
material is due to its unique chemical and physical properties, such as
low density, high melting point, and chemical inertness. Field emission
results show that the turn-on field decreased from 13 V/μm for the pure
SiC nanowires to about 6 V/μm for the BN-coated SiC nanowires.25 That
means the field emission properties of BN-coated SiC nanowires have
been greatly improved compared with that of the pure SiC nanowires.
10.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we reviewed the synthesis and field emission properties
of 1-D SiC nanostructures, including bamboo-like nanowires and
hierarchical nanoarchitectures, which have been developed in our group
by the thermochemical method. It was found that the field emission
properties varied for different kinds of nanostructures.
The investigation of 1-D SiC nanostructures will remain exciting
and highly rewarding. There is much innovation and development
waiting to happen and a lot of issues to be investigated. These include:
(1) Precise controlled growth of 1-D SiC nanostructures in their
position, alignment, density, morphology is required in order to
ensure better field emission properties. There is much to be
investigated in the theoretical understanding of the effect of
nanostructures on field emission properties.
(2) It is important, and is still a challenge, to find suitable coating
materials, besides BN, to avoid surface oxidation and to
improve the field emission properties of 1-D SiC
nanostructures.
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(3) Finally, practical field emitters
nanostructures need to be developed.
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MANIPULATING THE OPTICAL
PROPERTIES OF INDIVIDUAL AND
ARRAYS OF GOLD NANOPYRAMIDS
Jeunghoon Lee, Joel Henzie and Teri W. Odom

%

his chapter describes the fabrication and optical
characterization of a new type of metal nanoparticle:
gold nanopyramids. Individual pyramids exhibit
orientation-dependent scattering under unpolarized white
light, which can be used to determine their relative
orientation on a substrate without direct imaging tools.
Arrays of gold pyramids encapsulated within a polymer film
exhibit polarization and wavevector-dependent optical
properties that match well with calculations. The scattering
peaks observed at visible wavelengths can be assigned to
multi-polar surface plasmon resonances, which originate
from the large size and anisotropic shape of the pyramids.
Unique prospects of these three-dimensional metal particles
will also be discussed.


11.1 Introduction
Metal nanoparticles exhibit interesting optical, magnetic, and catalytic
properties that are scientifically and technologically important1,2. For
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example, the optical properties of metal nanoparticles are interesting
because of their broad tunability from ultraviolet to near-infrared
wavelengths, which can be exploited in nanoscale photonics3, chemical
and biological sensing4 and high-efficiency photovoltaic devices5. Recent
advances in both solution-based syntheses and fabrication techniques to
create particles with control over size, shape, and materials have driven
the discovery of their physical properties as well as their prospects in
emerging applications. Most research efforts on noble metal (Ag, Au,
Cu) nanoparticles have focused on chemical synthesis because the
preparative techniques are relatively straightforward; the size and shape
of nanoparticles can be tailored by controlling conditions such as
reaction temperature, surfactants, and concentrations of precursors1, 6.
Spherical and rod-shaped nanoparticles were among the first to be
prepared and thus have been the most intensely studied systems. Metal
nanoparticles with more complex shapes, such as cubes7, polyhedrons8,
cages9, shells10 and stars11 have also been synthesized.
Because the shape of large (>100 nm) metallic particles is often
difficult to control by synthetic methods, fabrication techniques have
been pursued as an alternative approach. Top-down procedures can
fabricate metal structures with anisotropic shapes and with optical
properties tunable from 500 to 3000 nm4, 12. Serial patterning techniques
such as electron beam lithography can generate structures with arbitrary
sizes and shapes in 2D13, 14, although low throughput and small writeareas (hundreds of square microns) are current challenges. Besides
direct-writing methods, templates have also been used to produce
particles with anisotropic shapes. Isolated sub-micron spheres and closepacked sphere arrays have acted as templates onto which metals were
deposited to obtain particles with crescent-like15, 16 and triangular
shapes17, respectively. Anodized aluminum oxide membranes are another
widely used template for producing nanorods as long as 10 μm18.
Recently, we developed a template-based approach to fabricate metallic
pyramidal shells with smooth facets and sharp tips (r < 2 nm)19.
11.2 Optical Properties of Metal Nanostructures
Light interacts with metal surfaces through the resonant excitation of
surface free electrons to produce collective electron density oscillations
called surface plasmons (SPs). When confined to a finite volume, such as
in the case of metallic nanoparticles, the SPs are referred to as localized
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surface plasmons (LSPs). These resonances are extremely sensitive to the
shape1, size20 and dielectric environment21 of the nanoparticles. Spherical
particles with sizes less than 50 nm support single LSP resonances that
are dipolar in character. Accordingly, their optical properties can be
described reasonably well by the lowest order term in Mie theory22. Also,
100-nm diameter Au pyramids show only a dipole resonance in contrast
to pyramids with sizes of 250 nm or more23. Rod-shaped Au
nanoparticles exhibit both transverse and longitudinal modes depending
on polarization6, 24.
Larger metallic particles (overall sizes > 100 nm) with anisotropic
shapes can exhibit multiple LSP resonances25, 26 that correspond to higher
order plasmon modes27. These multipolar excitations depend both on the
direction of the wavevector as well as the polarization vector28. Thus,
certain excitation angles can allow selected resonances to be more
pronounced29. Disordered assemblies of 100-nm Ag particles embedded
in poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) films exhibited only a dipole
resonance, but a quadrupole resonance emerged as the film was stretched
in 2D30. In addition, ordered arrays of 250-nm Au pyramids embedded in
PDMS displayed multipolar plasmon resonances that depended strongly
on the direction of the wavevector23.
Fabrication and Spectroscopy of Nanopyramids
As discussed in the previous section, most studies on the optical
properties of metallic nanoparticles have focused on particles whose
shapes were symmetric. By developing a simple nanoscale fabrication
technique called PEEL, we have developed a way to produce metal
pyramids that are relatively monodisperse (95%), can be made out of
different materials, and exhibit unique optical properties.
11.3 PEEL: Fabrication Methodology for Nanopyramids
PEEL is a procedure consisting of four major steps to fabricate
pyramidal nanoparticles: Phase-shifting photolithography, Etching,
Electron-beam deposition, and Lift-off19, 31. Figure 11.1 highlights the
key, intermediate stages in the technique. First, an array of photoresist
posts (100-250 nm diameters) was generated by exposing photoresist
(Shipley 1805) through a h-PDMS mask patterned with an array of
cylinders in bas-relief and then developing the resist (Fig. 11.1A). Next,
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Figure 11.1 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the key fabrications steps.
(A) Array of photoresist posts patterned with phase-shifting photolithography. (B) Cr
holes after Cr deposition and removal of photoresist. (C) Pyramidal pits formed after an
anisotropic Si etch. (D) Gold deposited inside the pits and on Cr film. (E) Gold
nanopyramids embedded in Si substrate after peeling off the gold film. (F) Gold
nanopyramids dispersed on a substrate.

a thin layer (~ 20 nm) of Cr was deposited and lift-off was performed to
produce round holes with smooth edges—features that were critical for
obtaining nanopyramids with sharp tips (Fig. 11.1B). A subsequent
anisotropic Si etch (potassium hydroxide/isopropanol) created pyramidal
pits beneath each Cr hole (Fig. 11.1C). Metal (usually Au) was then
deposited by e-beam to a desired thickness (t) (Fig. 11.1D). Finally, the
Cr layer was etched to peel off the Au film perforated with arrays of
holes and also to reveal Au nanopyramids embedded in the Si template
(Fig. 11.1E). The pyramids were then either released by sonication and
dispersed on a surface (Fig. 11.1F) or encapsulated as ordered arrays in
PDMS (Fig. 11.2).
11.4 Encapsulation of Arrays of Nanopyramids
Figure 11.2 outlines a procedure for transferring Au nanopyramids
situated within the etched pits of a Si (100) template into a transparent
PDMS film. First, the Si substrate containing the pyramids (Fig. 11.2A)
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Figure 11.2 SEM images of the steps to encapsulate arrays of pyramids in a uniform
dielectric environment. (A) 250-nm diameter Au pyramids situated in the centers of
etched Si pits. (B) Etched Si (100) pedestals supporting the Au pyramids. (C) Gold
pyramids transferred and partially embedded within the PDMS film. (D) Etched Si (100)
pedestals after removal of the pyramids. The dimensions of all insets are 1 μm x 1 μm.

was subjected to an aniosotropic Si etch. The nanopyramids protected the
underlying Si, and thus the exposed Si (100) surface was etched quickly
to result in Au pyramids supported on Si pedestals (Fig. 11.2B). To
improve the adhesion between the pyramids and the PDMS matrix, the Si
substrate was first passivated with tridecafluoro-1,1,2,2-tetrahydrooctyl1-trichlorosilane, and the Au pyramids were functionalized with
(3-mercaptopropyl) trimethoxysilane.32 The sample was then pressed
against a thin (10 μm) layer of unpolymerized h-PDMS33 and cured. The
h-PDMS film (with the pyramids now partially embedded) was pulled
off the substrate with tweezers, and the pyramidal tips protruded partially
from the PDMS mold (Fig. 11.2C, inset). We checked that the pyramids
were transferred into PDMS by characterizing the etched Si substrate
(Fig. 11.2D). To encapsulate the gold pyramids fully, we exposed the
array of pyramidal tips to mercaptosilane and then spin-coated another
thin (10 μm) layer of h-PDMS on top. Fig. 11.2E is a photograph of a
large-area PDMS film encapsulating a 1-cm2 array of 250-nm Au
pyramids.
11.5 Optical Characterization of Gold Nanopyramids
An inverted optical microscope (Nikon TE-2000U) equipped with a dark
field (DF) condenser (numerical aperture (NA) = 0.8 – 0.95) was used to
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Figure 11.3 (A) Schematic dark field (DF) microscopy set-up. (B) DF scattering image
of well-separated 300-nm Au pyramids on ITO-coated glass substrates with alignment
markers.

image light scattered by the Au nanopyramids. In DF spectroscopy, light
is passed through a condenser and is incident on the sample at very high
angles. Thus, only light scattered by the sample (in this case,
nanopyramids) is collected through an objective lens (Fig. 11.3A) and
sent to a liquid-N2 cooled CCD detector (Jobin Yvon Symphony, 1024 ×
256 pixels) and spectrometer (Jobin Yvon Triax 552). The CCD imaging
detector allowed us to carry out single particle measurements by
selecting specific pixel ranges on the array. Background scattering from
the transparent substrate was subtracted from the raw spectrum
containing spectral information from both the pyramids and the substrate
and was then normalized against the spectral profile of the halogen light
source34.
To correlate the size and shape of the nanopyramids with their
spectral properties, nanopyramids dispersed in water were drop-cast
onto indium tin oxide (ITO) substrates patterned with Au alignment
markers (Fig. 11.3B). These substrates were prepared by evaporating a
thin (10 nm) layer of Au through a Cu TEM grid11.
Optical Properties of Individual Gold Nanopyramids
11.6 Orientation-dependent Scattering Properties
Gold nanopyramids dispersed on a flat surface typically exhibited two
orientations: either their tips pointed up (away from the surface) or
pointed down (touched the surface) (Fig. 11.3A). When viewed in a DF
optical image, single pyramids appeared as uniform, round spots because
of the diffraction limit of the microscope (Fig. 11.3B). To correlate the
scattering spectra of a single nanopyramid with its orientation, both
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optical measurements and SEM imaging were carried out on 300-nm Au
pyramids with different thicknesses (t = 60, 40, and 15 nm). The spectra
of thicker nanopyramids (t = 40 and 60 nm) showed a more pronounced
dependence on their orientation relative to the direction of incident light
(Fig. 11.4). Noticeably, the scattering spectrum of a 60-nm thick
nanopyramid whose tip pointed up was dominated by strong scattering at
600 nm, while those with tips pointed down showed two major peaks at
600 nm and 850 nm with comparable intensity (Fig. 11.4A). The 600-nm
peak in the scattering spectrum of a 40-nm thick nanopyramid was not as
dominant as the 60-nm thick case, but the same trend could be observed
for the different orientations of the pyramids (Fig. 11.4B).
Discrete dipole approximation (DDA) calculations of nanopyramids
with a 300-nm diameter base, performed in collaboration with the Schatz
group at Northwestern University23, indicated that the 850-nm peak can

Figure 11.4 Single particle scattering spectra of 300-nm Au pyramids with thicknesses of
(A) 60 nm, (B) 40 nm, and (C) 15 nm. Spectra with tips pointing up and pointing down
were distinctly different. All SEM insets are 600 nm × 600 nm.
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be assigned to a quadrupole plasmon resonance. Thicker nanopyramids
scattered light with a higher efficiency at 600 nm, indicating the surface
plasmon resonance mode responsible for the 600-nm peak was enhanced
when the distance between the inner and outer faces of the pyramids was
increased. When the tip of a nanopyramid points up, the incident light
impinges on the edge of the nanopyramid base (Fig. 11.3A) and could
selectively excite plasmon resonance modes that depend on the thickness
of the pyramids. As expected, such resonance modes were absent in the
scattering spectra of the thinner (15 nm) pyramids (Fig. 11.4C). These
distinct orientation-dependent optical properties of the Au pyramids
under unpolarized light are only observed because of the unique shape of
the pyramidal shells.

Figure 11.5 (A) DF micrograph of isolated Au pyramids deposited on ITO-coated glass.
(B) Scattering spectra of six individual Au pyramids indicated in (A). (C) Ratio of
normalized scattering intensity at 600 nm and 850 nm for pyramids corresponding to
those indicated in (A). (D) SEM images of the six pyramids, which confirmed that their
relative orientation could be determined only by their optical properties.

11.7 Spectral Determination of the Orientation of Gold
Nanopyramids
To test whether such spectral differences could be used to determine the
relative orientations of the nanopyramids on a surface, we dispersed
dilute solutions of 300-nm Au pyramids (t = 70 nm) onto ITO-coated
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glass substrates. We then selected at random six spots in the DF optical
image (Fig. 11.5A), each corresponding to a single pyramid, and
measured their scattering spectra (Fig. 11.5B). This spectral information
was then collected and displayed as a ratio of the normalized scattering
intensity at 600 nm to that at 850 nm, which separated into two distinct
bands (Fig. 11.5C). Based on the trends observed in Fig. 11.4, the
scattering spots labeled 2, 3, and 5 should be pyramids whose tips point
up. As expected, SEM images and the predicted nanopyramid orientation
matched perfectly (Fig. 11.5D).
Optical Properties of Arrays of Gold Nanopyramids
11.8 Scattering Properties of Arrays of Pyramids with Tips Pointed
Perpendicular to a Surface (Orientation I)
Since the orientations of randomly dispersed nanopyramids on a
substrate are limited to either tips pointing away (and up) or tips pointing
toward (and touching down on) the surface, we needed to devise a
different strategy to manipulate the orientation of the pyramids. This
improved level of control over orientation is important to correlate the
orientation of the Au pyramids with specific plasmon modes directly. To
fix the pyramids at well-defined angles relative to a substrate, we
encapsulated them in thin films of h-PDMS, and then sliced the film at
different angles relative to the plane of the array.31

Figure 11.6 (A) Optical properties of arrays of 100-nm Au pyramids whose base plane is
parallel to the substrate and whose tips point toward the optical axis of the microscope
(orientation I). (B) Calculated scattering cross section of a Au pyramidal shell structure in
this orientation and whose polarization vector was parallel to the base.
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We first characterized a planar array of 100-nm Au pyramids (t = 50
nm) in PDMS whose tips were oriented perpendicular to the surface and
whose base planes were oriented perpendicular to the optical axis of the
microscope (orientation I). These pyramids supported only a single
resonance around 720 nm (Fig. 11.6A). DDA calculations of a single
pyramid indicated that the lone scattering peak originated from a dipole
resonance (Fig. 11.6B), which suggested that the 100-nm pyramidal
shells were not large enough to support multipolar resonances. This
result is consistent with other reports that particles smaller than 100 nm
typically do not usually exhibit multipolar plasmon resonances.24

Figure 11.7 (A) DF microscope image of encapsulated 250-nm Au pyramids whose base
plane is parallel to the substrate and whose tips point toward the optical axis of the
microscope (inset, orientation I). (B) Scattering spectrum of the array of Au pyramids.
(C) Calculated scattering cross section of a single Au pyramidal shell in this orientation
with the polarization parallel to the base.

Planar arrays of 250-nm Au pyramids (t = 50 nm) in orientation I
appeared as red spots in the DF micrograph (Fig. 11.7A). The spot sizes
of the scattered light were uniform, and the color of every spot was the
same. The scattered spectrum obtained with unpolarized white light
exhibited a strong peak at red wavelengths (~ 650 nm) and another that
appeared to extend into the NIR region (Fig. 11.7B). The optical
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response of this array did not change, however, when the incident light
was polarized because the pyramidal particles in this orientation were
symmetric with respect to the optical axis of the microscope. Also, the
scattering from the same array with tips pointing away from the light
source (the PDMS film was flipped over) was identical to the spectra in
Fig. 11.7B.
Figure 11.7C shows the calculated spectrum of a single Au
pyramidal shell, which exhibited a weak peak at 680 nm superimposed
on a background that increased with increasing wavelength. An analysis
of the induced polarizations indicated that the peak at 680 nm was from a
quadrupole resonance—localized in the base plane of the pyramid—and
that the background increased at longer wavelengths because of the tail
of a dipolar excitation that peaks in the NIR. Note also that these
calculations determined the Rayleigh scattering integral cross-section,
which is not the same as the angle-resolved cross-section measured in the
scattering spectra; however, the same resonance structure should be
present. Figures 11.7B and 11.7C indicate that experiment and theory are
in qualitative agreement, especially regarding the position of the
quadrupole resonance, with the main difference being the intensity of the
resonance. This difference could be attributed to several factors,
including the difference between the calculated integral and angleresolved cross sections noted above or the sensitivity of the calculations
to subtle structural features of the pyramids.
11.9 Scattering Properties of Arrays of Pyramids with Tips Pointed
Parallel to a Surface (Orientation II)
To investigate whether the optical properties of the pyramids depended
on polarization, we exploited the flexible nature of PDMS and sliced the
h-PDMS film containing the Au pyramids into thin (500 μm) sections.
One of these cross-sections was placed on a glass substrate such that the
planar array of pyramids was parallel to the optical axis of the
microscope; the tips were oriented parallel to and the base planes were
pointed perpendicular to the substrate (orientation II) (Fig. 11.8A, inset).
Since the orientation of the particles is now not symmetric with respect
to the incident light, we can study the effects of polarization on the
scattering spectra. Figure 11.8A shows a DF image of a thin crosssection of an array with only the bottom layer of pyramids in the depth of
focus (hence the scattered light is collected only from a single layer of
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pyramids). Excitation by unpolarized white light produced only broad
features in the scattering spectra, unlike in orientation I, where
unpolarized as well as polarized light produced a defined quadrupole
peak.

Figure 11.8 (A) DF microscope image of encapsulated 250-nm Au pyramids whose base
plane is perpendicular to the substrate and whose tips are oriented perpendicular to the
optical axis of the microscope (inset, orientation II). (B) Scattering spectra of the Au
pyramids in (A) illuminated with white light that is polarized parallel to the pyramid base
(▲) and polarized perpendicular to the pyramid base (). The inset shows how the
pyramids in the array are oriented in (A), and k denotes the propagation wavevector,
which is parallel to and down the array plane. (C) Calculated scattering cross section of a
single Au pyramidal shell in this orientation for two perpendicular polarizations.

Figure 11.8B shows the resulting spectra for the cases where the
polarization vector is parallel (▲) and perpendicular () to the pyramidal
base; all polarization directions were defined relative to the base plane.
Rotating from parallel to perpendicular polarization produced a color
change in the scattered light from deep-red to light-red, which
corresponded to the appearance of a resonance peak around 750 nm for
the parallel case, and 880 nm for the perpendicular case. In good
agreement with experiment, the calculated spectrum shows a strong
resonance at 750 nm for parallel polarization (Fig. 11.8C). A polarization
vector analysis indicates that this peak is the same quadrupole mode
localized in the base plane as the one observed for orientation I (Fig.
11.7C). The calculated spectrum for the perpendicular polarization
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indicates the presence of several resonances with an overall envelope that
is qualitatively similar to the measured result, except that the intensity of
the peak at approximately 880 nm is too weak. Similar to the comparison
of results for pyramids in orientation I, the resonance poles of the
theoretical calculation matched experiment well, but there were some
differences in overall peak intensity.
It is interesting that the spectrum for polarization parallel to the base
in Fig. 11.8B is red-shifted from the spectrum in Fig. 11.7B — even
though they appear to be optically equivalent. In both cases, the
polarization vector is parallel to the base, but the wavevectors relative to
the base plane are different: in Fig. 11.8B the wavevector is parallel, but
in Fig. 11.7B the wavevector is perpendicular. This wavevectordependence only arises when particles are large compared to the
wavelength of light, because the electric field shows significant
oscillations along the propagation direction. For example, when the
wavevector is perpendicular to the base, the pyramids are relatively
“thin,” and the excitation field is in-phase at the base of the particle;
however, when the wavevector is parallel to the base, the pyramids are
relatively “thick,” and the excitation field is no longer completely inphase. These differences can lead to the excitation of different
superpositions of multipoles, which has the net effect of shifting the
nominal wavelength of the dominant multipole. For the 250-nm Au
pyramids, the strongest resonance is the quadrupole mode. In particular,
excitation parallel to the pyramid base should result in a stronger
admixture of dipolar excitation, leading to a peak that is red-shifted (Fig.
11.8B) compared to excitation perpendicular to the base (Fig. 11.7B).
This comparison of experiment and theory is probably the clearest
example where this effect has been observed.
11.10 Conclusions
Gold nanopyramids are a unique class of metal nanostructures that
exhibit orientation and wavevector-dependent, multi-polar LSP
resonances. The scattering properties of individual and arrays of
nanopyramids in different orientations matched well with DDA
calculations. However, more work is needed to understand the plasmonic
scattering modes of the nanopyramids in the NIR range. Because the
relative orientation of the pyramids on a surface can be determined
spectrally, these nanoparticles could be used for sensing and imaging
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applications by controlling the interaction between the faces of the
pyramids and functionalized substrates. Also, arrays of pyramids could
be used as multiplexed platforms for the detection of chemical and
biological moieties or as surface-enhanced Raman substrates because of
their sharp tips and edges.
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12
PROPERTIES OF GOLD
NANOANTENNAS IN THE INFRARED
F. Neubrech, J. Aizpurua, S. Karim, T. W. Cornelius and A. Pucci

:

ith infrared spectroscopic microscopy using
synchrotron light, resonant light scattering
from single gold nanowires was investigated.
The nanowires with diameters in the range of 100 nm were
prepared by electrochemical deposition in polycarbonate
etched ion-track membranes and transferred onto infraredtransparent substrates. For a few microns long nanowires,
antenna-like plasmon resonances were observed in
agreement with light scattering calculations. The resonances
are dependent on wire length, wire shape, and on the
dielectric surroundings of the nanowire. Electromagnetic
far-field enhancement at resonance points to the ability of
the nanowire to confine light on the nanoscale. This effect
can be exploited for surface enhanced infrared absorption.


12.1 Introduction
Below the onset of interband transitions, the infrared (IR) optical
properties of metals are determined by the collective oscillations of free
charge carriers called plasmons. The Drude dielectric function
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ε (ω )= ε ∞ −

ω p2

ω (ω + iω τ )

(1)

is a good description of that behaviour.1-5 Effects from interband
transitions on the background polarizability are included in ε ∞ . The
Drude parameters ω p and ω τ describe the plasma frequency and the
relaxation rate of the free charge carriers, respectively. With ω p much
higher than IR frequencies and ω τ << ω p the Drude dielectric function has
a strong negative real part in the IR and corresponds to a considerably
high polarizability. Above (circular) frequency ω = ω p / ε ∞ (the socalled plasma edge) the high metallic reflectivity drops down to values
that depend on background polarizability and interband transitions. The
high reflectivity at lower frequencies is related to the small penetration
depth (skin depth) of the IR light into the metal. For ω τ in the mid IR
(typical for iron or defect-rich noble metals) the skin depth in the IR6 is
δ=

c

ωp

2ω τ

ω

(2)

with c as the velocity of light. Typical values for skin depths in the mid
IR are 10 to 50 nm for metals. Therefore, metal films of a few nm in
thickness are partially transparent in the IR. This behaviour extends to
the visible range where (for sufficiently large ω p ) in case of oblique
incidence of p-polarized light the transmittance spectra of ultrathin metal
films may show the additional plasmon resonance around ω = ω p / ε ∞
due to the dispersion of surface plasmon polaritons.7 This resonance
corresponds to collective charge carrier oscillations (plasmons) in
perpendicular direction for which the film boundaries are effective. For
metal particles the size and shape determine the boundary conditions for
the plasmon oscillations. Vice versa, the optical resonances can be tuned
via shape and size. The tunable optical properties of metal nanoparticles
and their applications have been a topic of dramatically increasing
interest over the last years8-11. In particular, this interest is related to the
considerable electromagnetic field enhancement in the near-field of a
metal nanoparticle at resonance. As an example, it can be used to control
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field amplification in surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)12,13.
Extremely high near-field enhancement was calculated for the region of a
slit between nanorods14. Related to this, electromagnetic resonances of
nano-objects can be exploited to confine light to a volume of subwavelength dimensions15,16. Arrays of nanosized objects exhibit
interesting photonic properties17 and composites of nanostructures are the
focus of search for metamaterials18-20. Compared to antenna-like
resonances in the visible range21, electromagnetic field enhancement by
metal antennas is higher in the infrared because of the strong negative
part of the metal dielectric function and the high aspect ratios that can be
produced. The resonant modes of collective charge carrier motion that
can be excited by electromagnetic radiation with wavelength much larger
than the particle size are mainly determined by the material properties of
the nanoparticles.22 Going from spherical particles to prolate spheroids,
the shape dependence of the resonances becomes much stronger23,24
mainly for electric field along the longer particles axis. The plasmon
resonance splits into branches with a low-energy mode, which can be
detected in the mid-infrared for an adequate length of the nanoparticle25.
The larger the aspect ratio (long axis L / small axis D) of the particle the
lower the frequency of this mode. When the wire length approaches the
range of the exciting wavelength, the effects of retardation dominate the
resonance condition and the limited speed of light leads to a direct
dependence of the resonance frequency on the absolute size of the
particle. This is well known from purely classical theory of scattering of
electromagnetic waves by ideal metal objects26. Here antenna resonances
occur if the length L of an infinitely thin wire roughly matches with
multiples of the wavelength λ, i.e.

L=

λ
2n

⋅m ,

(3)

where m is a natural number and n is the refractive index of the
surrounding medium. The fundamental mode of the resonance
corresponds to m = 1, higher dipole-like excitations correspond to odd m.
If the diameter D of the antennas is no longer negligible compared to the
wavelength, the resonance frequency depends also on D26. Further, the
skin effect has to be considered if D is in the range of the skin depth δ .
In that case, the skin effect has an impact on the dependence of the
antenna resonance on the material properties27 and introduces a
qualitative change of the resonance relation14. The change caused by the
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influence of δ on the resonance condition is opposite to the geometrical
one caused by a non-negligible D. Through the ratio δ /D the Drude
parameters influence the resonance curve of a nanoantenna. In particular,
high defect density inside the metal particles would increase ω τ and thus
the ratio δ / D . In addition to the above mentioned effects, via the
boundaries, the polarizability of the surrounding medium also affects the
optical properties of metal nanoparticels28. In order to take into account
the effect of a substrate (with the refractive index ε s ) an effective
medium completely embedding the wires is a good approximation. With
its effective dielectric constant
1
2

ε eff = (1+ ε s )

(4)

and n = neff = ε eff the influence of the substrate on optical spectra can
be described well22,29.
12.2 Measurement of Antenna Resonances in the Infrared

The clearest experimental result is expected for individual gold wires
with a cylindrical shape, a low defect density, and a clean surface. Gold
is preferred because of its stability under ambient conditions. Gold wires
with diameters between 60 and 200 nm were prepared, for example, by
electrochemical deposition in etched ion-track membranes30,31. Fig. 12.1
shows a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a gold nanowire
(with D = 100 nm), displaying its smooth contour and regular shape.
Transmission electron microscopy studies proved that gold nanowires
deposited under the conditions mentioned above are polycrystalline30.
After formation of wires with a controlled length, the polymer membrane
was dissolved in dichloromethane in order to achieve clean nanowires.

Fig. 12.1 SEM image of a gold wire with 100 nm in diameter, see text.
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For IR spectroscopy these wires were transferred to different IR
transparent substrates (ZnS, KBr, and CaF2), with different refractive
indices ns (nZnS = 4.84 at 10 μm, nKBr = 1.53, and nCaF2 = 1.4 at 5 μm).
During the sample preparation process, the several microns long wires
broke into pieces with lengths between several hundred nm and few μm,
and with tip ends determined by the grain-boundary structure of the
wires.
IR spectroscopic microscopy of single gold nanowires, produced as
explained above, was performed at the IR beamline of the synchrotron
light
source
ANKA
(Angströmquelle
Karlsruhe)
at
the
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe. In contrast to wire-array studies, the
individual wires were randomly placed on the IR transparent substrate
and, therefore, their position needed to be located. At the beamline this
and the length determination were done with optical microscopy with
light (which gives an error of up to 8%). Then the IR-beam spot with
diameter of about 8 μm was centered on the selected nanowire and IRtransmittance spectra (sample spectra) were recorded. Subsequently, in
order to eliminate environmental effects like beam profile and substrate
inhomogeneities, reference spectra were taken at least 10 μm away from
any nanowire. The spectroscopic measurements were done with a
Fourier-transform infrared (FT-IR) spectrometer (Bruker IFS 66 v/S) and
a LN2-cooled mercury-cadmium telluride (MCT) detector, which
collects light normally transmitted through the sample area. A small
fraction of the light scattered away from the normal direction was also
detected due to the collection lens (Schwarzschild objective, numerical
aperture: 0.52), but its intensity was negligibly small. For both sample
and reference measurements IR spectra were recorded by acquisition of
at least 10 scans in the spectral range from 600 to 7000 cm-1 with a
resolution of at least 16 cm-1. For further analysis of the transmitted
light, a polarizer was inserted in the optical path before the sample.
For nanowires with a length of a few microns significant
fundamental antenna-like plasmon resonances appear in the relative
transmittance spectra (ratio of the sample and reference spectra, see Fig.
12.2). Apart from the fundamental resonance, much weaker structures of
resonant extinction can be found at higher wavenumbers. Usually they
are attributed to higher order resonances. The fundamental resonance
was observed only for electrical field parallel to the long axis of the wire
(parallel polarization). For polarization perpendicular to the long wire
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axis (perpendicular polarization), the IR signal was below the noise level.
That behaviour proves the dipole character of the excitation attributed to
m = 1.

Fig. 12.2 IR transmittance spectra of two individual gold nanowires on different
substrates (as indicated) normalized to the transmittance of the bare substrate. At the
lower wave numbers the CaF2 substrate arrives at the multi-phonon edge, which lowers
the photon intensity at the detector, which gives rise to noise in the spectrum. The electric
field was parallel to the wire.

From the measured relative transmittance spectra the ratio of the
extinction cross section σext of a single gold nanowire to its geometric
cross section σgeo can be estimated. As we already reported in reference
29, we use the relation

σ ext
1
,
= A0 (1− Trel ) ⋅ (ns + 1) ⋅
(2LD)
σ geo

(5)

where the substrate screening is taken into account in analogy to the
normal transmittance change by a thin film on a substrate32 in
comparison to a free-standing film33. Inserting A0 as the spot size, (1-Trel)
the transmittance change in the spectrum, ns for the relevant substrate, L
from dark-field microscopy in the visible spectral range, and D (known
from wire-growth process) lead to σ ext / σ geo as shown for one example in
Fig. 12.3. Any value σ ext / σ geo > 1 means an extinction of intensity above
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pure shadowing, which indicates a local field enhancement in the vicinity
of the nanowire. From the cross section ratio σ ext / σ geo the spatially
averaged field enhancement in the far-field ( σ ext / σ geo ) can be
calculated.

Fig. 12.3 Extinction cross section (normalized to geometric cross section): experimental
curve for a gold nanowire on KBr compared to calculations for different effective
refractive indices around the nanowire, see text.

The experimental spectrum that is shown in Fig. 12.3 represents one of
our measurements and reveals far-field enhancement by a factor of about
5 at the resonance maximum. The other curves were derived with two
different theoretical methods. In both the methods the gold nanowire is
modelled as a rod with hemispherical tip ends completely embedded in a
medium (background). The far-field observation point in both
calculations is in the plane defined by the rod axis and the light
propagation axis. Those resonance curves marked by “FDTD calc.” were
modelled with the software CST Microwave studio34 for antenna
problems and were based on a finite difference time domain (FDTD)
algorithm35. In this computational approach, Maxwell’s time dependent
differential equations are solved over a three-dimensional grid. In our
calculations one single gold nanowire was illuminated by a plane wave
polarized along the long wire axis, and the antenna radiated into free
space. The curves marked with “BEM calculations” were calculated with
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the exact boundary element method (BEM) including retardation14,36.
Maxwell’s equations for inhomogeneous media with sharp boundaries
were solved in terms of charges and currents distributed on the surfaces
and interfaces. Boundary conditions are imposed via surface integrals
along the boundaries between different media. Each region is
characterized by a local dielectric function. The external fields interact
self-consistently with the induced boundary charges and currents, which
are determined by discretizing the surface integrals and solving the
appropriate matrix equations. In this approach, the scattered field due to
an incident external field is calculated directly.
In the FDTD calculations, we described the metal of the gold
nanowires as a lossy one. The “lossy metal” model neglects the
imaginary part of the conductivity. Changing the background material
from air to a dielectric one (KBr) a shift of the resonance maximum
towards smaller wavenumbers is observed (dotted line). Obviously,
neither the calculation based on vacuum as background nor the curve
with background KBr describes the measured data. The resonance curves
calculated with the boundary element method (BEM) are in better
agreement with the experiment. Using an effective refractive index neff =
1.29 the best agreement, in strength and shape, of the resonance curve
with the experimental data is obtained. Only the position of the
extinction maximum differs slightly, which can be related to the error in
the real length of the wire.
Looking at Fig. 12.4, where we display the resonance wavelengths,
from the measured spectra for nanowires with comparable diameters on
KBr, systematic deviation from simple antenna theory (black line) is
obvious. When using the value of the refractive index of KBr in Eq .3 the
calculated curve (dotted line) seems to fit our measured data. But this in
conflict with the fact that the wires are not embedded in this material. On
the other hand, BEM calculations for wires embedded in an effective
medium with refractive index neff = ε eff yield good agreement with the
measured data. Also the effect of a cover medium is well described by
the respective ε eff = (ε m + ε s ) / 2 (for surrounding medium with dielectric
constant εm) as it is shown by the coverage of individual gold nanowires
on different substrates (KBr, ZnS) with paraffin wax. Due to the paraffin
coverage the resonance is shifted to lower frequencies29.
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Fig. 12.4 Resonance wavelength versus wire length L for gold nanowires with
comparable diameter on KBr. The figure shows experimental data (open symbols), idealantenna model calculations for wires embedded in different surroundings (lines), and
detailed BEM calculations. The lines corresponding to Eq. 3 (m=1) are shown for
comparison.
air
paraffin
The theoretical ratio is neff
/ neff
= 0.875 on KBr and 0.923 on ZnS

(with εm = 2.02 for paraffin), respectively. These ratios are in reasonable
accord with the results obtained from the spectral shift of the resonance
frequencies before and after evaporating paraffin.
12.3 Surface Enhanced Infrared Absorption (SEIRA)

Field enhancement in the IR can be exploited for surface enhanced
infrared absorption (SEIRA)37,38 of molecules. In case of sufficiently
strong near-field enhancement, SEIRA would allow the detection of
vibrational fingerprints of single molecules on nanoantennas, for
example, by studying light scattering with aperture-less scanning nearfield microscopy39.
Until now SEIRA is less well-known than SERS since its signal
enhancement was measured to be only three orders of magnitudes37,38.
This is much less than the SERS enhancement which is many more
orders of magnitude. This difference is related to the different influence
of local electromagnetic field enhancement. In SEIRA the squared nearfield enhancement is relevant, whereas in SERS, which is a scattering
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process, two kinds of squared field enhancements are multiplied (one for
the incident field and the other one for the scattered field).40 Usually, the
electromagnetic field enhancement is obtained with metal nanoparticles
or nanostructured metal films. Their plasmonic resonances give rise to
near-field enhancement as the main effect in SEIRA and SERS41. Other
contributions to the observed enhancement of vibration signals are less
important (concerning the contribution to enhancement) and less well
understood. They are related to chemical interactions and non-adiabatic
effects and are relevant for the first adsorbate layer only.42
The near-field enhancement is strongest in the proximity of sharp
edges or tips. For SERS this tip effect was already studied by several
groups.12,43 For nanoantennas in the IR such tip effect should be much
more like a lightning rod effect. This would means huge near-field
enhancement at the tip ends of an antenna at resonance, much larger than
three orders of magnitude as measured as the spatially averaged
enhancement for adsorbates on metal-island films compared to the same
adsorbate layer without metal islands.
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13
THREE-DIMENSIONAL HOLOGRAPHIC
POLYMERIC PHOTONIC CRYSTAL
OPERATING IN THE OPTICAL
COMMUNICATION WINDOW
Jiaqi Chen and Ray T. Chen



polygonal prism-based holographic fabrication
method has been demonstrated for a six layer
three-dimensional face-centered-cubic (FCC)-type
submicron polymeric photonic crystal using both positive
and negative photoresists. Special fabrication treatments
have been introduced to insure the survivability of the
fabricated large area (cm2) nano-structures. The SEM and
diffraction results proved the good uniformity of the
fabricated structures. With the proper design of the
refraction prism we have achieved the required bandgap for
S+C band (1460-1565nm) in the [111] direction. The
simulation of the band structure is in good agreement with
transmission and reflection spectra obtained by Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). The superprism
effects around 1550nm wavelength for the fabricated 3D
polymer photonic crystals have also been theoretically
calculated and such effects can be used for beam steering
purpose.
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13.1 Introduction
The prediction and the confirmation that artificial periodic dielectric
structures can be used to manipulate electromagnetic wave propagation
have significantly affected the development of micro- and nanooptoelectronics1-3. In the literature there is a great diversity in the
fabrication approaches to making two-dimensional and threedimensional photonic crystals. Therefore, there is a need to improve the
quality of such structures in terms of being more feature-size flexible,
materials flexible and less time consuming. Despite the remarkable
progress in the fabrication of two-dimensional photonic crystals, there
remain significant challenges for the fabrication of 3D photonic crystals,
especially for producing sub-micron periodicity for near-IR applications.
Many 3D fabrication approaches have been studied on a number of
different material platforms. Among them, layer-by-layer stacking using
soft lithography or nanoimprint lithography, microassembly of planar
semiconductor layers and multi-photon absorption have been
investigated to create certain microstructures. However, for the
aforementioned approaches, multiple processing steps are generally
required and these are not suitable for larger scale (cm2 size) fabrication.
Recently, after Campbell and coworkers4 successfully demonstrated
the holographic fabrication of 3D photonic crystals, holographic
lithography has gained more attention in the fabrication of 3D polymeric
photonic crystals. By controlling the propagation directions, phases and
polarizations of multiple laser beams one can generate a desired 3D laser
interference pattern to expose a photo-sensitive material such as
photoresist and render the exposed areas soluble or insoluble depending
on the material type in use. This process allows flexible design as well as
control of the unit cell geometry and, therefore, of the desired optical
properties. It has been proven theoretically that all fourteen Bravais
lattices can be constructed using such a method. In the early days of this
approach, multiple beams were formed by independent optical
components. Such setups were complicated and required careful
alignment. Recently, Divliansky et al.5 introduced the use of a diffraction
mask to create the four desired beams and Wu et al.6 demonstrated
another idea using a single refracting prism to split and combine the
desired beams. With the use of a single optical element to split and
recombine the laser beams, sophisticated anti-vibration system and
alignment are avoided. However, the photonic bandgap and superprism
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effect of most of these devices did not fall in the optical communication
windows due to the relatively large periodicities involved. In the
experiments described here, based on the diffraction prism approach, we
used a He-Cd laser to fabricate submicron 3D photonic crystal structures.
We utilized a negative i-line resist (SU8) with the 325 nm wavelength for
superprism application near 1550 nm.
13.2 Fabrication Setup and Device Structure Simulation Results
The optical setup for the fabrication using SU8 resist is illustrated in
Figure 13.1(a). The UV (325nm) laser beam coming from the He-Cd
laser was expanded using a UV objective lens. The spatial filter
afterward cleaned up the unwanted scattering in the optical path to
ensure a good beam quality. The laser beam was collimated by a large
lens so as to have a diameter of 10 cm and it was incident at normal
incidence on the specially designed top-cut prism. The prism was made
from JGS1 material (with a refractive index of 1.482 at 320nm) to
achieve a larger than 95% UV transmission and the surfaces of the topcut prism had been polished to make the transmission intensity as large
as possible. The three sidewalls of the top-cut prism created three side
beams by beam refraction. The center beam of this umbrella interference
configuration was formed from the central part of the collimated laser
beam going directly through the top and bottom surfaces of the prism.
The four beams created by the prism overlapped at the bottom of the
prism. By controlling the height of the prism one could control the depth
of overlap to ensure the photoresist was within the overlap volume. In
our design shown in Figure 13.1(b) L1 = 1 cm, L2 = 4 cm and H = 1.5
cm, therefore, we achieved a cutting angle of 60 ° for the prism. Then the
resulting wave vectors were
2π
(0,0, −1) , G1 =
(-0.3314,-0.1914,-0.9239) ,
λ
λ
2π
2π
(0,0.3827,-0.9239) , where
G2 =
(0.3314,-0.1914,-0.9239) , G3 =
λ
λ
G0 =

2π

λ = 325 nm

for the use of SU8 resist and 442 nm for the use of AZ 4620 resist. The
interference pattern can be calculated by
N −1
G G
G N −1
G G
I ( r ) = ∑ Ei2 + 2∑ E 0 × Ei × e0 • ei × cos( K i • r + θ i )
i =0

i =1
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N −1
G G
G G
+2 ∑ Ei × E j × ei • e j × cos( K ij • r + θ ij )

(13.1)

i > j =1

where K i = Gi − G0 , K ij = K i − K j and θ s are the phase differences of
the beams.
For the negative photoresist a schematic drawing of the position of
the prism, the glass substrate and the absorption plate is shown in figure
13.1(c). The bottom black glass plate was used to reduce the backreflected light and all the interfaces used index matching liquid to avoid
the unwanted reflections at the glass/air and polymer/air interfaces.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 13.1 (a) A schematic of the holographic lithography setup. The collimated laser
beam is reflected by a mirror towards the prism and the glass substrate. (b) The coupling
top-cut prism has a symmetric structure. The top and bottom surfaces are equilateral
triangles with edges of L1 and L2 respectively. The cutting angle determines the final
refracted beam position and can be calculated by tan(φ ) = H × 3 /[2( L2 − L1 )] . (c) A
schematic of the positions of the prism, glass substrate and the absorption plate for the
use of negative photoresist. (d) A schematic of the positions of the prism, glass substrate
and the absorption plate for the use of positive photoresist.

To model the fabrication of the 3D holographic lithography process
more accurately we need to consider the absorption of the laser beam
inside the photoresist. With reduced size, the reliability of the actual
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(a)

(b)

Figure 13.2 (a) Simulation of intensity distribution in the photoresist without considering
absorption. (b) Simulation of intensity distribution in the photoresist considering
radiation absorption.

fabricated structures would be more influenced by such absorption.
Figure 13.2 shows the MATLAB simulation results of FCC type
photonic crystal obtained from four-beam interference with and without
absorption using the K vectors obtained before and an SU8 absorption of
0.1/μm at 330 nm. The polarization and the intensity of the beams were
calculated using refraction theory at each interface.
The blue volume enclosed by the green surface has an exposure
dosage above the polymerization threshold and it would be insoluble
during development for a negative resist. It is not trivial for a negative
resist 3D photonic crystal with a small feature size structures to survive
the development owing to the potentially violent capillary force on a
microscopic scale. It is critical to ensure good substrate adhesion and to
avoid the structural damage originating from the capillary drainage of the
rinsing liquid during the drying process. From the simulation results
accounting for the absorption, it is obvious that the bottom part of the
resist receives less effective dosage. Therefore, less SU8 resist would
remain at the bottom part after development and it is highly susceptible
to damage during the drying process. The standard SU-8 rinsing liquid is
isopropanol, and it has a surface tension γ of 23 mN/m and a contact
angle of θ = 20°. On the contrary, when considering the wetting
characteristic, although DI Water has a higher surface tension of 73
mN/m, it has a contact angle of 81° due to the hydrophobic nature of the
SU8 material7. As the capillary force is proportional to γ cos(θ ) , the
capillary force exerted by water is about two times smaller than that by
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isopropanol and we switched to using DI water as the rinsing liquid for
all fabricated samples and then no peel-off was observed.
In the case of a positive resist, the exposed blue volume in Fig. 13.2
will be removed during development. With the absorption there is a
decrease of dissolution volume with the increased depth of photoresist.
Moreover, the actual development time for the upper resist is longer than
the lower part as the developer has to etch the upper layers at first to
reach the bottom layers. Combining these two effects in the development
process, we would have overdeveloped the surface part of the photoresist
and damaged the top structures before the desired 3D structure was
formed at the lower part of the photoresist. One way to avoid such a
problem is to flip the recording glass plate and let the multiple laser
beams incident on the glass substrate at first then go into the material
instead of direct incidence on the surface of the photoresist. In this way,
we have reversed the intensity distribution in the photoresist and during
the development the developer would proceed relatively slowly into the
lower part of the material then the lower dosage of the surface part would
compensate for the longer etch time and maintain the surface structures.
The position of the prim and the glass substrate is illustrated in Figure
13.1(d).
In the experiments we used photoresist coated on a glass substrate
for the recording of the 3D structures. The negative resist we used was a
commercially available SU-8 2007 from Microchem Inc. After the spin
coating process, the substrate was baked at 95°C to evaporate the
solvent and we obtained a resist thickness of about 10 μm. The 325 nm
line from the He-Cd CW laser was used to expose the sample and the
light intensity was about 5 mW/cm2. The index matching liquid
employed was silicone oil which does not react with SU8. After the
exposure, we applied a post-exposure bake at 95°C to accelerate acid
diffusion and induce cationic polymerization of the epoxy groups in
SU8. The unexposed film was removed by PGMEA and rinsed in DI
water. For the positive photoresist, we used AZ 4620 from Clariant
International Ltd. The spin coated film was about 8 μm thick. After the
100°C bake the 442 nm line from the He-Cd laser was used to expose the
sample in a flipped fashion mentioned earlier with a light intensity of 10
mW/cm2. We used the same index matching liquid as in the negative
photoresist case. No post-exposure bake was necessary for this AZ 4620
photoresist.
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13.3 Characterization of Fabricated Devices

Figure 13.3 shows the SEM images of the fabricated 13.3D polymer
photonic crystal structures. The total area is decided by the size of the
prism and in our case it is an equilateral triangle with an edge of 1cm.
Figure 13.3(a) exhibits the whole size and a fracture of the 3D FCC-type
structure using SU8. The detailed fine structures in the (111) plane is
presented in Figure 13.3(b) with good uniformity. The enlarged side
view of the cleaved SU8 sample with 6 layers is shown in Figure 13.3(c).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 13.3 (a) The final size of a 3D photonic crystal on SU8 with a 1.1 s exposure. The
inset shows a fracture of the cleaved photonic crystal. (b) SEM image of the (111) plane
of a 3D photonic crystal on SU8 with 1.1 s exposure. (c) SEM image of a side view of a
3D photonic crystal on SU8 with 1.1 s exposure. (d) SEM image of the (111) plane
structure of AZ 4620 with 10 s exposure.
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Figure 13.3(d) shows the structure on (111) plane of the AZ 4620
positive resist. For the structures fabricated in the SU8 resist, the (111)
in-plane and perpendicular lattice spacings were measured to be 0.61 and
2.02 μm, respectively. The simulation results showed (111) in-plane and
perpendicular lattice spacing to be 0.63 and 2.10 μm which are slightly
larger than the fabrication results. Such differences can be attributed to
the size error of the prism and the shrinkage of the photoresist after the
bake process. As for the AZ4620 based structures, the lattice spacing in
the (111) plane is about 0.82 μm which is just 1.37 times the one we get
in the SU8 case, and such a ratio is consistent with the ratio of the laser
wavelengths we used to expose the two different materials. From these
observations we have shown that with careful modification to the
conventional holographic fabrication process we can obtain a generic
approach for fabricating submicron 3D photonic crystals using positive
and negative photoresists. In addition, we used the 325 nm laser line
normally incident on the (111) plane of 3D photonic crystals in both
materials to observe the diffraction patterns which is equivalent to x-ray
diffraction normal to the (111) plane of an FCC single crystal8. The
diffractions from photonic crystals in both materials exhibit similar
patterns as shown in Figure 13.4 except for different diffraction angles of
35° and 23° due to the different periodicities. The (111) plane periods
calculated from the measured diffraction angles are in good agreement
with the SEM measurements and such diffraction patterns further assure
us of the formation of good 3D periodic microstructures.

(a)

(b)

Figure 13.4 (a) The 1st order diffraction pattern of 325 nm laser line directly incident on
the (111) plane of the 3D FCC-type SU8 structure. (b) The 1st order diffraction pattern of
325 nm laser line directly incident on the (111) plane of the 3D FCC-type AZ4620
structure.
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We have characterized the optical transmission and reflection properties
of the SU8 photonic crystals with an estimated filling factor of 45%
using a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (Thermo Mattson
Infinity Gold FTIR). The surface of the sample, which was the (111)
plane, was aligned perpendicular to the optical axis in the setup. As
shown in Figure 13.5, the dip in the transmission and the peak in the
reflection spectrum both occur around 1.5 μm and the band covers 14601560 nm. In addition, the bulk SU8 transmission is almost 100% in the
whole spectrum range and it is an indication that the fine structures in the
spectra are not related to the absorption of the SU8 material. Compared
with the band structure in the [111] propagation direction, calculated by
plane wave expansion, the position of the dip in the transmission is in
good agreement with the simulation with the structural data extracted
from the SEM observations. Due to the roughness of the fabricated
structures on a 10-nm scale, we have also observed a decrease of the
transmission towards shorter wavelengths.

(a)

(b)

Figure 13.5 (a) FTIR transmission and refection spectra in the [111] direction. (b)
Comparison of the calculated band and the measured spectrum showed good agreement
for S-band (1460-1530nm) and C-band (1530-1565nm).

13.4 Superprism Effects Simulation

Superprism refers to the anomalous refraction of light at an interface
between a photonic crystal and a homogeneous medium. The refraction
angle is found to be very sensitive to the change of incident angle and
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wavelength under proper conditions. Such an effect arises from the
anisotropy of the bands in the photonic crystal and such dispersion
effects could be hundreds of times stronger than the conventional prism.
And that is where it gains the name “superprism”. A number of groups
have previously designed and fabricated superprism devices since its
introduction by Kosaka and co-workers9.
Superprism effects in two-dimensional periodic systems were
investigated by Baba et al.10 and then by Chung et al.11 The first
experimental demonstration of 2D superprism effect was reported by Wu
et al.12 who employed an asymmetric GaAs-AlGaAs heterostructure to
provide light confinement in the third dimension via total internal
reflection. On the other hand, by working with 3D photonic crystals one
can get a better control of light in all directions and can achieve a more
versatile design. Also, 3D photonic crystals can offer a real 3D
superprism effect instead of the in-plane superprism effect.
With the structure data extracted from the previous simulation and
experiments, we calculated the (111) in-plane superprism effects. The 3
unit vectors in the real space we used in the simulation were
G
G
G
G
G
G
a1 = 2.6850z , a 2 = 0.3084x-0.1780y + 0.8950z , a3 = 0.3561y + 0.8950z where
all the units were in μm. And the corresponding unit vectors for the
reciprocal lattice were
G
G
G
G
G
G
b1 = −10.1879x-5.8820y + 2.3401z , b2 = −20.3759x , b3 = 10.1879x + 147.6460y
where all the units were in μm-1.The first Brillouin zone in the x-y plane
which is the (111) plane was determined from the in-plane components
of the three unit vectors of the reciprocal lattice. It just resembled a 2D
triangular lattice in real space with effective lattice spacing of 356.1 nm.
The dielectric constant of the polymer background was taken as
2.56, which was roughly the value for the SU8 resist at the wavelength of
interest. The filling factor of the porous 3D structure used in the
simulation was 0.45, as determined before. The dispersion curves of the
first band in the (111) plane are shown in Fig. 13.6 (a) and (b).
From the above figures, we have observed that around 1550 nm
wavelength the dispersion curves exhibit strong anisotropic properties
and in that operation region would give us the desired superprism effects.
Furthermore, as the off-plane component is small so we can focus on the
in-plane propagation in the photonic crystal. In our design we cleaved the
sample along the y-axis, and then due to the conservation of K ⊥ we can
draw a constant K y line to find the intersections on the dispersion curves
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and determine the group velocity direction of the transmitted wave. From
Fig. 13.6(a) for 1550 nm wavelength there are two equivalent frequency
circles having intersections with the corresponding constant K y line. Thus
we needed to decide which intersection point dominates the propagation
properties. We investigated the transmission efficiency of each branch
which was just how much of the incident light can be coupled to the
propagation light determined from each intersection. It turned out that
dispersion surface for the 1st band in x-y plane
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Figure 13.6 (a) The (111) plane dispersion curves for the 1st band of the fabricated 3D
polymer photonic crystal. The data curves correspond to wavelengths of 2421 nm, 1614
nm and 1550 nm respectively. The dark color hexagon is the 1st Brillouin zone in the xyplane. (b) A close look at the “high” transmission part of the dispersion surface when the
incident interface is along the y-axis. The arrows indicate the group velocity direction
inside the photonic crystal. (c) Angle-sensitive superprism effect at 1550 nm. The
negative angle means the incident wave is in the opposite direction with respect to the yaxis and has a negative K y value. The angle is defined as tan −1 ( − K x / K y ) (d)
Wavelength- sensitive superprism effect around 1550 nm.
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the one with positive K x had a transmission larger than 50% while the
transmission efficiency for the one with negative K x was always lower
than 10%. From these observations the curves on the positive K x part
were what we were interested in. The angle-sensitive superprism effect at
1550 nm wavelength and the wavelength-sensitive superprism effects at
-7.3° incident angle were calculated from the dispersion curves and are
shown in Fig. 13.6 (c) and (d).
When the incident angle changed from -7.5° to -7°, the propagation
angle inside the photonic crystal changed from 56° to 21° . And when the
wavelength changed from 1555nm to 1559nm, there was a dramatic
change of the propagation angle from 49° to 15°. Therefore we have
achieved superprism effect in 3D polymer photonic crystal structures
around the wavelength of 1550 nm, which is suitable for
telecommunication use.
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14
CONTINUOUS ROLL NANO-IMPRINTING
TECHNOLOGY FOR LARGE-SCALE
NANO- AND MICROSTRUCTURES
Shinill Kang, Suho Ann, Seok-min Kim



continuous roll nano-imprinting process is
regarded as one of the most promising
technologies for realizing large-scale nano- and
microstructures at low cost. This technique is applicable to
mass production of devices in fields such as digital displays,
nano energy, nano data storage etc. This chapter explains
some fabrication methods for making roll stamps and key
issues in thermal and UV roll nano-imprinting processes.


14.1 Introduction
The increasing demand for nano- and microstructures on large substrates
makes the establishment of large-scale fabrication technology for
polymeric nano- and microstructures a priority in the fields of digital
display, nano energy, nano data storage etc. as exemplified in Figure
14.1. Several technologies are considered promising for low-cost mass
production of nano- and microstructures, including injection molding,
hot embossing, and UV imprinting1-6. Injection molding has been
regarded as one of the best methods, with this automated process used to
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Fig. 14.1 Schematics of application fields of roll nano-imprinting process.

replicate optical data storage media (CD, DVD, and Blu-ray substrates)
and to produce components with nano- and microstructures (the lightguide plate of liquid-crystal displays(LCD))1,2. Thermal imprinting
involves shaping the thermoplastic substrate after it has been softened
above its glass transition temperature, and is another mass-production
method for fabricating polymeric nano- and microstructures in
applications such as photonic crystals and optical wave guides3,4. UV
imprinting involves applying a stamp to a liquid resin and then exposing
it to UV light for curing and is regarded as the most suitable process for
fabricating or integrating nano- and microstructures, including subwavelength optical elements, diffractive optical elements, microlens
arrays on vertical cavity surface emitting lasers (VCSELs), and
microlens-integrated image sensor5,6, because the process does not
require high pressures since the resin is basically a viscous liquid that is
soft enough to be easily deformed.
Fabricating nano- and microstructures for commercial devices
requires the development of large-scale rapid fabrication technologies7.
The size of devices is especially important in the display market, which
is one of the largest markets for electronic and photonic devices
(including functional optical films). Furthermore, the ability to fabricate
large-scale nano- and microstructures would offer economies of scale
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since it would allow manufacturers to produce a greater number of
devices from a single fabricated structure. Conventional replication
processes usually employ a flat stamp, and hence developing a largescale flat stamp is a natural starting point in efforts to develop a largescale replication process. However, machining large-scale flat stamps is
very difficult, since the machining costs increase exponentially with the
stamp size8. Furthermore, previous efforts to use a replication process to
fabricate large-scale nano- and microstructures have encountered
uniformity and release problems.
Roll-printing technologies such as gravure offset printing and
flexography printing offer alternative approaches to large-scale structure
fabrication9-10. Although roll-printing technology has the advantages of
being cost effective and providing high-throughput processing, the
pattern widths of roll-printing processes have generally been limited to
tens of micrometers.
To produce large-scale three-dimensional nano- and microstructures
with high pattern fidelity and throughput, a roll nano-imprinting process
is proposed. In the roll nano-imprinting process, the cavities on the roll
stamp was transferred onto the imprinting material, which provides
several advantages such as good release, easier control of defects, and
high uniformity11.
14.2 Fabrication of Roll Stamp
The roll nano-imprinting process is crucially dependent on the
fabrication of the roll stamp that contains nano- and microstructure
cavities because the dimensional accuracy and uniformity of the roll
stamp and cavities determine the properties of the roll nano-imprinted
parts. Various methods can be used to fabricate the roll stamp for the
nano- and microstructures, including direct mechanical machining of the
roll base and wrapping a thin metal or polymer stamp around the roll
base.
14.2.1 Direct mechanical machining
If the required cavity is larger than about 50 μm and the cavity is onedimensional, such as in a lenticular lens array for a flat panel display
with a wide viewing angle or a prism sheet for enhancing the brightness
of an LCD backlight unit then a conventional computer numerically
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controlled machine using a roll base as a work piece can be used to
fabricate the roll stamp. Various stamp materials can be used in this
process, including metal, silicon, glass, polymer, and tungsten carbide,
although only materials with good machinability (e.g., nickel, aluminum,
and copper) are suitable if the required minimum features size is less
than about 10 μm12. A shaped single diamond tool is normally used to
fabricate roll stamps that have microcavities with sharp corner or small
angles. Direct mechanical machining of the roll base is a simple process
that can produce highly accurate microcavities without any joining line
on the roll stamp. Figure 14.2(a) and (b) are images of the tooling
process and a machined aluminum roll stamp with lenticular lens cavities,
respectively13. In the direct machining of the roll stamp, the work piece
was rotated along the longitudinal axis of the roll base and the cavities
were machined by a shaped single diamond tip. However, direct
machining has some limitations when microstructures are required along
the axial direction of the roll base or where very small cavities are
required.

Fig. 14.2 Images of (a) the tooling process and (b) a machined aluminum roll stamp with
a length of 210 mm and a diameter of 50 mm13.

14.2.2 Wrapping of a thin metal or polymer stamp onto a roll base
If one can wrap a thin metal stamp or a polymer stamp around the roll
base, it can be used to produce a roll stamp with cavities of various
shapes, including for microlens arrays, pyramidal pits, and nanoscale
structures. Various nano- and micropatterning processes can be used to
fabricate a thin metal or polymer stamp. These include, direct machining
with nanometer accuracy including diamond-tool shaping, laser ablation,
focused-ion-beam machining, and electroforming or polymer replication
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of a master with nano- and microstructures. The electroforming or
polymer replication of a master structure is the most effective technique
for a thin metal or polymer stamp which contains arbitrary continuous
nano- and microscale surface-relief profiles. The master structure can be
fabricated using methods such as electron-beam lithography, laser
interference lithography, photolithography, reflow, etching etc.12
Various methods can be used to wrap a thin stamp with preformed
nano- and microstructure cavities around the roll base. One simple
method is to adhere the stamp uniformly to the peripheral face of a
mirror roller (a roller with mirror-finished surface) using an adhesive, as
depicted in Figure 14.3(a)13. For this method, adhesive durability is a
very important consideration since the heat and pressure of the roll nanoimprinting process make it liable to peel off from the mirror roller.
Bubbles trapped between the mirror roller and the thin stamp must also
be avoided since they would interfere with the precise transfer of the
structures, resulting in defects. Finally, the adhesive must have a uniform
thickness.

Fig. 14.3 Schematic diagrams of the processes of wrapping a thin stamp to the mirror
roller using (a) adhesive13, (b) screws14, and (c) mechanical interlocking structures15.

Another method involves mechanical fastening of the thin metal or
polymer stamp to the mirror roller14,15. Figures 14.3(b) and (c) are
schematic diagrams of examples to demonstrate mechanical fastening of
a thin stamp to the roll base using screws and a mechanical interlocking
structure, respectively. When using screws, the jig shape and the screw
positions are carefully designed to avoid unevenness or distortion at the
fixation points, since these may result in a defective pattern transfer or
exert an uneven pressure on the imprinted sheet, resulting in, for example,
birefringence of the roll nano-imprinted devices. When using a
mechanical interlocking structure, the structure has a trapezoid section
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that is bonded to the back of the stamp along each edge parallel to the
roller axis. The mirror roller contains interlocking grooves at its
peripheral face with an identical cross-section for receiving the
interlocking structure. This latter method is dependent on the
development of a method for machining or bonding the mechanical
interlocking structure and the interlocking grooves.
14.3 Continuous Thermal Roll Imprinting
Continuous roll nano-imprinting process is highly suitable for mass
fabrication of nano- and microstructures. Some commercial products
have been produced using a continuous thermal roll nano-imprinting
process, including security features with a holographic nanostructure4.
In the conventional flat-type thermal imprinting process, the cavity
structure is directly transferred onto a thermoplastic substrate that is
heated to above its glass transition temperature, at which point the
substrate becomes viscous and conforms exactly to the stamp by filling
the cavities of the surface relief. After it has cooled down, the replica is
released from the stamp. The long cycle time associated with the heating
and cooling processes and its batch-wise nature make conventional
thermal imprinting a less efficient method for mass production. In a
continuous thermal roll nano-imprinting process, a structured roll stamp
is pressed into a thermoplastic polymer layer. Although a metal roll
stamp is normally used due to its good durability in a high-temperature
environment, a polymer stamp can also be used. As the cylinder rotates,
the cavities of the roll stamp are continuously pressed into the
thermoplastic sheet that is fed into the gap between two cylinders. The
sheet and stamp are not in thermal equilibrium throughout the molding
sequence; instead, the temperature of the polymer rises locally above the
glass transition temperature only when its surface is in contact with the
hot solid roll stamp. This eliminates the time-consuming heating and
cooling cycle in conventional flat-type thermal imprinting, thereby
increasing productivity. The thermal roll nano-imprinting process has
other advantages in eliminating the defects that are usually observed in
thermal imprinting processes using a flat stamp. In the thermal roll
imprinting process, microscopic air bubbles can easily be eliminated
without evacuation process because the roller pushes the air out. During
flat thermal imprinting, the entire area of the sample is imprinted at the
same time, and hence unevenness in stamp thickness or the presence of
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even a single small dust particle can affect the uniformity over a large
surrounding area. In contrast, in thermal nanoscale roll imprinting the
contact occurs only in one dimension at a given time, significantly
reducing the effects of thickness variations and dust in surrounding areas.
Makela et al.16,17 developed a custom-made continuous roll nanoimprinting system in which the roll stamp is heated above the glass
transition temperature of the polymer using heating elements inside the
roll. The system operates at a maximum of 200°C, 20 m/min, and 1250
N/cm. Figure 14.4(a) shows a photograph of the system, in which thin
nickel stamps were attached to the printing cylinder mechanically or
using adhesive tape. Various nano- and microstructures have been
produced using this system. Chou et al.18 suggested two types of thermal
roll nano-imprinting process: (1) using a roll stamp fabricated by
wrapping a thin metal stamp around a smooth roller, and (2) using a flat
mold placed directly on a substrate. In the second process a smooth roller
rotates over the mold and the slight deformation of the flat mold under
the pressure of the roller imprints structures in the substrate. A smooth
roller with a lamp-based heater used in two thermal roll nano-imprinting
processes can produce a temperature of up to 200°C. The feed speed is
0.5–1.5 cm/min and the pressure is 300–4800 psi. Determining the
optimum temperature, pressure, and speed for various combinations of
mold material, molding material, and cavity size revealed that the imprint
quality was poor when the temperature of the roll base or the feed speed
was too high, or when the pressure was too low. They successfully
fabricated a one-dimensional grating with a pitch of 190 nm and a depth
of 40 nm, as depicted in Figure 14.5(a).
In the thermal roll nano-imprinting process, the heated substrate
should be cooled to below its grass transition temperature before being
released from the roll stamp. However, the short contact time usually
means that the released structures on the substrate is still viscous,
resulting in a poor imprint quality. Seo et al.19 developed a roll nanoimprinting system in which a rigiflex stamp is in contact with the
substrate after the roll pressing process, with it being released from the
substrate only once it has sufficiently cooled. Figure 14.4(b) shows the
schematics of a thermal roll nano-imprinting system using a
poly(urethaneacrylate) material (PUA) as a rigiflex stamp, which is
sufficiently rigid for sub-100-nm structures while also being sufficiently
flexible. The system consists of two rollers for heating and two rollers
for releasing. A heating wire is used to externally heat the substrate as it
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comes into contact with the bottom roller. The upper rollers are coated
with poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS), which provides a consistent
contact with the polymer sheet stamp and a uniform pressure distribution,
with the high friction provided by the PDMS also preventing the polymer
stamp from slipping from the roller. Figure 14.5(b) shows an SEM image
of an imprinted polystyrene structure with a line width of 500 nm and a
depth of 500 nm obtained using a continuous rigiflex imprinting process.

Fig. 14.4 (a) Photograph of a thermal roll nano-imprinting system using a roll stamp17,
and (b) schematic of a continuous rigiflex imprinting process19.

Fig. 14.5 (a) AFM measurement results of a thermal roll nano-imprinted one-dimensional
grating with a pitch of 190 nm and a depth of 40 nm18. (b) SEM image of an imprinted
polystyrene structure with a line width of 500 nm and a depth of 500 nm19.

14.4 Continuous UV Roll Imprinting
A low-pressure and low-temperature UV imprinting process has been
developed to significantly reduce the heating and cooling times of the
thermal imprinting process. The process employs UV light to cure a UV244
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curable photopolymer. To increase the productivity and scale up to large
surface areas, a continuous UV roll imprinting process was
suggested13,20-22. Figure 14.6 shows schematic diagrams of the continuous
UV roll nano-imprinting system for rigid and flexible substrates, which
has the following components: the material coating unit, roll stamp,
contact roller, releasing roller, and exposure unit20. The substrate, which
has been coated with a UV-curable photopolymer, is passed between the
roll stamp and the contact roller. In the contact region between the roll
stamp and the substrate, the photopolymer fills the cavities in the roll
stamp, and the resin is simultaneously cured by UV irradiation from the
UV-exposure system.

Fig. 14.6 Schematic diagrams of a UV roll nano-imprinting system for a rigid substrate
(a) and a flexible substrate (b) 20.

The main issues to be addressed in the continuous UV roll nanoimprinting process is the attainment of high uniformity of material
coating onto the substrate, controlling the irradiated energy to the
photopolymer, obtaining a residual layer with a uniform thickness and
good fidelity of imprinted structures. Since at room temperature the UV
photopolymer is a viscous material just like adhesive and ink, standard
methods used in the roll-printing and adhesive-coating industries can be
used to coat the UV photopolymer onto the substrate, such as direct or
reverse gravure, reverse roll, die coaters, wire bar, knife or blade coaters
etc. A microgravure coating method for precise control of the amount of
coating material has also been developed in which the gravure roll
surface is engraved with cells that provide a specific coating volume23.
The microgravure roll picks the material on the roll surface including the
cells and then the coated material (except that in the cells) is removed by
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a flexible steel blade, leaving the exact amount of material in the cells to
be coated on the substrate.
Curing the UV photopolymer requires sufficient exposure dose of
UV light which can be controlled by the intensity of the irradiated UV
radiation, the length of the exposure region, and the roll nano-imprinting
speed. Optimizing the roll nano-imprinting speed requires the effect of
the exposure dose on the curing state of the photopolymer to be analyzed.
Among the various methods used to measure the degree of
photopolymerization, Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy
has often been used to determine the chemical structure through the
detection of the absorption or scattering of infrared light. During the
polymerization of the photopolymer, the carbon double bond in the
monomer state is converted into a carbon single bond. In the monomer
state, a photopolymer (urethane acrylate) has absorption peaks in its
FTIR spectrum at 3037 and 3100 cm–1 due to the carbon double bond, as
shown in Figure 14.720.
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Fig. 14.7 Data from Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy of urethane acrylate
resin. In the monomer state, urethane acrylate has absorption peaks in its FTIR spectrum
at 3037 and 3100 cm–1 due to its carbon double bonds20.

Obtaining acceptable thickness uniformity and replication quality
requires a near-zero residual layer (since variation in the residual layer
thickness may result in poor thickness uniformity), and this requires a
very small gap between the roll stamp and the substrate. A pre curing
process was considered for ensuring thickness uniformity24, but
controlling the pre-exposure UV light dose is difficult, and undesirable
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degradation of properties (e.g., birefringence and low fidelity) may occur
in the roll nano-imprinted structures. A passive gap-control system was
suggested for controlling the thickness uniformity of the residual layer
and increasing the fidelity of imprinted parts20. Ball-spring plungers that
press the contact roller against the roll stamp can be used as a passive
gap controller.
Various nano- and microstructures were replicated using the UV roll
nano-imprinting system. Figure 14.8 shows SEM images of UV roll
nano-imprinted nano- and microstructures, demonstrating their
successful fabrication with high fidelity, including high-aspect-ratio
nanostructures and microstructures with sharp edges. The roll stamps for
one-dimensional grating, nanopillar array, and pyramidal pits were
fabricated by wrapping thin electroformed nickel stamps onto the roll
base, with the masters fabricated by laser interference lithography,
electron-beam lithography, and mechanical machining, respectively.

Fig. 14.8 SEM images of UV roll nano-imprinted nano- and microstructures: (a) onedimensional grating with a pitch of 500 nm, a height of 500 nm, and an aspect ratio of 2,
(b) nanopillar array with a diameter of 50 nm, a pitch of 150 nm, and a height of 35 nm20,
(c) lenticular lens array with a pitch of 280 µm and a sag height of 47 µm20, and (d)
pyramidal pits with a pitch of 50 µm and a height of 25 µm13.
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14.5 Conclusion
The roll nano-imprinting process shows considerable promise for the
mass production of nano- and microstructures on large substrates. It
avoids many of the problems that are characteristic of conventional flat
nanoscale imprinting processes, including microscopic air bubbles,
unevenness of the residual layer, and defect formation during the
releasing process. The roll stamp can be fabricated by a direct machining
process for simple microscale structures and by wrapping a thin stamp
for complex micro- and nanoscale structures. In the thermal roll nanoimprinting process, the processing temperature, rolling speed, and
contact force are the dominant factors affecting the properties of the
imprinted part. In the UV roll nano-imprinting process, the amount and
uniformity of the initially coated material, UV irradiation energy, and
contact force are the dominant factors. Some nano- and microstructures
have recently been fabricated by various researchers. These include,
security holograms, functional optical films for displays etc. However,
some issues in the roll imprinting process for nano- and micropatterns,
such as the joining line of thin stamp wrapped roll stamp, slip between
roll stamp and the substrate and alignment between the stamp and the
substrate need to be solved before the process can be used for real
industrial applications that require large-area nano- and microstructures
at low cost.
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15
FABRICATION AND
CHARACTERIZATION OF TWODIMENSIONAL ZnO PHOTONIC
NANOSTRUCTURES
Jingbiao Cui

!

eriodically ordered ZnO nanopillar arrays were
fabricated by a combination of soft templates created
by electron beam lithography and an electrochemical
process. Growth of ZnO at 90°C in an aqueous solution
ensured compatibility with the polymethyl methacrylate
used as a template material. Individual ZnO nanopillars
with diameters around 100 nm can be precisely placed in
desired locations to form two-dimensional periodic
structures. Visible light diffraction patterns from the ordered
arrays were observed, and the in-plane photonic band-gap
was characterized. This approach provides a new method
for the design and fabrication of ZnO photonic materials
with arbitrary pattern structures and intentional defects.
These structures may have potential applications in the
manufacture of photonic and optoelectronic devices.
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15.1 Introduction
Photonic crystals are artificially constructed structures that constitute
highly-ordered, one-, two- or three-dimensional, spatially-aligned
objects, in which the dielectric constant is periodically modulated on a
length scale comparable to the desired electromagnetic wavelength of
operation. These nano/micro-structured materials exhibit a photonic
band-gap within which a set of wavelengths are forbidden to propagate
in the crystal similar to the electronic band-gap in semiconductors.
Photonic crystals have potential applications in photon control and
manipulation. They are candidates for inhibiting spontaneous emission,
enhancing the performance of semiconductor lasers, providing a new
means for guiding light, and playing a fundamental role in the integration
and miniaturization of optical components.
Ion-beam-etched structures in silicon have been investigated to
prove the principles1,2 and recently, some progress has been made in the
visible region of the spectrum. ZnO is a promising material for such
applications due to its wide band-gap and large exciton binding energy.
This will be important for many applications such as sensors where
higher energy photons are required, for the production of a variety of
photonic band-gap devices and for coupled UV laser arrays. Calculations
done for ZnO nanorod arrays demonstrated that photonic band-gap
structures can be made in these materials in the visible region of the
spectrum3. However, the fabrication of well-organized two- or threedimensional vertical ZnO nanorod arrays with controllable structure and
period is challenging.
Dense, randomly aligned ZnO nanowire arrays have been obtained
using both catalytically activated vapor phase processes at high
temperature and hydrothermal solution routes at low temperature4-9.
Since many applications such as photonic devices require spatial control
of individual nanowires, a number of investigations have been devoted to
the patterned growth of ZnO nanowire arrays using both vapor phase10-14
and solution routes15.
In high temperature vapor phase growth, controlling the size and
location of Au catalyst on the substrate surface has been used for the
placement of ZnO nanowires. Yang and colleague realized the growth of
ZnO nanowires on a photo-lithographically created Au pads on an Al2O3
substrate in a vapor phase process10. Due to the limitation of
photolithography, each patch is of micrometer dimensions and contains
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tens to hundreds of ZnO nanowires. Both phase shift photolithography
and electron beam lithography were used to create ordered arrays of Au
pads with size down to 50-200 nm11,12. Several nanowires were found to
grow on each site without uniformity. Recently, self-assembled
monolayers (SAM) of sub-micrometer spheres with a hexagonal closepacked structure were also applied to create Au islands for ordered ZnO
nanowire growth13,14. However, this technique lacks the capability for
designing and creating desired defects in the ordered structures.
The solution routes to ZnO nanowire growth possess numerous
advantages including low temperature and little limitation in substrate
selection, low cost, and scale-up possibilities. Hsu et al.15 realized the
directed micron-level spatial organization of ZnO nanorods on a silvercoated Si substrate through inhibition of ZnO nucleation using a contactprinted self-assembled monolayer. Most experimental studies
demonstrate the deposition of a group of nanowires rather than an
individual one on each growth site, although nucleation of individual
platelets by the addition of citrate to the growth solution was observed.
Recently, Matsuu et al.16 described the formation of ZnO pillar arrays by
filling deep polymer templates and observed photonic band-gap in the
visible wavelength. Kim et al.17 demonstrated localized growth of ZnO
columns on ZnO films grown at 95°C. The columns with low aspect
ratios were vertically aligned, but for small columns, deviations from the
vertical were observed.
The organization of high aspect ratio, vertical nanowires with a
controllable pattern structure, intentional defects, and variable periods is
a key issue for many applications in photonics such as waveguides. In a
recent work, Cui et al.18 demonstrated the production of two-dimensional
ZnO based photonic band-gap crystals as well as line defects within the
crystal using a lithographically generated soft template. Measurements of
the in-plane reflectance of the nanowire arrays indicate high energy
band-gaps in the visible wavelength, which was repeated in the band
structure calculations. Importantly, photonic structures with complex
patterns were fabricated for the needs of many potential applications.
Growth was performed using a reducing potential during a hydrothermal
process. Individual single crystal ZnO nanowires were precisely
organized using e-beam lithography generated soft template - polymethyl
methacrylate (PMMA). This process is compatible with other
semiconductor fabrication methods and has the potential for large scale
fabrication of two-dimensional photonic structures.
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15.2 Experimental Procedures
ZnO photonic structures were fabricated by depositing ZnO nanowires
on templated substrates using an electrochemical process, which is a
modification of a conventional hydrothermal process by applying a
direct-current (DC) electrical potential to the substrate. This new
approach showed a number of advantages over hydrothermal growth
such as high nucleation density, high growth rate and the possibility of
dopant incorporation in ZnO nanowires. The detail of the
electrochemical method can be found in literature8. Briefly, an aqueous
solution (0.006 M) of zinc nitrate and hexamethylenetetramine (also
known as hexamine) was heated to 90°C for ZnO nanowire growth. A
negative potential was applied to the substrate relative to a gold wire
immersed in the solution, to enhance ZnO nanowire growth.

Fig. 15.1 Experimental procedure for ordered ZnO nanopillar growth. The thickness of
the PMMA layer is about 200 nm. The diameter of growth windows is between 100 and
200 nm for individual nanowire growth.

PMMA templates were created on Au-coated silicon substrates by
e-beam lithography. The procedure for creating the template is shown in
Fig. 15.1. A polished silicon (111) substrate was first coated with 2 nm
of Cr for adhesion followed by 20 nm of Au and then spin-coated with a
PMMA layer. The PMMA, (molecular weight = 495,000; 4% in Anisole)
was spun at 4000 rpm to yield a 180 nm thick layer. The resist was
exposed using a field emission scanning electron microscope (SEM) and
Nabity® software to form a pattern of holes. After a standard
development procedure, the substrate with the template holes was ready
for use. The templated substrate was then placed in a zinc nitrate solution
for ZnO nanowire growth. As shown in Fig. 15.1, the ZnO nanopillars
grow on the open areas where the substrate surface is exposed to the
growth solution. The PMMA template is unaffected by the aqueous
solution at low temperature. Ordered nanopillar arrays were obtained
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after a liftoff process using remover PG (MicroChem). Large area
patterns of nanopillars could be produced by an electrochemically
assisted growth. Note that the low growth temperature and mild
conditions in the aqueous solution ensure the survival of the PMMA
template. Although some ZnO grows on the PMMA as well as in the
wells, these structures were removed by a conventional liftoff process
after growth. Therefore, only the periodically ordered ZnO nanowire
arrays were left on the silicon substrate.
It is noted that the conventional hydrothermal deposition was found
to be unsuitable for the growth of ordered nanowire arrays using the
PMMA template due to reduced nucleation in the wells. The low
nucleation density was found to cause a large number of defects (missing
wires) in the smaller windows used for the fabrication of nanopillar
arrays. However, the electrochemical potential helped enhance
nucleation within the small growth windows and ensured the growth of
two-dimensional periodically ordered ZnO nanowire arrays with fewer
defects.
The ZnO nanopillar arrays were characterized chemically,
structurally and optically. An SEM with energy dispersive x-ray
spectroscopy (EDX) was used for morphology and chemical studies.
Composition mapping over the sample surface was obtained by scanning
the electron beam on the region of interest while a specific detection
energy was monitored.
Visible light studies included both diffraction and a measurement of
the in-plane reflectivity of the sample. The optical diffraction properties
of the ZnO nanowire arrays were investigated with both monochromatic
(532 nm) and white light (tungsten lamp). The experimental setup is
shown in Fig. 15.2(a). Light from a microscope illuminator was focused
on the sample surface by a lens placed in the central hole of a display
board. The diffraction pattern was projected onto the display board and
recorded by a CCD camera. The separation between the sample and the
display board was 15 cm. A digital camera, placed about 50 cm behind
the sample, was used to record the diffraction patterns.
Photonic band-gaps can be directly observed in either transmission
or reflection. Measurements of the in-plane reflectance were made here
using a technique similar to that of Poborchii.19,20 A monocular
microscope was fitted with a central fiber optic light source with coaxial
light pickup fibers (Ocean Optics). A polarizer was placed at the input of
the microscope objective to obtain measurements of either transverse
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magnetic (TM) or transverse electric (TE) polarized light, and the sample
was placed under the objective with an incidence angle of approximately
85 degrees, as shown in Fig. 15.2(b). The pickup fibers delivered the
reflected light to an Ocean Optics spectrometer for analysis. A diffuse
reflecting white ZnO surface was used as a standard to eliminate spectral
effects from the source and the polarizer.

Fig. 15.2 Setup for optical diffraction (a) and in-plane reflection measurements
(b). The upper right hand corner of (b) shows the cross section of the fiber with
the central region for light delivery and the surroundings (gray region) for light
collection.

15.3 Results and Discussion
Figure 15.3 shows the SEM images of a polymer template, the nanowire
overgrowth on the template, and the nanowire arrays after the template
was removed. An array of hexagonal patterns was created by electron
beam lithography. After development, growth windows with sizes of
about 5 μm were formed, as shown in Fig. 15.3(a). The lighter regions
are the windows for ZnO nanowire growth, and the darker regions are
PMMA. Figure 15.3(b) shows the nanowires grown on the templated
substrate. The nanowires grew on both the growth windows and the
PMMA. After liftoff, dense ZnO nanowire arrays were obtained in the
growth windows while there are no nanowires left in the areas that were
masked by PMMA.
It was demonstrated that large scale, spatially organized growth of
ZnO nanowire clusters can be achieved by using a polymer template
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created by e-beam lithography. The size of the growth window shown in
Fig. 15.3 is in the range of micrometers. However, the gap between the
neighboring hexagonal patterns is only 200 nm. Clean liftoff of the wires
suggests that those at the edges of the template are vertically aligned, and
that the technique can be used for higher resolution work.

Fig. 15.3 SEM images of PMMA template (a), ZnO nanowires grown on the
template (b), and the nanowires on substrate after liftoff of PMMA template
(c). The light area in (a) is the substrate surface and the dark regions are
PMMA template.

High quality arrays of ZnO were created, with individual pillars
nucleated in the smaller PMMA apertures. Fig. 15.4 shows the SEM
images of ZnO nanowires grown on patterned substrate with different
circular aperture sizes. The growth conditions such as concentration,
temperature, growth time and applied potential were the same for the
samples displayed in Fig. 15.4. The ZnO nanowire arrays were confined
to the holes as desired. After liftoff, the substrate surface that was
previously covered by PMMA is free of nanowires. When the size of the
opening was in the micrometer range, tens of ZnO nanowires were
nucleated within the aperture (see, for example, Fig. 15.4(a)). As the
pattern size was reduced, the number of nanowires decreased. As shown
in Fig. 15.4(c), fewer than 4 nanowires grew on each window with size
of 200 nm. If we assume the nucleation density to be constant as the
pattern size changes, then the number of nanowires in each aperture
would be proportional to the area of the opening. This assumption is
confirmed by a plot shown in Fig. 15.4(d), which shows the number of
nanowires in each aperture window as a function of the aperture area.
The number of nanowires was counted directly from SEM images. The
linear dependence of the number of nanowires on the aperture area
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indicates that the nucleation density of ZnO nanowires is independent of
the size of growth window. The average nucleation density calculated
from Fig. 15.4(d) is 8.5 x 109 / cm2, which is consistent with the values
previously observed in the electrochemical process8.

Fig. 15.4 SEM images of ZnO nanowires grown with different circular aperture
sizes (a,b,c) and the number of nanowires on each pattern as a function of the
area of the pattern (d).

It can be concluded from Fig. 15.4(d) that only one nanowire should
grow in each aperture, under the conditions used, if the aperture diameter
is less than 135 nm. This was demonstrated in our experiments as shown
in Fig. 15.5. Figure 15.5(a) is an SEM image taken with a tilt angle of
30° which indicates the growth of individual ZnO nanowires on the
templated substrate. The size of each growth window was around 100 nm
with a period of 1000 nm. It can be seen that a single nanowire grows
vertically on each site. Some of the nanowires were removed from the
substrate during post growth processing, and are seen lying horizontally
on the substrate. From this image, we can confirm the aspect ratio of the
nanopillars -- they have a diameter of ~ 100 nm, and a length of
approximately 1000 nm. Figure 15.5(b) shows the top view of the
nanowire arrays and Fig. 15.5(c) is an image with a higher magnification.
Each nanowire is precisely placed in the desired location and vertically
aligned on the substrate with a hexagonal cross section, demonstrating
single crystal ZnO growth along the (0001) direction.
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Fig. 15.5 (a) SEM images of individual ZnO nanopillars. Note the aspect ratio
of the pillars that have been detached from the substrate; (b,c) top view of the
nanowire arrays at higher magnification; (d,e,f) the corresponding image of
electron emission (d), oxygen (e) and zinc signal (f) measured by EDX
mapping.

The composition of the individual aligned nanowires was confirmed by
EDX spectroscopy and mapping. Figure 15.5(d-f) shows the electron
emission image and the corresponding composition maps of oxygen and
Zn. The EDX mapping was achieved by scanning the electron beam over
the measurement surface with detection energy fixed at the value of
interest. The secondary electron emission image indicates the location of
the nanowires. The compositional maps of Fig. 15.5(e) and 15.5(f)
clearly indicate that the strong oxygen and zinc signals are from the
nanowires. Further analysis of EDX spectra from the same sample
suggests that the nanowires are ZnO. The relatively strong background in
the oxygen map (Fig. 15.5(e)) is a result of oxidation of the substrate
surface.
ZnO nanopillar arrays are potentially useful for photonic and
optoelectronic applications that require precise control of the location of
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each pillar. The process used in this study is suitable for fabricating such
two-dimension photonic structures and we confirmed the long-range
order of our structures by light diffraction experiments. The experimental
setup is illustrated in Fig. 15.2(a). A square lattice was used for this
study. Fig. 15.6(a) shows an SEM image of the nanopillar array. Pillars
with diameters of 140 nm, spacing of 0.98 μm and lengths up to 1 μm
were fabricated by the template technique. Figure 15.6(b) is a Fourier
transform (FFT) of the two-dimensional nanowire arrays, showing the
expected symmetry of the diffraction pattern. The actual diffraction
pattern of the nanowire arrays of Fig. 15.6(a) was measured, and is
shown in Fig. 15.6(c). Note that the diffraction angles are large enough
to exhibit distortion from a square pattern when displayed on a flat
projection screen. The diffraction angle of the first order spots was
calculated from the measured distance from the sample to the screen and
the distance along the screen. The obtained diffraction angle of 34.2° is
in good agreement with the value of 32.9° calculated directly from the
diffraction equation (dsinθ = mλ). The small difference between the
measured and calculated values indicates that the lattice constant of the
two-dimensional nanowire arrays was well defined. The periodic
organization of the nanowire arrays is also partially reflected by the
small diffraction spots in the diffraction pattern.

Fig. 15.6 (a) SEM image of a square lattice of a two-dimensional ZnO
nanowire array; (b) corresponding Fourier transform pattern; and (c) light
diffraction pattern using green light of 532 nm wavelength.

Measurement of the in-plane reflectance of an array is a straightforward
method for establishing the potential of a structure for photonic band-gap
applications. Fig. 15.7 shows the reflection spectrum along the Γ-X
direction of the square array with lattice constant 480 nm under TM
excitation. A reflection peak at 2.27 eV was observed, corresponding to a
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photonic band-gap. The band structure was calculated21 and is shown in
the inset of Fig. 15.7. Two TM band gaps with center energies of 1.1 and
2.15 eV were predicted along the Γ-X direction. The experimentally
observed reflection peak originated from the second-order band of the
two-dimensional crystals. The energy difference between theory and
experiment is likely due to the combined effects of the uncertainty in the
refractive index of ZnO, tilt effects and the finite height of the pillars.
The first order band at 1.1 eV is outside the wavelength range of our
measurements.

Fig. 15.7 Reflection spectrum of a square array of ZnO nanopillars in the Γ-X
direction. The reflection from dense, randomly grown ZnO nanowires was used
for background subtraction. The inset shows the calculated photonic band
structure of a two-dimensional ZnO nanowire array with a lattice constant of
500 nm and nanowire radius of 130 nm. The gray regions represent the first and
second order bands of the crystal.

For UV applications, a further reduction in the lattice constant of the
arrays could be used to move the band to higher energies. Our
calculations indicate that a ZnO nanowire square array with a lattice
constant of 250 nm would exhibit a first-order TM photonic band-gap
in the visible (2.3 eV) and a second order band-gap in the UV range
(4.3 eV) along the Γ–X direction. A hexagonal photonic structure with a
lattice constant of 220 nm exhibits a first-order band-gap of 2.4 eV16.
Future experiments are needed to explore the density limits of our
templating process.
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ZnO is a promising candidate for photonic band gap materials for
visible wavelengths. Its potential applications in photonic devices rely on
the design of special nanostructured patterns and desirable defects within
the photonic structure. Electron beam lithography allows the fabrication
of arbitrary patterns for these applications, which constitutes a major
advantage of using PMMA as template. We also demonstrated that
arbitrary patterns of ZnO nanowire arrays can be created through the low
temperature growth combined with the e-beam lithography-generated
templates. As an example, two different patterns are shown in Fig. 15.8.
The SEM image of Fig. 15.8(a) shows the growth of two rows of ZnO
nanowires with one missing nanowire in the middle of each row. These
sorts of structures could potentially find applications as templates for the
construction of plasmonic resonators. In Fig. 15.8(c), a superlattice
structure is shown, where each set of 7 nanopillars forms the basic unit
cell of a hexagonal pattern which is repeated on the substrate surface to
form a micro-periodic structure.

Fig. 15.8 SEM images of ordered ZnO nanopillar arrays with different layouts.

Since ZnO is a promising candidate for visible-wavelength photonic
crystals3, the design and fabrication of aperiodic nanostructures becomes
a key step for corresponding applications22. As an example, we also
fabricated a two-dimensional ZnO nanopillar array in which line defects
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were created. In a well-ordered two dimensional array, the nanowires
were absent along half of a row and a column to form a transmission
channel for light with a 90 degree bend. This channel can be used as a
waveguide for light transmission within the two-dimensional photonic
crystal23. This and related special structures are important for
applications such as large scale all-optical circuits. Our two-dimensional
ZnO nanowire photonic crystals have lattice constant varying from 300
nm to a few micrometers, which makes the two-dimensional nanowire
arrays suitable for visible and near-IR photonics.
Although the throughput of e-beam lithography has been regarded
as a major drawback for device fabrication, it is not a barrier for creating
the photonic templates used in this study due to the very small effective
writing area. Each writing window for individual nanowires growth is
around 100 nm in diameter, therefore the total writing area is relatively
small. The writing time was about 1 min for a 300 x 300 μm2 template
with feature size of 100 nm and period of 1 μm. In our processing, the
aspect ratio of the arrays was controlled by the growth time and not the
depth of the template. Thin layers of resist are compatible with the high
density patterning required for photonic devices.
15.4 Conclusions
Highly ordered single crystal ZnO nanopillar arrays were successfully
deposited on templated substrate by using an electrochemical growth
process. The growth was performed in an aqueous solution, which has
numerous advantages such as moderate temperature (90°C), scalability,
and compatibility with polymer template materials. Without the template,
ZnO nanowires grew randomly on the substrate surface, with a range of
alignment angles. The use of the template defines the growth location of
nanowires and promotes growth normal to the substrate surface. We
demonstrated that for small apertures, spatially organized ZnO nanopillar
arrays with arbitrary pattern structures and/or intentional defects can be
grown using a PMMA template created by electron beam lithography.
This process can be used for fabricating large-scale and well ordered
two-dimensional ZnO photonic materials. We also demonstrated that
photonic crystals with a lattice constant of 480 nm exhibited a second
harmonic band gap in the visible spectrum for TM polarized light;
consistent with theoretical calculations. This fabrication approach is
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compatible with current microfabrication processes and has the potential
for scalability and for fabricating a variety of ZnO photonic devices.
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16
VISIBLE LIGHT EMISSION FROM
INNATE SILICON NANOPARTICLES IN
SILICON-COMPOUND FILMS GROWN
AT LOW TEMPERATURES
Cao Zexian

%

his chapter describes Plasma Enhanced Chemical
Vapour Deposition (PECVD) growth of silicon
nanoparticles embedded in silicon oxide, nitride and
carbide films. The influence of plasma forming discharge
parameters on the size and density of the embedded silicon
nanoparticles is described. Light emission across the whole
of the visible light range was observed in both the Si-inSiOx and Si-in-SiNx structures. Of the two, the latter was
found to be the superior system because of its high external
quantum efficiency and short radiative decay time.


16.1 Introduction
Silicon has served as the “work horse” material for the microelectronics
industry where electrons are employed to transmit information. The
industry has already perceived its end of development with regard to
further raising the density of information storage and the speed of
information processing. Optoelectronics and photonics are technologies
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that partially or entirely use light for information manipulation. By
replacing electronics with optoelectronics or photonics we can expect
devices to run at incredible speeds. Other advantages of using light
instead of electrons include reduced power consumption, enhanced
reliability, higher volume efficiency, etc. Silicon and other Si-based
materials, if they can emit strong light and allow relatively
unsophisticated device fabrication, will be the first choice for
optoelectronics and photonics. This is so because with its use decadesold silicon manufacturing expertise could still be exploited1, particularly
when integration with electronics is of concern. Enormous effort has
been devoted to the fabrication of silicon nanostructures that are
expected to emit light across a wide, tunable spectral range, and with
respectable efficiency2-4. Among the various possibilities, light emission
from silicon nanoparticles embedded in confining films deserves
particular attention. In this chapter we shall present a brief review of a
low-temperature fabrication procedure involving conventional plasmaenhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) method, by which highdensity innate silicon nanoparticles are grown along with a silicon
compound (oxide, nitride or carbide) film, thus making a composite
nanostructure which has demonstrated excellent photoluminescence (PL)
features. These include tunability across the whole of the visible light
range5-13 and luminescence decay-time of a few nanoseconds10,13. After a
brief introduction, we’ll first discuss the formation of the silicon particles
in silane plasma which is the key process for the deposition of the silicon
nanoparticles in its compound films and then present our experimental
results on the light-emitting Si-in-SiOx, Si-in-SiNx and Si-in-SiC
composite structures.
Bulk silicon is an indirect bandgap (Eg ~1.12 eV) semiconductor
which emits light with a negligibly small efficiency. By reducing the size
of the silicon agglomerates to a size of a few nanometers, the electrons
now having a wavelength larger than the typical dimension of the
materials structure (the Bohr radius of excitons in silicon is ~5.0 nm)
sense the presence of the geometrical boundaries i.e. the quantum
confinement effects (QCE) become obvious. Strong photoluminescence
is anticipated in silicon nanostructures14-16, as was first observed in
porous silicon in 199017. However, due to mechanical fragility and
physical/chemical instability, porous silicon is not a promising material
for silicon-based light-emitting devices (LEDs). On the other hand,
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silicon particles embedded in a host material, generally the silicon oxide,
nitride or carbide matrix feature both effective confinement and attain a
robust structural stability that is very desirable for the fabrication of
devices. A variety of different approaches have been developed for the
preparation of such Si-in-silicon compound systems. Taking Si-in-SiOx
composite films for instance, the preparation methods include Si-ion
implantation into silicon oxides, sputtering, reactive evaporation or CVD
growth of Si-rich oxides, as well as post-annealing of SiO/SiO2
multilayers etc18. These methods often involve high temperatures that
approach 1100°C to obtain nanocrystalline silicon particles by postannealing treatments. Such a high temperature process is clearly
prohibitive from the technical viewpoint of device integration since it
causes severe degradations effects in existing devices by promoting
dopant diffusion. A modus operandi for the preparation of silicon-based
light-emitting nanostructures that employs only low temperatures is
obviously preferable. Fortunately, PECVD provides a convenient lowtemperature route for this purpose.
16.2 Formation of Silicon Particles in Silane Plasma
It has long been noticed that in an RF plasma formed from gas mixtures
containing silane, large numbers of silicon clusters are observed to form
in the discharge even at a low working pressure (13 Pa) and low power
density (about 0.1 W/cm2)19,20. Small silicon clusters begin to nucleate at
the plasma/sheath boundary near the electrodes and principally grow in
the same region. The size of the clusters near the substrate on the
grounded electrode is generally less than 15 nm and the density can be as
high as 1011 cm-3. Some silicon particles may be incorporated into the
growing films since most of them are generally neutral, though the
sticking coefficient at the surface is quite low (<5%). This clearly leads
to a serious contamination problem for the deposition of highly
homogeneous a-Si:H films and this, in turn, causes a reduction in the
yield of devices. It is, however, advantageous for the low-temperature
deposition of composite films wherein innate silicon particles get
embedded in an insulating barrier layer of silicon compounds.
In order to obtain strong photoluminescence from the embedded
silicon particles in the visible spectral range, effective control of particle
size, passivation conditions and particle density is essential. This can
partially be realized by adjusting the plasma conditions through changing
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the total pressure, the power density and/or the fraction of silane in the
precursor. A large amount of work has been done to raise the particle
density to enhance emission strength since whatever the mechanism may
be the light emission is proportional to the number of emission centers.
As to the particle size, it is conceivable that the introduction of oxidizing
ion species, such as that of oxygen, into the plasma can reduce the size of
silicon particles to below 5.0 nm. This then provides an effective route
for the tailoring of particle sizes to a suitable value for light emission
centered at desired wavelengths. Of course, changing the size of silicon
particles by varying the plasma conditions will also influence the density
of the silicon particles coming to the growing surface, yet an independent
change of particle density from the particle size can be realized in a
narrow region by fine tuning the substrate temperature.
By taking advantage of silicon particle formation in the plasma
sheath, we have succeeded in growing Si-in-silicon compound composite
structures onto cold substrates. High-efficiency PL emissions at desired
wavelengths have been achieved through increasing particle density and
tailoring particle sizes. In some cases a heat-treatment was applied to
enhance the overall quality of the film or to improve the passivation of
silicon particles but the temperature involved was generally below 500°C.
Later we will show that this post-treatment at elevated temperatures is
completely unnecessary for the Si-in-SiNx and Si-in-SiC systems10-13.
16.3 Experimental Details
Si-in-silicon compound films were deposited onto single-crystal Si (001)
wafers and fused quartz substrates using a custom-designed capacitancecoupled PECVD setup. Precursors were a gas mixture of high-purity
SiH4 and H2 with the addition of O2 or N2O for the oxide, of N2 for the
nitride, and of CH4 for the carbide system, respectively. The fraction of
SiH4 in the precursor served as the controlling parameter, while the total
flow rate was generally being maintained constant. At a working
pressure of ~ 1 x 102 Pa and an RF power density as low as 700
mW/cm2, the resulting growth rate was estimated to be a few nm / min;
depending on the species of the reactive gases. No intentional substrate
heating was applied; the substrate temperature, altered exclusively by the
plasma irradiation was restricted below 60°C. In order to maintain such a
low substrate temperature without involving any cooling, we often
adopted a cyclic growth mode i.e. after every hour or so when the
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substrate temperature reached 50°C, the power supply would be turned
off to let the system cool down to room temperature. This method also
helps improve the film transparency and thus the efficiency of light
emission. The final film thickness generally spanned a range of 0.5 – 1.5
μm.
The local atomic environments and bonding configurations in the
deposits were characterized by infrared absorption measurements
performed on a Perkin-Elmer 2000 Fourier-transform infrared system
and by inspecting the Si 2p line excited with Mg Kα radiation on an Xray photoelectron spectrometer (ESCALab Mark-II). Formation of
silicon nanocrystals in the films was also verified by micro-Raman
scattering using a confocal laser Raman spectrometer (JY-6400). The
size and spatial distribution of the innate silicon nanoparticles were
investigated from the bright-field images obtained with a Tecnai-20
transmission electron microscope (TEM) for which a proper defocus
value had to be chosen to accomplish an enhanced contrast. Size
determination suffers from large uncertainties due to the amorphous
nature of the silicon particles and the less pronounced particle/matrix
contrast. In the case of very high particle density, agglomeration of a few
particles into a weakly-connected cluster also occurs.
As-deposited films were first examined under an ultraviolet lamp to
confirm the presence of PL. Room-temperature PL measurements were
carried out on an FLS 920 (Edinburgh Instruments Ltd.) fluorescence
spectrometer with a xenon lamp as the excitation source. Time-resolved
analysis was performed on a spectrophotometer (Horiba NAES-1100)
with excitation at 375 nm from a hydrogen lamp (chopper frequency 10
kHz, pulse width 2.0 ns) to determine the decay times at different
emission wavelengths registered within less than 1.0 nm. The temporal
resolution of the SSU-112 photomultiplier employed was 0.1 ns. The
external quantum efficiency was determined by spectrophotometric
measurement with the aid of an integrating sphere which collected both
the reflected and emitted lights without wavelength discrimination. Other
parameters or methods associated with the preparation or
characterization of a particular sample will be specified where needed.
16.4 Light Emission from Innate Silicon Particles
Highly transparent Si-in-SiOx, Si-in-SiNx and Si-in-SiC films containing
a large density of innate silicon nanoparticles were successfully prepared
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by using our low-temperature procedure. The particles can be easily
tailored to various small sizes so as to generate strong PL across the
whole visible light range. We have made special efforts to explore the
smallest size of the silicon particles attainable in a specific matrix in
order to determine the shortest wavelength for the quantum confined PL.
The particle density generally amounts to 1012 – 1013 cm-2 (from TEM
micrographs). This results in very strong PL which essentially facilitates
the measurement of the quantum efficiency, decay time and other
important parameters. Detailed results are presented below in the order
of Si-in-SiOx, Si-in-SiNx and Si-in-SiC.
16.4.1 Si-in-SiOx
The Si-in-SiOx system immediately attracted the attention of researchers
after the discovery of light emission from porous silicon. In the
beginning, the effort had been focused on composite nanostructures
containing silicon nanocrystals dispersed in SiO22,21,22. The requirement
on the nanocrystallinity of silicon particles is believed to enable both
increase in the radiative electron–hole recombination rate and reduce the
non-radiative pathways, thus increasing the emission efficiency. Here we
will show that an effective confinement does not alter the crystallinity of
silicon particles. These silicon nanocrystals can be grown by a PECVD
process onto substrates at room temperature. An enhancement up to two
orders of magnitude in the PL efficiency can be achieved in films grown
on cold substrates, followed by a subsequent rapid thermal annealing
(RTA) at 500°C for two minutes in a N2/Ar ambient atmosphere.
Si-rich oxide film is a precursor for the preparation of silicon
nanocrystals in stoichiometric SiO2. Si-rich oxide films that contain
some innate silicon particles are usually grown by using CVD at a
substrate temperature between 250 – 350°C. This is in conformity with
requirements for fabricating device-quality hydrogenated amorphous or
microcrystalline silicon films. However, there is only a limited degree of
phase separation between the silicon particles and the oxide. The oxide
phase is sub-stoichiometric SiOx with the value of x increasing along
with the distance from the silicon core23. This results in a limited density
of silicon particles and poor carrier-confinement. Consequently, the
room-temperature PL from the as-deposited films is several orders of
magnitude less intense than that from silicon nanocrystals in SiO2.
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Figure 16.1 Evolution of the Si 2p line for three silicon-rich oxide films grown at
different substrate temperature.

We noticed that even though the silicon particles were formed in the
plasma sheath, the substrate temperature was still a key factor that
influenced the structure of the deposits. Enhanced diffusion at the
growing surface at elevated temperatures may pre-exclude the presence
of distinct silicon particles. A very low temperature is more favorable for
the survival of silicon particles in a silicon compound matrix. Fig. 16.1
illustrates the evolution of the Si 2p line from XPS measurements on
three si-rich silicon oxide films prepared with, otherwise, the same
processing parameters. These had roughly the same composition
(averaged atomic ratio γ = [O]/[Si] ~1.5). The Si 2p line for the film
deposited at 450°C displays only one nearly symmetric peak, which can
be attributed to the Si-SixO4-x (x=0, 1, 2, 3, 4) tetrahedral units of rather
homogeneous distribution, as predicted by the random-bonding model.
For the sample deposited at 250°C, it became somewhat asymmetric and
broadened at the low binding-energy side due to the increased
concentration of the Si-Si4 structure. In contrast, the film grown at 30°C
showed a distinct two-peak profile which can be well fitted with two
Gaussian profiles centered at 100.3 eV and 103.4 eV, respectively. This
strongly suggests a film composition of well-separated Si and SiO2
phases. The slightly enlarged binding energy at 100.3 eV for the a-Si
particles is mainly caused by the charging effect in this semi-insulating
composite film.
The phase separation in the deposits can be directly verified by
the bright-field TEM images. In Fig. 16.2, the silicon nanoparticles (dark
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Figure 16.2 TEM image of a silicon-rich oxide films with an overall atomic
ratio γ ~ 1.5 deposited at 30°C.

spots), are essentially amorphous, have an averaged size of about
3.0 nm and the number density is obviously over 1012 / cm 2 (from the
micrograph). From the PL measurements (Fig. 16.3a) we can see that
the film deposited at 30°C, characterized as Si-in-SiOx, emits at an
intensity over one order of magnitude larger than that grown at 250°C;
both as deposited and after the RTA treatment. In addition to the redshift
of the PL spectrum, post-annealing also results in a considerably
enhanced PL efficiency. For the sample deposited at 30°C, the integrated
intensity of the PL spectrum increases by a factor of 8. This enhancement
of PL by post-annealing cannot be emic rearrangements in silicon oxide
that can eventually leaxplained by the additional precipitation of new
silicon nanoparticles, since a post-annealing at 500°C for two minutes
does not cause any noticeable atod to the formation or growth of silicon
particles. Instead, we noticed that the RTA treatment at 500°C can
effectively release hydrogen atoms incorporated in the deposits, thus
modifying the configuration of some local hydrogen-bonded structures.
This occurs particularly at the particle/matrix interfaces, as confirmed by
infrared absorption measurements. This reasoning is also supported by
the red shift of PL, since the optical band gap of silicon particles
becomes smaller when hydrogen is released such that the hydrogen
passivation of the silicon particles is partially replaced by oxygenpassivation24.
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Figure 16.3 (a) PL spectra of the as-deposited and annealed Si-rich oxide films referred
to in Fig. 16.2; (b) PL spectra of the annealed silicon-rich oxide films deposited at 30°C
but of different compositions.

The size of the silicon particles in films can be conveniently reduced
by increasing the proportion of the oxygen in plasma and thus the
proportion of oxygen in deposits. We see that the peak wavelength of the
PL emission has been shifted to below 500 nm and the external quantum
efficiency can be easily made comparable to that for silicon nanocrystals
(Fig. 16.3).
From the standpoint of device fabrication even the RTA at 500°C
is undesirable. How simple would it be if the silicon nanocrystals could
be grown in the as-deposited film in such a manner that the
characteristics for both the particles and the compound matrix were
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simultaneously determined, once and for all. We have found that SiOx
films containing silicon nanocrystals could be synthesized by PECVD
at 300°C or 400°C23, but the sizes of the crystals are too large (over 6.0
nm) for quantum confined light emission.
By largely increasing the proportion of hydrogen ions in plasma (the
summed flow rate for SiH4 and O2 being maintained at 2.0% of the total),
silicon oxide films containing high-density innate silicon nanocrystals
can be grown. It is thought that the large silicon particles formed in the
plasma may include a well crystallized core. Effective chemical etching
by hydrogen ions help preferentially remove the amorphous part. The
hydrogen ions lead to the occurrence of elemental silicon even in
deposits grown with an oxygen fraction r, defined as the flow rate of
oxygen with regard to the summed flow rate for oxygen and silane, as
high as r = 0.25.
The nanocrystallinity of the tiny silicon particles in the as-deposited
films was confirmed by micro-Raman scattering measurements. In Fig.
16.4 the Raman spectra of samples prepared with different oxygen
fractions are plotted. The sharp peak around 510 cm-1, arising from
the first-order Raman scattering of silicon phonons, confirms the
presence of silicon particles in the form of nanocrystals. The significant
red shift (i.e., softening of the phonon mode) and broadening of the
Raman peak with respect to that for silicon bulk crystal are typical size

Figure 16.4 Micro-Raman spectra measured on samples grown with different oxygen
fractions in precursor: (a) r = 0.10 ; (b) r = 0.15 ; (c) r = 0.20 ; and (d) r = 0.25 . The
sharp peak at around 510 cm-1 is characteristic of silicon nanocrystals.
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effects in nanocrystals. In the more heavily oxidized samples, the line
width of the Raman peak increases while its intensity quickly diminishes.
This suggests a gradual reduction in the size of silicon nanocrystals, as
was also verified by TEM micrographs. By taking into account the effect
of both phonon confinement and elastic strain upon the Raman scattering
of small crystals, the crystallite size was estimated to decrease, from
curves (a) to (d), from 4.4 nm to 2.3 nm.
Since the silicon nanocrystals in these deposits are smaller than 5.0
nm, intense red PL was measured at room temperature. Remarkably, the
peaks of the PL profiles all fall within a narrow range between 768 nm
and 743 nm. This means that the PL is roughly pinned at a photon energy
of 1.61 - 1.67 eV. This is quite difficult to understand from the viewpoint
of quantum confined emission. Wolkin and coworkers once presented a
detailed study on the possible PL mechanisms for silicon nanocrystals
passivated with oxygen by calculating the electronic structures of such
giant molecules25. They found that a stabilized electronic state or even a

Figure 16.5 PL spectra from as-grown nc-Si-in-SiOx samples prepared with varied
oxygen fraction in precursor: (a) r = 0.10; (b) r = 0.12; (c) r = 0.15; (d) r = 0.20; (e) r =
0.25.
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trapped exciton may be formed on the Si = O double bonds. In addition,
they found that for particles smaller than 3.0 nm, the PL photon energy
increases only very little (on the contrary, in amorphous particles, optical
transition other than from the trapped exciton states dominates due to the
lack of long-range order within the particles). The photon energy
measured by us (1.61 - 1.67 eV) falls on the theoretical curve for the
lowest transition in the presence of Si = O double bonds, but smaller
than the upper limit of the emission energy of 2.1 eV. The significant
enhancement in the PL efficiency for the silicon nanocrystal samples
prepared with more oxygen in precursor (Fig. 16.5d-16.5e) originates
mainly from the substitution of Si-H passivation by Si = O double bonds.
16.4.2 Si-in-SiNx

Although high-efficiency light emission at room temperature has been
realized in various nanostructures based on silicon oxide several
problems remain to be resolved for the realization of silicon-based LEDs.
The external quantum efficiency needs be raised to an acceptable level,
the emission profiles should be further improved for better color purity
and shifted towards shorter wavelengths and the decay time should be
brought down to within one nanosecond or even shorter.
One particular problem concerns carrier injection for
electroluminescence. Carrier injection is performed through the tunneling
mechanism. For silicon particles embedded in SiO2, which has a bandgap
of about 8.5 eV, the operating voltage of LEDs would be unacceptably
high. Clearly, if silicon nanoparticles that give off strong light emissions
can be prepared in matrices of smaller bandgap material then the
technology of silicon LEDs could be developed for commercial
exploitation. One immediate substitute for SiO2 is silicon nitride, having
a narrower bandgap of ~ 5.3eV, which has been widely used in
electronics. Providing that Si-in-SiNx films of comparable light-emitting
ability26 can be prepared by the low temperature procedure we presented
above, the carrier injection problem for electroluminescence might be
solved. Moreover, replacing the oxide matrix with nitride also could help
clarify the controversial mechanism underlying light emission from
silicon nanostructures27,28. Of course, one prerequisite for any further
discussion is the realization of high-efficiency PL from the Si-in SiNx
system.
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First, we present the result of investigations on a set of Si-in-SiNx
films grown by varying the nitrogen-to-silane flow rate ratio r between
1.0 and 5.5. The atomic ratio [N]/[Si] for the deposits increases roughly
from 0.65 to 1.05. By taking into account the dispersed silicon particles,
the stoichiometry for the SiNx matrix was found to change only slightly,
with the x value lying in the range of 1.0 to 1.10. With an increasing
r value, the vibration frequency of the Si–N and Si-H stretching modes
in the IR absorption spectra shift continuously towards larger
wavenumbers, following a trend that would be expected from SiNx
samples containing more nitrogen.
The presence of silicon particles in the deposits again can be
confirmed by Raman spectroscopy as for the Si-in-SiOx system. This
reveals an enhanced short-range and medium-range disorder of the Si-Si4
network, as a consequence of reduced particle size in films with less
silicon content. We see that silicon nanoparticles are isometrically
distributed throughout the film (Fig. 16.6). Depending on the fraction of
silane in the precursor and hence the silicon concentration in the deposit,
the particles range in size from 1.5 nm to 4.5 nm. This corresponds to a
number density between 1 and 4 x 1012 cm-2. These particles are
essentially amorphous as the electron diffraction pattern displays only
one diffuse ring.

Figure 16.6 TEM image of a Si-in-SiNx film grown with r = 2.0. Silicon particles
(dark spots) of roughly 3 nm in diameter are clearly discernible. Particle number density
is 3.4 x 1012 cm-2.
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Figure 16.7 PL spectra from the annealed Si-in-SiNx samples. Inset presents photographs
of the light-emitting samples that were grown on glass with r values of 1.5, 3.5 and 5.5,
respectively.

After RTA treatment, the samples exhibited strong PL in the whole
of the visible spectrum (Fig. 16.7). The very bright red, green and blue
emissions were perceptible to the unaided eye when illuminated with a 6Watt UV-lamp emitting at around 365 nm. The external quantum
efficiencies of PL for these annealed Si-in-SiNx samples were estimated
to be in the range of 0.5 - 5% from the red to blue end of the visible
spectrum. Some persuasive observations support the view that PL from
this Si-in-SiNx system originates in the silicon particles rather than the
nitride matrix. First, both PL intensity and peak position depend strongly
on the density and size of silicon particles. The blue shift of the PL peak
is unambiguously correlated to a reduction in the particle size. Second,
PL from these samples is rather steadfast. Neither prolonged continuous
illumination nor long term aging in air caused any noticeable degradation
in intensity or modification to the PL profile.
The superior emission capability of the Si-in-SiNx system over the
Si-in-SiOx system can be easily seen from Fig 16.8 where the PL peak
intensity is plotted versus peak position for the two systems. In both
cases, qualitatively speaking, the PL at shorter wavelengths corresponds
to smaller silicon particles. Clearly, the PL from Si-in-SiNx films has a
higher efficiency than that from Si-in-SiOx films, especially in the
spectral range that corresponds to blue and green light. A factor of 3.4
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Figure 16.8 Comparison of PL peak intensity versus peak position between Si-in-SiNx
and Si-in-SiOx thin films prepared with similar processing parameters. The lines are
drawn to guide the eye.

enhancement was calculated at the photon energy of 2.6 eV. This is a
reasonable consequence of the change in embedding matrix since the N
ions are less reactive than O ions; favoring the formation of stable SiSiNx interfaces. The density of silicon particles in SiNx is thus larger than
that in SiOx, especially when the particles are smaller. Besides, we also
noticed that silicon particles of the same size in SiNx give rise to PL at
shorter wavelengths. The detailed mechanism is not understood at the
current stage of research.
The PL from silicon nanoparticles in SiNx and SiOx matrices show
rather dissimilar annealing behavior. The peak position for Si-in-SiNx
system progressively blue shifts by post-annealing below 600°C, while in
the case of Si-in-SiOx it already red shifts at 360°C. Nevertheless, we
could not attribute the PL peak shift induced by annealing to the size
effect since no appreciable alteration in the particle size was evidenced
from either TEM or Raman characterizations. This difference comes
about from the modification of local hydrogen-bonded structures in these
two material systems5, 8.
The exciting results of PL measurements on the Si-in-SiNx system
encouraged us to further explore this composite structure. Clearly, in Siin-SiNx the PL blue shifts continuously with the decreasing particle size
and it can be pushed to even shorter wavelengths than in the Si-in-SiOx
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Figure 16.9 TEM micrograph of an as-deposited Si-in-SiNx sample with [N]/[Si] ~ 0.77.
The particle size falls within 2.2 nm - 2.6 nm range with only rare exceptions. The few
large particles (> 5 nm) are due to the conglomeration of smaller ones.

system. Then what is the shortest PL wavelength attainable in the Si-inSiNx system? To answer this question, we further raised the nitrogen
fraction in the precursor. By r = 16 , a sample with the overall atomic
ratio [N]/[Si] ~ 0.77 was prepared in which the size of the amorphous
silicon particles was within the range of 2.2 nm to 2.6 nm and the particle
density measured ~ 1.4 x 1013 cm-2 (Fig. 16.9). In this film, the PL was
centered at λ0 = 440 nm (2.82 eV). A further reduction in particle size
can be realized at the cost of particle density, since it is difficult for the
critically small particles to survive the oxidative matrix. In a sample
prepared with gas flow rates, SiH4:N2:H2 = 8.0:8.0:10 (here SiH4 was
previously diluted with hydrogen to 2.0 vol. %), the typical particle size
was reduced to around 2.0 nm, but with a smaller density of 1.07 x 1013
cm-2 (Fig. 16.10). Due to the amorphous nature of the sample and the
extremely high particle density, clusters of a few weakly connected
particles formed. It is difficult to perform an exact statistical analysis of
the particle size distribution but among the ~ 210 particles in Fig. 16.10,
about one third are distinctly isolated ones with a dimension around
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Figure 16.10 TEM micrograph of a Si-in-SiNx sample. Typical size of the silicon
particles (circled) is ~ 1.8 nm but some weakly connected small clusters are also
identifiable.

1.8 nm. In fact, while showing silicon particles of the smallest size, Fig.
16.10 is also a micrograph of the best quality we have ever obtained with
the amorphous Si-in-SiNx and Si-in-SiOx films. The sharp particle/matrix
boundary results from the cyclic growth mode; it has an essential to play
in raising the efficiency of light emission.
With these extremely small silicon particles, the peak position of PL
emission from Si-in-SiNx system was shifted down to 428 nm. We failed
to shift the PL to even shorter wavelengths, with comparable intensity,
by further reducing the fraction of silane. This was because silicon
particles at such a high density, due to their small size, find themselves in
a critical situation such that they either tend to get engulfed by the matrix
compound or agglomerate to form bigger particles. A remarkable feature
of the PL spectra in Fig. 16.11 is their enormous width. Even for curve
(a) having the largest intensity, the full width at half maximum is 70 nm,
indicating a very serious effect arising out of size fluctuations. The
external quantum efficiency for the sample referred to in curve (a) was
determined to be over 3.0%. For details of measurement and data
processing see Ref. 10. This is consistent with the large internal quantum
efficiency (over 10%) determined from the temperature-dependent PL
measurements.
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Figure 16.11 Room temperature PL spectra measured in three Si-in-SiNx films grown
with the gas flow rates SiH4:N4:H2, from (a) to (c), of 8.0:8.0:10, 13:8.0:10 and 18:8.0:10,
respectively. Inset (bright blue) displays a photo of the sample referred to in curve (a)
under the irradiation from a 6 W ultraviolet lamp.

Figure 16.12 Time-resolved PL spectrum at room temperature for a Si-in-SiNx sample.
The decay process starts at 0.33 ns on the ordinate.

Such a high efficiency results from a substantial reduction of nonradiative processes in the sample, which can be confirmed by decay time
measurements. Fig. 16.12 illustrates a time-resolved PL spectrum
measured in a band of 140 nm around the peak position10,13. The decay
process can be well fitted with a double-exponential function
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I ∝ 1.58 ∗ exp(− t / 0.13185) + 1.0 ∗ exp(− t /1.0027), where the time is
given in nanoseconds. The two decay times of the curve, one ~ 1.0 ns
and the other ~ 0.13 ns, imply the presence of excitons with two different
lifetimes, responsible for the PL. Such a result represents a remarkable
step forward in obtaining fast decaying PL in silicon nanostructures
compared to previous reports where the decay times were generally a
few nanoseconds or even microseconds, and were measured at low
temperatures29. This heralds the possibility of fabricating silicon-based
optical interconnects to operate at gigabit per second data rates. The
nanosecond decay time for PL achieved here can be attributed to the fast
recombination of excitons with short radii within a nanoparticle that has
better passivation30. If QCE is the mechanism responsible for light
emission then a particle size as small as 1.8 nm clearly sets a severe limit
on the radius of localized excitons and consequently a faster
recombination dynamic results due to the greater overlap of carrier wave
functions and the direct-gap behavior.
One may tend to attribute the high-efficiency blue-violet PL and the
nanosecond decay time in the current work to an impurity origin instead
of the size effect in silicon particles, but this possibility can be excluded
by a brief analysis. The PL centered at 428 nm was the result of our long
time effort which resulted in the reduction of PL wavelength from Si-inSiNx films by reducing the particle size ― there is an established,
qualitative correlation between the blue-shifted PL and the reduced
particle size5, 6, 8-10. Even a tiny increase of silicon particle size exhibits
detectable red shift in PL, see again Fig. 16.11. In fact, even two
samples grown under the same conditions, but one for 7 cycles and the
other for 11 cycle, show a shift of ~ 5.0 nm in PL which we believe
results from the ripening of silicon particles. Moreover, in the SiNx
samples free of any distinct silicon particles, PL showing aforementioned
features is simply absent. Such observations clearly are not in agreement
with the impurity mechanism alternative.
The significantly enhanced PL efficiency obtained in the current Siin-SiNx films is thought to be due to the sharp particle/matrix boundaries
which can essentially suppress the non-radiative processes. Another
beneficial feature of the Si-in-SiNx films prepared with the cyclic growth
method is the improved transparency which turns out to be beneficial for
light extraction.
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Figure 16.13 PL features as a functions of exciting photon wavelength. (a) Full PL
spectral profiles; (b-d) the variation of their integral intensities, peak positions and the
full-width-at-half-maximums. The excitation wavelength is set at a 25 nm interval.

Light-emission from a confined nanoparticle depends critically on
such particle characteristics as size, shape, and the passivation conditions
etc. For silicon particles smaller than 2.0 nm, grown by CVD method,
size fluctuation is unavoidable. Based on the over-simplified model for
quantum confinement where the photon energy is given by,
E = E g + C / d 2 , where E g is the energy gap for bulk silicon, it follows
then that δE ∝ δd / d 3 . Therefore, even a small fluctuation in the d value
will give rise to a much extended distribution of photon energies.
Fluctuation of size and / or shape may also imply non-identical
passivation at the boundary. It has an effect on various features of PL
besides photon energy and, therefore, it deserves a thorough
investigation. Here, a sample emitting at ~ 460 nm (2.7 eV) was
examined, for example. In contrast to the situation with larger
nanoparticles, here both the emission spectrum and the excitation
spectrum are considerably broadened. Fig. 16.13 summarizes the detailed
PL features measured with excitations at different wavelengths. A nearly
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unchanged integral intensity (with external quantum efficiency at ~3.0%)
can be obtained by excitations ranging from 340 nm to 410 nm. As to the
peak position of PL, it shifts roughly linearly from 416 nm to 510 nm,
following the excitation (fig. 16.13c). The full-width-at-half-maximum
(FWHM) of the PL spectral profiles, ignoring the asymmetry, shows a
clear tendency to increase rapidly at larger photon energies except for
the point at 300 nm (negligibly weak, hence unreliable). The extended
distribution of excited states arising from size fluctuation facilitates the
attainment of PL of comparable intensities in a broaden range of
wavelengths (peaked from 416 to 510 nm), and under a wide spectrum of
excitations (340-410 nm). This implies an enormous flexibility in
choosing the excitation source and the emitted wavelengths for various
applications.
16.4.3 Si-in-SiC

Up to now, high-efficiency PL across the whole of the visible light band,
and established as arising from QCE, has been routinely obtained in the
Si-in-SiOx and Si-in-SiNx composite films. However, the size limit upon
the silicon nanoparticles directly implies a cutoff of the wavelength of
available PL. A further reduction in the size of silicon particles is
anticipated in the less oxidizing SiC matrix in which the formation of
homonuclear bonds is unfavorable. This will allow the study of QCE at a
size approaching 1.0 nm through PL measurements. Moreover, the
realization of light-emission from a Si-in-SiC structure is of importance
in its own right. Silicon carbide is the semiconductor material that is used
for hard electronic devices to be used in high-temperature, high-power,
high-frequency, and / or other harsh environments. A light emitting
capability could further broaden its areas of applications. Up to now,
light-emission from SiC-based structures has been mostly investigated in
Si1-yCy/Si quantum wells and SiC nanocrystals. Measurement of strong
PL from a Si-in-SiC composite film has not. been reported and the
reason lies probably in the difficulty in engineering the silicon particles
to a small enough size to be effective for quantum confined light
emission.
By using the same procedures as described above, Si-in-SiC films
were grown in which the minimum size of the silicon particles measured
~ 1.2 nm (Fig. 16.14). The corresponding nanoparticle density was found
to be ~ 4 x 1012 cm-2. It was also found that a further reduction in particle
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size, in contrast to the Si-in-SiNx system, could be realized at the cost of
particle density. It is noteworthy that only a minor increase in the silicon
particle size, from ~ 1.2 nm to ~ 1.4 nm was observed even though the
silane content in the precursor was raised by a factor of 16.

Figure 16.14 High-resolution TEM micrograph revealing the presence of innate silicon
nanoparticles (black dots) in amorphous SiC matrix.

Strong PL was measured in the three samples prepared with gas
ratios (in sccm) of H2:CH4:SiH4=10:10:0.5, H2:CH4:SiH4=10:10:2, and
H2:CH4:SiH4=10:5:8. With the particle size increasing from 1.2 nm to 1.4
nm, the peak position steadily shifts to longer wavelengths from 450 nm
to 510 nm. The known characteristic PL emissions from defects in SiC or
SiC nanoparticles were absent.
Owing to the weaker confining strength of SiC, even with the
smallest particle size of 1.2 nm, the PL was found centered at 450 nm
(Fig. 16.15); still a little larger than the shortest wavelength achieved
with a particle size of ~ 1.8 nm in silicon nitride. Due to the extremely
small size of the embedded nanoparticles, the effect of size fluctuation in
defining the PL features was more severe than in the Si-in-SiNx system.
The detailed PL features under varying excitations (selected excitation
between 320 nm and 490 nm) were quite similar to that shown in Fig.
16.13 (see Ref. 13). Remarkably, the emission spectrum, that extends to
the violet band (below 400 nm or 3.1 eV in photon energy), loses
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Figure 16.15 PL spectra measured for Si-in-SiC films for particle sizes in the range of
1.2 nm to 1.4 nm (from A to C). Excitation wavelength: 370 nm.

intensity rapidly, and the corresponding photon energy approached the
band gap of the amorphous silicon carbide ( ≤ 3.3 eV). Therefore, we can
say that the PL emission centered at 460 nm is of roughly the shortest
wavelength attainable in the Si-in-SiC composite structure via the
confinement mechanism.
Though the confined emission from Si-in-SiC system is unlikely to
get down to shorter wavelengths or show higher efficiency, considering
the many benefits of SiC itself as a base material for electronics, the
films exhibiting strong and tunable light emission will surely find
interesting applications in optoelectronic devices. For example, the Si-inSiC composite film is useful as a working medium for UV-detection or
imaging since it acts as a wear-resistant window as well. Given the broad
PL emission from Si-in-SiC and Si-in-SiNx films containing extremely
small particles and the differences in PL spectral profiles from silicon
particles of similar sizes, a multilayer of Si-in-SiC / Si-in-SiNx should
emit in a significantly broad band which is desirable for white-light
emission. Fig. 16.16 displays the preliminary PL measurement on a Siin-SiC / Si-in-SiNx multilayer structure, showing extensive emissions in
the green to the violet band which can be effectively excited with
different wavelengths. Some interesting phenomena concerned with the
electrical transport properties under light irradiation in this quantum
well-dot system are now under investigation.
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Figure 16.16 (Upper) TEM image of SiC / SiNx multilyer structure containing silicon
nanoparticles. (Lower) PL profiles of Si-in-SiCx films measured at an excitation
wavelength of (from left to right) 355, 365, 395 and 415 nm.
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16.5 Conclusions

Light-emitting composite films comprising high-density innate silicon
nanoparticles embedded in a silicon compound matrix including the substoichiometric oxide and nitride, as well as the stoichiometric carbide,
have been successfully grown. The growth was performed on cold
substrates by conventional PECVD method. These are generally referred
to as the Si-in-SiOx, Si-in-SiNx and Si-in-SiC composite structures. The
silicon particles are formed in the gas discharge, thus their size and
density can be conveniently tailored by adjusting the discharge
parameters, in particular through changing the relative proportions of the
precursor gases. To prevent subsequent diffusion-related processes in the
growing films on a substrate without intentional cooling, a cyclic growth
mode can be used to maintain a low substrate temperature. This also
helps promote light emission by improving the film transparency.
The ultimate size and density of silicon particles embedded in the
resulting composite films can be effectively tailored but generally in a
coupled way. The smallest particle size we have achieved with this
method is ~ 2.2 nm in the oxide, ~ 1.8 nm in the nitride, and ~ 1.2 nm in
the carbide matrix. Light emission across the whole of the visible light
range has been observed in both the Si-in-SiOx and Si-in-SiNx structures.
The Si-in-SiNx system is the best candidate for an active light-emitting
medium because in this system we achieved the shortest wavelength (428
nm), the highest external quantum efficiency (over 3%), and the shortest
decay time (less than 1 ns). Strong PL can also be obtained in the Si-inSiOx system by RTA at a moderate temperature of 500°C. However, for
the Si-in-SiNx and Si-in-SiC composite structures, the strong emission
has been obtained simply in the as-deposited films.
These results show the feasibility of fabricating silicon nanocrystalbased light-emitters with a procedure that is entirely compatible with
modern very large scale integration technology. A composite structure
containing innate silicon particles of varying sizes or embedded in
different matrices, when properly tailored, can also be used for
ultraviolet radiation detection and for white light displays. Furthermore,
using such highly luminescent samples, an unambiguous correlation
between the particle statistics and the emission spectra may be
established, in order to help clarify the luminescence mechanism.
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sub-threshold, 68
sub-threshold swing, 70
subtractive pattern transfer, 15
subtractive patterning, 15, 24
superhydrophobic, 122
superhydrophobicity, 123
superprism, 231, 232
superprism effect, 225
surface antigen display, 124
surface energy, 132
surface enhanced infrared absorption, 217
surface enhanced Raman scattering, 211
surface imaging resists, 8
surface plasmon polaritons, 210
surface plasmon resonance, 200
surface plasmons, 194
surface tension, 227
surfactant, 137
SWNTs, 65
synchrotron X-ray sources, 13

SiC nanoparticles, 288
SiC nanorods, 181
SiC nanostructures, 180, 181, 189
SiC nanowires, 182, 186
sidewall profile, 118, 119
side-wall profile, 16
silane, 269, 279
silane plasma, 268
silica glass, 17
silicate material, 25
silicon carbide, 25
silicon clusters, 269
silicon core, 272
silicon master, 136
silicon nanocrystals, 272, 275, 276, 277
silicon nanoparticles, 268, 271, 274, 291
silicon nanostructures, 115, 268, 278, 285
silicon nanowires, 42
silicon wafers, 4
silicone oil, 228
single electron tunneling, 36
single-electron transistors, 29, 30
single-walled carbon nanotubes, 66, 69,
72
skin depth, 210, 211
skin effect, 211
skin friction, 122
soft lithography, 224
soft template, 253
solder bumps, 87
sol-gel synthesis, 41
solid-state refrigerator, 84
space charge effects, 188
spectrophotometric measurement, 271
spin relaxation, 31
spin-flip mechanisms, 31
spin-flip scattering, 31
spin-injection, 32
spin-injection efficiency, 34
spin-orbit interactions, 31
spin-polarization, 35

T-gates, 122
technology generations, 3
template growth, 46, 47
textured substrates, 26
thermal conductivity, 83, 84
thermochemical process, 182, 189
thermoelectric cooling, 84
thermoplastic substrate, 242
thermosetting resins, 25
threshold field, 186
threshold voltage, 77
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wafer fabrication process, 5
wafer planarity, 11
water-soluble polymer, 135
wave modulators, 122
white light displays, 291
wiring plane, 17
workforce, 98
wurtzite structure, 102

topographical image, 25
transconductance, 68, 70, 73, 75, 77, 80
transfer characteristics, 52, 57
transition metals, 51
transmission electron microscope, 47
transparent adhesive, 135
trap charges, 77
trapped exciton, 278
tripropylene glycol diacylate, 144
tunable light emission, 289
tungsten carbide, 16, 240
tunnel barriers, 30, 32
tunnel junction, 35, 38, 39
tunnel resistances, 38
tunneling barrier, 51
tunneling current, 52
tunneling magnetoresistance, 30
tunneling resistance, 72
two-photon polymerization, 141

xenon jet, 13
zig-zag chirality, 66
zigzag nanobelts, 165
zirconium oxide, 68
ZnO nanobelts, 157, 169, 171
ZnO nanoneedles, 186
ZnO nanopillars, 254
ZnO nanostructure, 158, 167, 168, 186
ZnO nanowire arrays, 160
ZnO nanowires, 158, 160, 167, 252
ZnO photonic structures, 254
ZnO pyramid, 167
ZnO whiskers, 156

ultra-small metal structures, 24
ultrasonic vibration, 73
ultraviolet radiation detection, 291
undercut profile, 24
UV-blue light emission, 106
UV-detection, 289
UV roll imprinting process, 245
vertical induction furnace, 182
vertical templates, 55
vibrational fingerprints, 217
VLS method, 45
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